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Abstract
With the rapid growth of wireless data demands and saturation of radio frequency (RF) ca-
pacity, visible light communication (VLC) has become a promising candidate to complement
conventional RF communication, especially for indoor short range applications. However the
performance of the system depends on the propagation and type of system used. An optical
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (O-OFDM) together with multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) in different scenario and modulation techniques are studied in the thesis.
A novel optical wireless communication (OWC) multi-cell system with narrow field of view
(FOV) is studied. In this system the intensity modulated beam from four light sources are
used for communication. The system allows beams to be concentrated in specific areas of
the room to serve multiple mobile devices with low interference and hence increase system
capacity. The performance of asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (ACO-OFDM), direct current biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) and single
carrier (SC) modulation are then compared in this system considering single user and multi-
users scenarios. The performance of the multi-cell is compared with single cell with wide FOV.
It is shown that the capacity for multi-cell system increases with the number of users to 4 times
the single user capacity. Also the findings show that multi-cell system with narrow beams can
outperform a single wide beam system in terms of coverage area and hence average throughput
of about 2.7 times the single wide beam system capacity.
One of the impairments in line of sight (LOS) OWC systems is coverage which degrades the
performance. A mobile receiver with angular diversity detectors in MIMO channels is studied.
The objective is to improve the rank of the channel matrix and hence system throughput. Repe-
tition coding (RC), spatial multiplexing (SMP) and spatial modulation (SM) concepts are used
to evaluate throughput across multiple locations in a small room scenario. A novel adaptive
spatial modulation (ASM) which is capable of combating channel rank deficiency is devised.
Since the receiver is mobile, the channel gains are low in some locations of the room due to
the lack of LOS paths between transmitters and receivers. To combat the situation adaptive
modulation and per antenna rate control (PARC) is employed to maximise spectral efficiency.
The throughputs for fixed transmitters and receivers are compared with the oriented/inclined
detectors for different cases. Angular diversity detectors offer a better throughput improvement
than the state of the art vertical detectors, for example in ASM angular diversity receiver gives
throughput of about 1.6 times that of vertical detectors. Also in SMP the angular detectors
offer throughput about 1.4 times that of vertical detectors. SMP gives the best performance
compared to RC, SM and ASM, for example SMP gives throughput about 2.5 times that of RC
in both vertical detectors and angular diversity receivers. Again SMP gives throughput about 6
times that of SM in both vertical detectors and angular diversity receivers. Also SMP provides
throughput about 2 times that of ASM in both vertical detectors and angular diversity receivers.
ASM exhibit improvement in throughput about average factor of 3.5 times SM performance in
both vertical detectors and angular diversity detectors.
As the performance of the system may be jeopardized by obstructions, specular and diffuse
reflection models for indoor OWC systems using a mobile receiver with angular diversity de-
tectors in MIMO channels are considered. The target is to improve the MIMO throughput
compared to vertically oriented detectors by exploiting reflections from different reflecting sur-
faces in the room. The throughput across multiple locations in the small room by using RC,
SMP and SM approaches is again evaluated. The results for LOS only channels against LOS
with specular or diffuse reflection conditions, for both vertical and angular oriented receivers
are then compared. The results show that exploiting specular and diffuse reflections provide
significant improvements in link performance. For example the reflection coefficient (α) of
0.9 and the antenna separation of 0.6 m, RC diffuse model shows throughput improvement of
about 1.8 times that of LOS for both vertical detectors and angular diversity receivers. SM
diffuse model shows throughput improvement of about 3 times that of LOS for both vertical
detectors and angular diversity receivers. ASM diffuse model shows throughput improvement
of about 2 times that of LOS for both vertical detectors and angular diversity receivers. SMP
diffuse model shows throughput improvement of about 1.5 times that of LOS for both vertical
detectors and angular diversity receiver.
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With the steady increase of wireless communications devices, there is a rapid growth of data
demand, so that radio frequency (RF) spectrum (Figure 1.1) is becoming saturated and hence
the limiting factor for achieving higher transmission rates [1, 2]. The increasing functions and
features of the mobile phones has led to the requirement for more bandwidth.
Current and future multimedia services such as web browsing, music and video downloads,
video telephony, television on demand, making banking transactions, locating tourist attrac-
tions, identifying the best restaurants, social networking, remotely controlling the cooling,
lighting, security in a home, and many other situations require higher data rates and thus en-
larged transmission capacity. Also the global demand for data to and from mobile devices has
more than doubled over the last few years and this trend is expected to continue [3], as shown
in Figure 1.2.
The increasing number of wireless devices that are accessing mobile networks worldwide is one
of the primary contributors to global mobile traffic growth. Each year several new different de-
vices with increased capabilities and intelligence are being introduced in the market. Over half
a billion (526 million) mobile devices and connections were added in 2013 [3]. Global mobile
devices and connections grew to 7 billion in 2013, up from 6.5 billion in 2012. Globally, mo-
bile devices and connections will grow to 10.2 billion by 2018 at a Compound Annual Growth
Rate (CAGR) of 8% [3]. By 2018, there will be 8.2 billion hand-held or personal mobile-ready
devices and 2 billion machine-to-machine (M2M) connections (e.g., GPS systems in cars, asset
tracking systems in shipping and manufacturing sectors, or medical applications making pa-
tient records and health status more readily available, etc) [3, 4]. Also, visual networking index
(VNI) mobile forecast highlights that, in 2019 the mobile traffic per mobile connected end user
device will reach 2,807 Mb per month up from 359 Mb per month in 2014 global-wise [3]. To
avoid device connection outage in the future, this increase in connections and traffic suggests
the need for a complimentary spectrum resource in wireless communications.
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Figure 1.1: The UK Frequency Allocation [2]
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Figure 1.2: Cisco Forecasts 15.9 Exabytes per Month of Mobile Data Traffic by 2018.
Source: Cisco Visual Networking Index [3]
The spectrum ranging from infra-red (IR) to ultraviolet (UV) including visible light offers a
huge bandwidth, which may be utilized for communications such as wireless local area net-
works (WLAN). The optical wireless communication (OWC) signal occupies wavelengths in
the visible light spectrum from 380 nm to 750 nm and/or the near infra-red (NIR) spectrum
from 750 nm to 2.5 µm. The total available bandwidth resource amounts to approximately 670
THz, which is a factor of 10, 000 larger than the radio frequency (RF) spectrum [5, 6] and this
can be clearly seen in Figure 1.3. In 2011, the institute of electrical and electronics engineers
(IEEE) published a standard for VLC, the IEEE standard 802.15.7-2011, IEEE standard for
Local and metropolitan area networks, part 15.7: short-range wireless optical communication
using visible light [7].
In optical communication the transmitter modulates data and transforms the electrical signal
to an optical signal, while the receiver demodulates signal and converts the incoming optical
signal into an electrical current. OWC therefore promises to be a complimentary technology
to RF communications. OWC is cheap because of the low cost and low number of required
components in transmitting and receiving side compared to typical radio transceiver/access
point. Again, with the development of solid-state lighting, white light emitting diodes (LEDs)
could replace existing conventional light devices so communications and illumination can take
place at the same time, hence saving power [8]. It is also safe to use in places where RF are
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not permitted e.g. underwater communication, the aviation industry, hospitals and healthcare
facilities, and hazardous environments such as oil and gas refineries. OWC has the advantage
of a license-free unregulated operation over a huge spectrum resource. Due to the fact that
light does not propagate through opaque objects, the data communication is usually harder to
intercept or to eavesdrop than RF signals. In Addition it is free of any health concerns as long
as eye safety regulations are fulfilled [1, 9].
Figure 1.3: The electromagnetic spectrum and the vast potential of unused, unregulated, safe
green spectrum in the visible light part. The visible light spectrum is 10,000 times
larger than the entire radio frequency spectrum. Source: SPIE Connecting minds
advancing lights [5]
The first recorded indoor OWC system was reported by Gfeller and Bapst in 1976 [10]. The
system was capable of achieving 1 Mbps using on-off keying (OOK) at a centre wavelength
of 950 nm in the infrared (IR) spectrum, employing diffuse radiation for a coverage of an
office room. In 1996 Marsh and Kahn demonstrated an indoor diffuse OOK IR system with a
data rate of 50 Mbps [11]. In 2000, Carruthers and Kahn presented a faster OOK IR system
implementation with a data rate 70 Mbps and a potential of up to 100 Mbps [12]. Tanaka et
al. first worked on white LEDs to convey information in addition to serving the main function
of illumination in an indoor setup, later in 2003 they presented an OOK system providing 400
Mbps data rate [13]. In 2010, Vucic et al. demonstrated the potential of VLC systems with
a 500 Mbps data rate [14]. Recently, at the University of Edinburgh, the research group led
by Professor Harald Haas has presented a VLC orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) system based on a single LED using Gallium Nitrate µLED, where a data rate of
3 Gbps was achieved [15].
Multiple transmitter-receiver techniques have gained much attention in the field of RF commu-
nications, as they enable large spectral efficiencies and improve the performance of wireless
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systems. This parallel usage of multiple transmitters and receivers can also be employed in
VLC e.g. OWC multiple input multiple output (OWC-MIMO) to enhance the overall system
performance, improve spectral efficiency and reduce the bit error rate (BER) of a communica-
tion system [8].
In all the systems discussed above, the implementation faced several impairments including
directionality i.e the signals can only be detected by a receiver which is placed within the
emitted light beam. Hence, the propagation and the transmission range of optical signals can
be restricted to specific spots or areas. Other impairments are the large size of a fixed receiver
with an imaging lens which often becomes impractical in a real situation [8], high channel
correlations for wide separations of transmitting and receiving optical devices [16], blockage
of LOS propagation and coverage problems [17].
In this thesis, applications of optical OFDM, single carrier (SC) and MIMO techniques are stud-
ied and then some novel techniques are proposed to overcome some of impairments like direc-
tionality, channel correlation, interference, LOS beam obstruction and poor coverage. The in-
troduced techniques can potentially enable indoor OWC with improved data rate performance.
1.1.1 Contributions
The aim of this thesis is to study, analyse and apply optical wireless transmission methods and
techniques like OFDM, SC, MIMO and finally, develop novel techniques for system robustness
and spectral efficiency in indoor environments. The following are the contributions of the thesis:
• Performance of asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal frequency division multiplex-
ing (ACO-OFDM), direct current biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) and SC modula-
tion schemes in single and multi-user systems is compared. Then the studied techniques
were applied in a novel 4-Cells with narrow angular beams for indoor VLC system. This
allows intensity modulated beams from light sources to be concentrated in specific ar-
eas to serve multiple mobile devices with low interference, and hence increase system
capacity by the average factor of 2.7 times the single beam system capacity for both
ACO-OFDM, DCO-OFDM and PAM. Also the channel capacity for 4-Cell beam sys-
tem increases with the number of users to 4 times the single user capacity. The results
of the studies have been presented and published in the Institute for Engineering and
Technology (IET)- Intelligent Signal Processing Conference 2013 [18].
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• Second, Angular diversity optical detectors in a MIMO configuration is developed so as
to provide LOS channel conditions in more locations of the room and its performance
is compared with state of the art vertical detectors. A novel adaptive form of spatial
modulation (ASM) which is robust to rank deficient channels in different locations of the
room is devised. Considering the same antenna separation of 0.6 m apart, ASM offers
throughput improvement of average factor of 3.5 times SM perfromance in both vertical
detectors and angular diversity detectors. Performance of MIMO methods operating over
many room locations is compared. Angular diversity detectors offer a better throughput
improvement than the state of the art vertical detectors, for example in ASM angular
diversity receiver gives throughput of about 1.6 times that of vertical detectors. Also in
Spatial Multiplexing (SMP) the angular detectors offer throughput about 1.4 times that
of vertical detectors. SMP gives the best performance compared to RC, SM and ASM,
for example SMP gives throughput about 2.5 times that of Repetition code (RC) in both
vertical detectors and angular diversity receivers. Again SMP gives throughput about 6
times that of Spatial Modulation (SM) in both vertical detectors and angular diversity
receivers. Also SMP provides throughput about 2 times that of ASM in both vertical
detectors and angular diversity receivers. The results of the studies have been presented
and published in IEEE Globe Telecommunications Conference (GLOBECOM 2014) [19].
• Third, a novel study of the impact of specular and diffuse reflections on MIMO perfor-
mance is introduced. An optical MIMO system taking into account three scenarios: a
LOS model, a Lambertian specular reflection model and a Lambert-Phong diffuse reflec-
tion model in both vertical and angular diversity receiver detectors is studied. Then per-
formance statistics for MIMO methods operating over many room locations using AMC,
ASM with an optical form of PARC is provided. The reflection models has shown a big
impact in throughput improvement as the reflection coefficient value of the reflecting sur-
face is increased. The diffuse reflection model show the best results as compared to LOS
model, for example when the reflection coefficient (α) of 0.9 is considered and when the
antenna separation is set to 0.6 m, RC diffuse model shows throughput improvement of
about 1.8 times that of LOS for both vertical detectors and angular diversity receivers.
SM diffuse model shows throughput improvement of about 3 times that of LOS for both
vertical detectors and angular diversity receivers. ASM diffuse model shows throughput
improvement of about 2 times that of LOS for both vertical detectors and angular diver-
sity receivers. SMP diffuse model shows throughput improvement of about 1.5 times
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that of LOS for both vertical detectors and angular diversity receiver. The results of the
studies have been submitted to the IEEE Journal on Lightwave Technology for review.
1.1.2 Thesis Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives an overview of the evolution
and fundamentals of wireless communications where Radio frequency (RF) and OWC are ex-
plained. Wireless signal propagation and impairments are explained in detail, the variety of
communication setups, the modulation formats and the existing literature on their capacity in
the optical wireless channel are studied. The chapter also describes MIMO algorithms and
operations, OFDM, O-OFDM and SC systems.
Chapter 3 presents the analysis and application of O-OFDM, single carrier (SC) in inten-
sity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD). A 4-Cell narrow beam system is developed and
O-OFDM, SC are applied to it in different scenarios. The performance of the 4-Cell narrow
beams system and the single wide beam are compared in this section. The comparison between
performance of single user single-beam light, single user multi-beam lights, and multi-beam
multi-user scenarios is also described in this chapter.
Chapter 4 introduces adaptive spatial modulation (ASM) and angular diversity detectors in an
indoor VLC MIMO system. The chapter discusses the angular receiver setup, MIMO tech-
niques used and system throughput evaluation. The throughput results are compared at 10,000
room locations for different receiver detector orientation and transmitter separations.
Chapter 5 proposes the consideration of both LOS and reflections on the channel model. In
this chapter specular and diffuse reflections are modelled in different scenarios. Different re-
flectivities in the room environment were considered. The total gain for either LOS and spec-
ular or LOS and diffuse channels are evaluated at the receiver detectors. To increase reception
probability and combat the power loss caused by directivity issues, we again consider differ-
ent MIMO configuration. The performance comparison between angular detectors and vertical
detectors is evaluated in this chapter.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with the significant findings of this study. The limita-




The chapter has highlighted the deficit in spectrum for current RF technology and pointed out
the immense license-free spectral resource available for OWC systems. Some of the notable
advances in the achievable data rates of current OWC system implementations have been pre-
sented in this Chapter. The main challenges in improving the information rates of the OWC
systems considering the limitations of transmission channels have been introduced. In this
context, methods to maximize the information rates of multi-carrier and single carrier OWC
systems have been summarized as the main contributions of this thesis. The Chapter also con-




In this chapter, the background to wireless communications is provided. The chapter gives a
brief overview of the history and evolution of wireless communications in Radio frequency
(RF) as well as in optical communication. The chapter also discusses the wireless channel
environment, link impairments and their relevance for enabling multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) systems. The operation of OFDM and single carrier systems for both RF and optical
communications along with their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. The chapter
summarises challenges in optical communication and proposes novel approaches to minimize
the challenges.
2.1 Evolution of wireless communications
The history of wireless communications stretches back many centuries. Many of the earliest
systems were inherently line of sight using such techniques as smoke signals, flashing lights
and semaphore. For example, the French had an elaborate, essentially countrywide, semaphore
system (Figure 2.1), developed by Claude Chappe and consisting of series of relay stations
[20, 21]. Possibly, the first non-LOS systems were the drum signalling techniques used by
tribes in Africa [22].
The understanding of the electromagnetic force is a founding pillar of modern telecommunica-
tions and there could be no wireless communications without this knowledge [22]. The idea of
wireless communications is based on the mathematical analysis of by James Clerk Maxwell.
His equations form the basis of computational electromagnetics and this are the foundation of
wireless technology [23]. In 1880, Alexander Graham Bell demonstrated the first implementa-
tion of wireless system using light beams in form of photo-phone. He employed a mechanism
of vibrating mirror at the transmitter to modulate a voice message onto a light signal [24–26].
In 1895, Guglielmo Marconi first demonstrated modern wireless technology, which also be-
came known as radio [20, 21, 27]. The first such systems were in a sense digital since they used
Morse code, which had been invented by Samuel Finley Breese Morse for use in telegraphy. A
few years later, speech communication using analogy modulation came into applications.
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The potential of wireless communications was unlocked when the work of Claude Shannon
was published. In 1948, Shannon opened up the field of field of information theory that char-
acterised the limits of reliable communication [28]. He showed that there is a maximal channel
capacity (achievable data rate) for which the error probability could be as low as desired. Fur-
ther, communicating at higher data rates demands either more bandwidth or greater signal-to-
noise-ratio (SNR) [29]. In fact, it was Shannon who established performance limits of practical
modern communication systems. Since then, significant research has progressed into trying to
approach the information theoretical channel capacity predicted in his work.
Figure 2.1: The semaphore signalling alphanumeric system[30]
The development of modern terrestrial wireless systems has been driven in large measure by the
development of cellular radio systems [31, 32]. The cellular principle introduced the concept
of frequency reuse over large spatial domains. This leads to a very efficient use of the available
radio spectrum and allows for a very large number of simultaneous users of a given frequency
over a wide area. As a result the world is today moving to an untethered mobile wireless
communications environment based on cellular-like system architectures. In 1979, a Japanese
telecommunication company Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NTT) became the first company
to implement a commercial cellular mobile phone network in the world, followed by the Nordic
Mobile Telephone (NMT) system that launched the similar system in Denmark, Norway, Sweden
and Finland in 1981. Later in 1983 American Telephone and Telegraph (AT & T) deployed the
first cellular system in Chicago in 1983 [22, 33]. AT & T used an analogue transmission format
and was completely saturated by 1984, the developers having grossly underestimated the public
appetite for mobile phone services. Since then there has been an almost explosive growth of
cellular radio, and this continues today.
In the early 1990s the first digital cellular or second generation systems, which also called
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global system for mobile communications (GSM) appeared. These provided increased capac-
ity and performance using digital transmission formats coupled with improved digital signal
techniques and hardware platforms. In contrast to the first generation wireless systems, which
differed from country to country, the second generation systems were developed in a collab-
orative manner. So, GSM became a robust, interoperable and widely accepted standard that
combined expertise from various organisations under the guidance of the European Telecom-
munications Standards Institute. GSM gained such momentum that it was quickly adopted by
many countries around the world. The digital nature of the GSM systems enabled data services
to be incorporated and packet data services were introduced towards the end of the 1990s. The
interoperability of GSM, along with its digital nature, provided mobile communications around
the world and motivated the need for further, global co-operation services and technologies
[34].
As the second generation wireless systems were being deployed across the world, research to-
wards the third generation networks was on the way. The International Telecommunications
Union (ITU) had started work on the evolution of the GSM standard in the 1980s. The GSM
systems download speed of 14.4kb/s was insufficient for the rapidly growing data service de-
mand. Based on that, research in the third generation systems targeted at achieving data rates
of at least 2000 kb/s. To facilitate this technological advance, the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) [35] was established so as to coordinate research activity across the world.
3GPP is an international organisation consisting of several international standardisation bod-
ies from Europe, U.S.A., Japan, China and South Korea. In second generation systems time
division multiple access (TDMA) or frequency division multiple access (FDMA) was used to
facilitate multiple users, the third generation systems designed to use code division multiple ac-
cess (CDMA). CDMA would support ultra wide bandwidth and would facilitate a large number
of co-channel users, while remaining relatively immune to interference [36].
The increasing application of mobile devices has led to an exponential growth in the wireless
data demands. The global mobile data demand is more than doubling over the last several
years and expected to continue, as shown in Figure 1.2 of chapter 1. This leads to RF spectrum
saturation, consequently a limit on achievable data rates. In an attempt to increase the spectral
efficiency without more bandwidth or a greater SNR, researchers began to exploit the spatial
domain. The idea of multiple spatial channels between two users is first considered in [37]
where each channel is focused to operate with the same data rate. In this system the overall data
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Figure 2.2: The MIMO system setup. The signal transmitted from each transmit antenna is
detected by all receiving antennas
rate would increase linearly with the number of parallel connections between the transmitter and
receiver. The idea was named the multiple-input multiple- output (MIMO) system. An example
of a MIMO setup is shown in Figure 2.2 where the receiver detects multiple versions of the
transmitted signal in the wireless environment. The new MIMO research outcomes were then
incorporated for the first time in Release 7 of the 3GPP evolution standard and have remained
an integral part since [34]. MIMO systems, along with OFDM, are considered as the backbone
of the fourth generation wireless technologies led by the long-term evolution advanced (LTE-
A) initiative where peak data rates of up to 1 Gbit/s in the downlink and 450 Mbits/s in the
uplink are possible. In particular, the employed technology is designed to be competitive for
the next decade [38]. Aside from LTE-A, the IEEE 802.16 wireless access standard, referred to
as WiMAX, also incorporates the use of MIMO systems [39]. In addition, MIMO systems are
already part of the IEEE 802.11n and the latest IEEE 802.11ac standard for wireless local area
networks and most modern wireless network cards are manufactured with the IEEE 802.11ac
standard in [40].
As the wireless data demand increases, the spectrum resource also becomes a scarce com-
modity. This demand has driven research forward to find enhancements to existing RF wireless
communications. The recent research activities have facilitated the evolution of optical wireless
technology. The entire electromagnetic spectrum up to 300 GHz is almost completely allocated
[1, 2]. Therefore, in order to cope with the increasing data demand for wireless communica-
tions, the light spectrum can be used. The optical spectrum is much larger than the microwave
spectrum as shown in Figure 1.3. Also, the spectrum is mostly unused for wireless data trans-




The remainder of the chapter covers the basic overview of optical channel where, channel
propagation properties, eye safety and optical wireless channel model are explained. It also
gives a brief information about single carrier, multi-carrier and MIMO.
2.2 Optical wireless channel link
Wireless optical channels differ in several ways from conventional communications channels.
In this section the building blocks of the transmitter and receiver front-ends are elaborated. The
physical basis for the various amplitude and power constraints as well as propagation charac-
teristics in indoor environments are also described. The geometry of a wireless communication
scenario is defined by the position and transmission/reception characteristics of the transmitters
and receivers in an indoor or outdoor environment together with some reflection properties of
the objects in the setup. Based on the light propagation path radiated by the LEDs and de-
tected by the Photo Diodes (PDs), there are two general link arrangements, i.e. LOS and NLOS
communications [41].
Figure 2.3: Block diagram of a typical optical wireless system
Many optical communication system are termed intensity modulation, direct detection format
(IM/DD), this is a modulation scheme where the intensity of an incoherent optical source like
LED is modulated and varied in accordance with the amplitude of the modulating signal. De-
modulation in (IM/DD) is achieved through detection of the optical power and conversion using
a photo-diode [41]. However some of optical systems employ coherent light sources like laser
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where intensity can be varried in accordance with either amplitude, phase or frequency of the
modulating signal. Detection in this case can be performed using heterodyne or homodyne
downconversion by a local-oscillator (LO) laser, followed by the appropriate electrical-domain
detector [41]. Figure 2.3 presents a schematic of a simplified free-space intensity modulated,
direct-detection optical link. The optical intensity of a source is defined as the optical power
emitted per solid angle in units of Watts per steradian [42]. In Figure 2.3 the transmitter unit
consists of a digital modulator which is responsible for the modulation of the input electrical
signal into a current signal x(t). The current drives LED/laser diode (LD) or alternatively an
array of LEDs/lasers. Here, the information-carrying current signal is transformed into optical
intensity. The optical signal can be passed through an optical system for further shaping of
the transmitted light beam. In this optical system, a collimator, an optical amplifier lens, or
a diffusor can be employed to narrow or broaden the light beam [1, 25]. The optical signal is
then transmitted over the optical wireless channel (free space). The information sent on this
channel is not contained in the amplitude, phase or frequency of the transmitted optical wave-
form, but rather in the intensity of the transmitted signal I(t) [26]. Some of the optical energy
is absorbed by the objects in the environment, and the rest is reflected back into the atmosphere
in a diffuse or specular fashion [43]. In general LOS and NLOS signal components both arrive
at the receiver.
At the receiver, an optical filter [44] can be applied to select a portion of interest in the light
spectrum or can be used to reduce the interference from ambient light. So, the optical signal is
passed through a system of optical elements, e.g. lenses and collimator, to amplify its strength
and to align the incoming light according to the photodetector’s properties [1, 41, 45–48]. At
the photodetector, i.e. a PD or again an array of PDs, the optical signal is converted back to
electrical current y(t). The current signal is amplified by a transimpedance amplifier (TIA),
and a digital signal processing (DSP) is employed for demodulation of the information bits.
This electro-optical conversion process is termed optical intensity modulation and is usually
accomplished by LED or LD operating in the 850-950 nm wavelength band [26, 41]. The
information bearing intensity signal which is transmitted must remain positive for all time since
the transmitted power can physically never be negative, i.e.,
(∀t ∈ <)I(t) ≥ 0 (2.1)
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Kahn and Barry provide a common baseband channel model for OWC in [41] as:
y(t) = g(t) ∗ I(t) + n(t) (2.2)
where y(t) is the received waveform, g(t) is the channel impulse response and I(t) is the in-
stantaneous transmitted optical power. The symbol ∗ denotes the convolution operator and the
noise is represented by n(t). The term n(t) is assumed to be the sum of shot noise due to
intense ambient light and thermal noise. Two main noise sources are considered in OWC sys-
tems. Shot noise is caused by background light sources like the sun and additional illumination
devices which are not for data transmission. This ambient light is dominant compared to the
signal generated noise. This ambient noise can be modelled as zero mean AWGN which is
independent of I(t) [41, 47]. Thermal noise is induced in the receiver electronics like the pre-
amplifier of the receiver front-end. It is independent of I(t) and independent of the shot noise.
Therefore, n(t) can be modelled as real valued AWGN with zero mean and a variance
δ2 = δ2ss + δ
2
js (2.3)
where δ2ss is the shot noise variance and δ
2
js is the thermal noise variance [41, 47]. The noise
power is given by δ2 = N0B, where N0 is the noise power spectral density and B is the band-
width. As for IM/DD based OWC the transmitted signal represents optical power, I(t) has to
be non negative, and thus I(t) ≥ 0 holds. This is in contrast to RF communications where
the average transmitted power depends on |I(t)|2 which is appropriate when I(t) represents








where T is the period for transmitted light wave and the average received optical power can be
written as
Pr = hPt, (2.5)
where Pr represents the optical received power and h represents the channel gain of the optical
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link. As further discussed in Section (2.2.3) intensity modulated optical links can be represented
by the direct-current (DC) channel gain h due to the flat frequency response of the indoor
short range optical wireless channel. In indoor short range OWC channel the delay spread is
very small as a result, the bandwidth of the signal becomes very smaller than the coherence
bandwidth.
2.2.1 Channel propagation properties
As in radio frequency transmission systems, multipath propagation effects are important for
OWC networks. The power radiated from the transmitter may take many reflected and refracted
paths before arriving at the receiver. In radio systems, the sum of the transmitted signal and
its images at the receiver antenna cause spectral nulls in the transmission characteristic. These
nulls are located at frequencies where the phase shift between the paths causes destructive
interference at the receiver. This effect is known as multipath fading [49].
Unlike RF systems, multipath fading is not always a major impairment in optical wireless
communications. The receiving antenna in an OWC is the light detector which typically has
an active radiation collection area of approximately 1cm2 [1, 13]. The relative size of this
antenna with respect to the wavelength of the light wave is immense, on the order of 104λ.
The multipath propagation of light produces fade condition in the amplitude of the received
electromagnetic signal at spacings on the order of a half wavelength apart. The light detector
integrates the square of the amplitude of the electromagnetic radiation falling on it [50]. The
size of the photodetector with respect to the wavelength of the light inherently provides spatial
diversity in the receiver which mitigates the impact of multipath fading [26, 50]. The impact
of multipath dispersion is noticeable in diffuse OWC communication systems, but in short
distance line-of-sight (LOS) links, multipath dispersion is seldom a significant issue [51].
2.2.2 Eye Safety
The design of the transmitter unit is subject to eye safety regulations. Safety considerations
must be taken into account when designing a wireless optical link. Since the energy is propa-
gated in a free-space channel, the impacts of this radiation on human safety must be considered
[41]. There is number of international standards bodies which provide guidelines on LED and
laser emissions namely: the BSI British Standards-BS EN 62471 : 2008, the International Elec-
trotechnical Commission (IEC) (IEC60825-1), American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
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(ANSI Z136.1), European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC) among
others [26].
In [25], it is explained that incoherent diffuse continuous-wave-modulated LEDs belong to the
exempt group classification and pose no photobiological hazard for the human eye. This is
according to the BS EN 62471 : 2008 standard for photobiological safety of lamps and lamp
systems. It is appropriate if the irradiance does not exceed 100W/m2 at a distance of 0.2 m
from the optical source in the direction of maximal directivity within 1000s. [52]
Generally, a single LED has a generalized Lambertian radiation pattern [10, 41]. It has been
shown in [43] that incoherent diffuse LEDs, e.g. the Vishay TSHG8200 or the OSRAM LCW
W5SM Golden Dragon, are inherently designed in accordance with the eye safety standard,
and there is significant room for intensity amplification through an optical system of lenses and
collimators [53, 54].
2.2.3 Optical wireless channel model
Optical wireless link models in general are given in [1] and Figure 2.4 and for channel gains
calculations were given in [41, 48]. The frequency response of the optical channel is flat near
DC and the channel has the low-pass characteristic because of direct detection. The authors
describe the DC channel gain as the most distinctive parameter for describing an intensity
modulated optical link. The channel gain h affects the optical power received by the receiver
by inducing a specific path loss as given by equation (2.5). The optical path loss is given by
−10log10h, whereas the electrical path loss is given by −10log10h2. Kahn and Barry describe
three link models depending on the geometry: LOS links, directed NLOS links and diffuse
NLOS links. Figure 2.5 presents all the three geometries.
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Figure 2.4: Classification of simple indoor OWC links according to the degree of directionality
of the transmitter and receiver [41]
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.5: Geometries used in channel gains calculations (a) LOS link (b) Directed non-LOS
link (c) Non-directed non-LOS link
Figure 2.5 (a) depicts the LOS link, where φ is the angle of emergence with respect to the
transmitter (TX) axis and θ is the angle of incidence with respect to the receiver (RX) axis.
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The distance from the transmitter to the receiver is represented by the variable d. Based on the
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Scalar A is the collection area of the detector, Φ 1
2
is the transmitter semi-angle (at half power)
and the scalar ϕ 1
2
is the field of view (FOV) semi angle of the receiver. The channel gain h de-
pends on the specific position of the transmitter and the receiver. If a receiver and a transmitter
are not in each others FOV, h = 0 holds.
Figure 2.5 (b) illustrates directed non-LOS. In the figure, both the transmitter and the receiver
axes are directed towards the ceiling. For this setup, it is assumed in [41] that the diameter of
the spot of illumination at the ceiling is smaller than the distance d between the spot and the
receiver. If the ceiling at a height of z (with respect to the receiver position) has reflectivity of







cos(θ), 0 ≤ θ ≤ ϕ 1
2
0, θ > ϕ 1
2
(2.8)
The last scenario discussed by Kahn and Barry is a non directed-LOS link. Figure 2.5 (c)
illustrates this type of link. In [41] it is assumed that the transmitter at coordinate (0, 0) is
pointed straight upward and emits a Lambertian pattern. It is also assumed that the receiver at
coordinate (x2, y2) is pointed straight upward. Both the transmitter and receiver are located in
the horizontal (x, y) plane, where the distance from the ceiling to the transmitter and receiver is
z1 and z2 respectively. The optical power reflected from the ceiling is integrated at the receiver











(z21 + x2 + y2)2[(z
2
2 + (x− x2)2 + (y − y2)2]2
(2.9)
2.3 Single-carrier and multi-carrier modulation
Single-carrier pulse modulation is one method of encoding information either in the position of
the pulse i.e. M -PPM, in the amplitude of the pulse i.e. M -PAM or in the width of the pulse
M -PWM. In multi-carrier modulation, the information is split and encoded in several complex
components i.e. M -QAM and then transmitted in separate sub-carriers signals. During the
multi-carrier modulation process, the inverse FFT (IFFT) is used as a multiplexing technique at
the transmitter, and the FFT is used as a demultiplexing technique at the receiver [25]. Figure




Figure 2.6: Illustration of frequency spectra formats of (a) Single carrier and (b) Multi-carrier
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Figure 2.7: Block diagram of single-carrier transmission in OWC using PAM and PPM
2.3.1 M -PPM
Figure 2.7 presents a block diagram of single-carrier transmission with pulse modulation.
Pulse-position modulation (PPM) is a form of signal modulation in which M message bits
are encoded by transmitting a single pulse in one of possible time-shifts. In M -PPM, log2(M)
bits with equal probability form a time domain symbol. It consists a sequence of M time slots
as in Figure 2.8, where one slot has a current level of
√
MPs, and the other M − 1 slots are set
to zero. Here, Ps denotes the average electrical power of theM -PPM symbol and this is related
to the average electrical bit power by: Ps = Pblog2(M). The respective energy per symbol
Es and energy per bit Eb are obtained in the following relation: Es = Ps/Rs and Eb = Pb/Rs.
M time slots each with duration T/M fit within a time period of T . Therefore, the M -PPM
symbol with a double-sided bandwidth of B = M/T has a duration of T for a symbol rate of
Rs = B/M , and it is grouped in the train of L symbols, s [25]. To determine the spectral effi-
ciency of a modulation scheme, the number of bits that can be transmitted per symbol duration
and per symbol bandwidth should be evaluated. So, the spectral efficiency SE = Rb/B, where
Rb = log2(M)Rs is the bit rate. Thus, the spectral efficiency of M -PPM can be expressed as
SE = log2(M)/M bits/s/Hz [25, 41, 55].
Since the train of symbols, s, is affected by the distortion caused by the inverse of the non-linear
transfer function of the LED transmitter, the symbol is scaled in order to fit within the front-end
optical power constraints. The signal is then passed through a digital to analog converter (D/A)
so that the train of digital signals can be converted into a train of continuous-time pulses. A
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of 4-PPM
pulse shaping filter is applied to obtain a band-limited signal. In M -PPM a DC bias level is not
needed since the information-carrying pulse has an optical power greater than minimum optical
power constraints.
The signal is transmitted through the optical wireless channel and is then distorted by AWGN n
at the receiver during recovery of the received signal y. The received signal is synchronized and
then passed through a filter matched to the impulse response of the pulse shaping filter at the
transmitter. The signal is sampled at a frequency ofM/T at the A/D converter [25, 41, 55]. The
signal is equalized to correct the channel effects and then the distorted copy of the transmitted
symbol s̃, is obtained. A hard-decision or soft-decision decoder can be employed to obtain the
received bits.
2.3.2 M -PAM
The block diagram in Figure 2.7 presents single-carrier transmission withM -PAM. In this case,
log2(M) input bits having equal probability form a time domain symbol with a double-sided
bandwidth of B = 1/T and a duration of T for a symbol rate of Rs = B. The symbols are
then assigned to current levels of ς
√
3Ps




Figure 2.9: Illustration of 4-PAM
These levels are grouped in the train of L symbols s. Here, Eb =Pb/B = Ps/log2(M)B where
Eb and Pb are energy per bit and power per bit respectively. Therefore the spectral efficiency
of M -PAM is log2(M) bits/s/Hz [25, 41, 55]. Since the train of symbols is pre-distorted, they
are scaled and passed through the D/A converter then a pulse shaping filter is applied. Since
at this stage symbols are bipolar, they require a DC bias, BDC , to fit within the positive-only
waveforms that can be transmitted by the LED. An example of 4-PAM is shown in Figure 2.9.
The signal x is transmitted over the optical wireless channel, and at the receiver side the signal is
distorted by AWGN, n. Then received signal, y, is synchronized and passed through a matched
filter. The signal is sampled at a frequency of 1/T at the A/D converter [25, 41, 55]. Next, the
signal is equalized, and the distorted copy of the transmitted symbol s̃, is obtained and decoded
to recover the transmitted bits.
In BER performance of PPM, lower modulation level requires more SNR than the higher mod-
ulation level can require. As the modulation level is increased, PPM becomes more power ef-
ficient and provides better BER performance. In contrast to L-PPM, M -PAM scheme requires
more amount of power to achieve the same amount of BER that PPM can achive. However
PAM is more bandwidth efficient compared to PPM [47, 56].
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2.3.3 Optical OFDM using M -QAM
In OFDM the total signal bandwidth in classical parallel data system can be divided into N
non-overlapping frequency sub-carries. The carries must be mathematically orthogonal to each
other i.e the dot product of adjacent carriers should be equal to zero [57]. Also orthogonality
can be viewed from the perspective of stochastic processes that, if two random processes are
uncorrelated then they are orthogonal. So despite of overlapping sub-carriers, orthogonality
eliminates inter-carrier interference (ICI) and therefore the energy from other sub-carrier does
not contribute to another. Each sub-carrier is modulated with a separate symbol and then the
N sub-channels are frequency multiplexed [57]. The block diagram in Figure 2.10 presents
multi-carrier O-OFDM transmission. The O-OFDM transmission can be implemented through
two main techniques: the bipolar DCO-OFDM with a DC bias or the unipolar ACO-OFDM
[25, 58].
Figure 2.10: Block diagram of multi-carrier transmission using OFDM
In OFDM, the OFDM frame S is formed byN subcarriers. The OFDM frame, Si,c, corresponds
to the ith OFDM symbol, where c = 0, 1, ..., N − 1, is the subcarrier index. Each subcarrier
in a total OFDM frame double-sided bandwidth of B = 1/T , occupies a bandwidth of 1/NT .
The two O-OFDM systems utilize a different portion of the available bandwidth. In OWC,
the signal to be transmitted should be real and positive. To ensure a real-valued time domain
signal, Hermitian symmetry should be imposed on the OFDM frame for both techniques, and
the subcarriers with indices c = {0, N/2} are set to zero [25, 58, 59]. In DCO-OFDM, only
N/2−1 subcarriers in the first half of the frame, c = 1, ..., N/2−1, carry information symbols
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while in ACO-OFDM, even carriers are disabled and only the odd subcarriers are active. So far
ACO-OFDM, only the N/4 subcarriers with indices c = 1, 3, 5, ..., N/2− 1 carry information
symbols. The OFDM symbol s, is obtained by the IFFT of the OFDM frame S. In O-OFDM,













√−1, and m = 0, 1, ..., N − 1, denotes the time domain sample index within the
OFDM symbol. Variable Si,c can be complex (e.g. 16-QAM) unlike PAM or PPM. In addition
to si,c, NCP samples from the end of each OFDM symbol are appended at the beginning of
the symbol to form the cyclic prefix (CP) extension, for mitigation of the inter-symbol inter-
ference (ISI) and the inter-carrier interference (ICI) [25, 59, 60]. If the number of subcarriers
is sufficiently large, when added with CP, they together transform the optical wireless channel
from being potentially dispersive into a flat fading channel over the subcarrier bandwidth. This
transformation reduces the computational complexity of the equalization process at the receiver
to a single-tap equalizer [60]. As a result, the time domain OFDM symbol with CP occupies
a double-sided bandwidth of B = 1/T , and it has a duration of (N + NCP )T . For FFT sizes
greater than 64 the time domain samples for the train of OFDM symbols closely matches a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance of δ2 [25, 59].
To compensate the non-linear transfer characteristic of LED transmitter, pre-distortion using the
inverse of the non-linear transfer function is applied [61]. Then the pre-distorted OFDM symbol
is passed through a parallel-to-serial (P/S) block, and and then through the D/A converter to
obtain the continuous-time signal. A pulse shaping filter is applied. To ensure non-negativity,
since only the odd subcarriers are enabled in ACO-OFDM, the negative part of the ACO-OFDM
symbol is clipped to zero without loss of information at the received odd subcarriers. The
bipolar DCO-OFDM symbol is converted to a unipolar signal by adding direct current (DC)
bias. The signal is DC-biased by a current BDC in the analog circuitry, and it is transmitted by
the LED.
The signal x is transmitted over the optical wireless channel and when reaches the receiver it
is distorted by AWGN, n. The received signal, y is then synchronized, and passed through a
matched filter. The signal is sampled at a frequency of 1/T by the A/D converter [25, 59, 60].
After serial to parallel (S/P) conversion, the CP extension of each OFDM symbol is removed
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in order to extract the distorted copy of the OFDM symbol, s̃ and then the signal is then passed
through FFT process block. Here, the signal is converted back to the frequency domain. The












where, S̃i,c and s̃i,c denote the distorted copy of the OFDM frame and symbol respectively.
2.4 Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) techniques have gained much attention in the field
of RF communications as they enable large spectral efficiencies and improve the performance
of wireless systems [62–66]. Therefore, these techniques are an appropriate way to utilize
the available bandwidth efficiently. In addition to conventional data transmission in the time
and frequency domain, MIMO techniques exploit the spatial domain for simultaneous data
transmission. The benefits of these techniques rely on multipath signal propagation and on
the fading effects of wireless channels caused by reflection, diffraction and scattering. These
effects induce characteristic “spatial signatures” of the multiple wireless links which allow the
communication receiver to separate out signals from different transmitters to achieve better
performance [6].
The idea behind spatial multiplexing is that a source stream is split into several substreams as
in Figure 2.2. Each substream is then transmitted from a different transmitter. In this case, all
the transmitters are active at the same time and each receiver uses multiple antennas to detect
the multiple co-channel signals. For the facilitation of detection, a rich scattering environment
is very important. Therefore, the receiver exploits the different channel fingerprints of each
co-channel signal to separate them. The substreams are then demodulated and recombined
to obtain the original source signal. The channel gain matrix for a MIMO system with Nt









hNr1 . . . hNrNt

(2.12)
where hnrnt represents the channel transfer function of the wireless link between transmitter
nt and receiver nr.
The work by Foschini [62] provided a basis for approaches that employ multiple transmit an-
tennas and multiple receive antennas in a system. When independent data streams are simul-
taneously transmitted from all the transmitters, the technique is called spatial multiplexing. In
[62], Foschini defines an efficient technique for spatial multiplexing that breaks information
data streams into substreams called diagonal Bell Laboratories layered space-time architec-
ture (D-BLAST). D-BLAST employs antenna arrays at both the transmitter and receiver along
with a diagonally-layered coding structure where code blocks are dispersed across diagonals in
space-time. This leads to theoretical rates which grow directly proportional to the number of
transmit and receive antennas in rich scattering environments. In fact, D-BLAST is shown to
achieve up to 90% of the Shannon capacity [62].
(a) D-BLAST (b) V-BLAST
Figure 2.11: (a) D-BLAST and (b) V-BLAST coding for four antennas MIMO system
Another approach, called vertical Bell Laboratories layered space-time architecture (V-BLAST),
was proposed in [67]. The fundamental difference between V-BLAST and D-BLAST is the vec-
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tor encoding process, where a vector is defined as the vector-valued transmitter (a combination
of the transmit antenna substreams). On the one hand, in D-BLAST, vector encoding is intro-
duced through the use of inter-substream block coding such that the block codes are organised
along diagonals in space and time. In V-BLAST, the vector encoding is simply a demultiplexing
operation of the original data stream, followed by independent bit to symbol mapping of each
substream. In particular, no inter-substream coding is needed. The substream coding structure
in D-BLAST and V-BLAST is illustrated in Figure 2.11 (a) and 2.11 (b) respectively, where
the substreams from the same stream source are denoted by the same colour. Despite the fact
that D-BLAST enables higher spectral efficiency, its deployment is hindered by its complexity.
However both approaches are used in MIMO technique in the pursuit for higher data rates.
MIMO facilitates not only spatial multiplexing but also multiple transmit antennas may be
used to increase the transmit diversity of a system. MIMO can also trade off both spatial
multiplexing and transmit diversity simultaneously. The idea of using the multiple antennas
for transmit diversity is known as space-time coding [65, 68, 69]. A method that successfully
achieved transmit-diversity for two transmit antennas was proposed and presented by Alam-
outi in [63]. Apart from the scheme presented by Alamouti, all other systems usually trade-off
spatial multiplexing with transmit diversity [32, 69]. Due to the potential of MIMO, these tech-
niques are already widely used in several RF communication systems. For instance, multiple
transmitter-receiver techniques are exploited in WLAN standards such as Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11n and provided data rates of 100 Mbit/s and higher
[40]. Also the techniques are used in third-generation (3G) and fourth-generation (4G) wireless
communication systems [70–75].
2.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the background and evolution of wireless communication systems was intro-
duced and their applications in daily life was discussed. The chapter has also given a brief
review of optical wireless transmission techniques for indoor applications. Optical wireless
channel and propagation properties ware also reviewed. The eye safety issue for OWC where
precautions and adherence to safety regulations was discussed. The fundamentals of OWC
communication setup have been discussed, the geometry of the wireless link and their optical
wireless channel (LOS and NLOS channel models) are presented. The typical building blocks
of the transmitter and the receiver have been presented.
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The basic concepts and models for OWC that will be applied within the main chapters of this
thesis have been introduced. Trade-offs within optical modulation techniques which employ IM
and DD have been presented and discussed. Modulation techniques for single carrier and multi-
carrier transmission were reviewed and discussed. Compared to single carrier transmission,
multi-carrier techniques such as OFDM, mitigate ISI by long symbol durations. However, the
non-negativity constraint of the optical carrier affects these techniques. For instance, in DCO-
OFDM a high constant DC bias is required to make the bipolar OFDM signal non-negative.
ACO-OFDM operates without a DC bias but at the expense of providing only half of spectral
efficiency when compared with DCO-OFDM. For short symbol durations the ISI effect can be
significant in single carrier systems.
In the chapter, the development and current deployment of MIMO systems was reviewed.
MIMO techniques is known to provide high spectral efficiencies and therefore the techniques
enable high data rates including for indoor OWC. However, indoor MIMO OWC links are
highly correlated, as a result, indoor scenarios become more challenging for MIMO techniques




Application of Single Carrier (SC) and
Optical OFDM, in Multi-Cell
Multi-User VLC System
This chapter studies different scenarios in an indoor VLC system. The VLC Multi-Cell Multi-
user system for capacity sharing in different locations of the room is designed and simulated
so as to reduce the co-channel interference experienced by users and hence improve the sys-
tem capacity. A DC biasing optimization algorithm for DCO-OFDM (DCO-Optimized) is also
proposed and simulated for improvement of DCO-OFDM system spectral efficiency. Further,
a statistical performance comparison for optical OFDM and Single carrier (SC) schemes oper-
ating over many room locations is provided.
3.1 Introduction
The basic system types of VLC fall into diffuse and line of sight (LOS) systems [76]. High data
rates up to Gbits/s can be achieved in LOS conditions [1, 13], but the systems are vulnerable
to obstacles or shadowing because of their directionality. In diffuse VLC systems several paths
exist from the source to receiver which makes the system robust to obstacle or shadowing
[10, 11]. However the path losses are high and multipath creates interference which limits the
achievable data rate [9, 17]. A promising solution to combat multipath distortion and increase
data rate without any bandwidth or power expansion is to use OFDM techniques [54, 77–80].
A tutorial overview of OFDM highlighting the aspects that are important in optical applica-
tions was given in [59]. It was suggested that to achieve good performance in optical systems,
OFDM must be adapted in various ways. Impairments in optical systems which are caused by
OFDM including high peak to average power ratio (PAPR) and its sensitivity to phase noise
and frequency offset was described. Three optical OFDM techniques reported in the literature
are asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM)
a direct current biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) [9, 59, 76, 78, 81] and unipolar OFDM
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(U-OFDM) [82, 83]. In ACO the bipolar OFDM signal is made unipolar by clipping the signal
at zero before transmission [59, 84, 85]. In DCO, the bipolar OFDM generated by the trans-
mitter is converted to a unipolar signal by adding direct current (DC) bias [59, 86–88] and in
U-OFDM, a real bipolar OFDM signal obtained from OFDM modulator is transformed into a
unipolar signal by encoding each time sample into a pair of new time samples [82, 83].
In [9], theoretical and simulation results for the performance of asymmetrically-clipped optical
OFDM (ACO-OFDM) and DC-biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) in AWGN for intensity-
modulated direct-detection systems was presented. The results suggested that, for DCO-OFDM,
the optimum bias depends on the constellation size which limits its performance in adaptive sys-
tems. ACO-OFDM requires less optical power for a given data rate than DCO-OFDM for all
but the largest constellations and is better suited to adaptive systems as the same structure is op-
timum for all constellations. The comparison of ACO-OFDM and other modulation in AWGN
was presented in [77], it was shown that ACO-OFDM with 4-QAM subcarrier modulation has
the same bandwidth efficiency but requires 2 dB less energy per bit than on-off keying. ACO-
OFDM with larger constellation sizes gives higher bandwidth efficiencies and lower optical
power than other modulation schemes.
The impact of double-sided signal clipping on optical wireless communication (OWC) systems
employing (ACO-OFDM) was investigated in [85]. Analytical expressions for the attenuation
factor and the clipping noise variance were determined and employed in the derivation of the
electrical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver. The SNR showed that unlike in radio
frequency based OFDM-based systems an SNR increase is not achievable simply by increasing
the average electrical and/or optical power at the transmitter. In OWC, such a measure leads to a
larger clipping distortion. Also higher order modulation proves to be more vulnerable to signal
clipping, whereas the IFFT/FFT size does not significantly affect the BER performance. In [76]
the performance of indoor orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) optical wireless
communication systems in the presence of light emitting diode (LED) nonlinear distortions was
analysed. It was shown that LED clipping has a significant impact on the performance of both
systems and an optimum system design should take into account the OFDM signal power,
DC-bias point, and LED dynamic range. In [78], the electrical power requirement and the
spectral efficiency of optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM) transmission schemes
for OWC were compared in the presence of front-end-induced double-sided signal clipping. It
was shown that in a practical front-end biasing setup DCO-OFDM has a lower electrical power
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requirement to achieve a target BER as compared to ACO-OFDM for modulation orders with
spectral efficiencies above 1 bit/s/Hz. In [79], the Performance Analysis of indoor OWC OFDM
systems in the presence of LED clipping distortions is analysed. The performance of these
systems, in terms of average electrical OFDM signal power versus bit-error-ratio (BER), DC
power consumption, and transmitted optical power in the presence of additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel and considering a practical LED model, were studied. The results
highlighted that LED clipping has significant impact on the performance of these systems and
that the OFDM signal power, DC bias point, and LED dynamic range need to be optimized.
In [81], the impact of clipping noise on optical wireless communication (OWC) systems em-
ploying OFDM was investigated. The BER performance of ACO-OFDM with DCO-OFDM is
compared for different clipping levels and multi-level quadrature amplitude modulation schemes.
It was found that ACO-OFDM is more robust to clipping effects than DCO-OFDM for similar
modulation schemes at the expense of a 50% reduction in spectral efficiency. Therefore, ACO-
OFDM is more suitable for applications with lower radiated average optical power, whereas
DCO-OFDM promises to deliver higher throughput.
A novel modulation technique called unipolar OFDM (U-OFDM) is proposed in [82].
U-OFDM uses different time sample states and an innovative rearrangement of the OFDM
frame which allow for the creation of unipolar OFDM signals required for OWC with LEDs.
In comparison to similar techniques like DC-biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM and ACO-
OFDM), U-OFDM is both optically and electrically more power efficient in an AWGN channel,
which is prevalent in an optical wireless system. The issue of pulse shaping in U-OFDM
systems was discussed in [83]. It was shown that, if pulse shaping is applied before clipping,
bipolar pulse-shaping filters can be used for the three modulation schemes ACO-OFDM, U-
OFDM, and PAM-DMT, and in-band interference can be avoided. In [86] an optimized DCO-
OFDM technique capable of transmitting transmit large constellations with a moderate DC bias
was proposed. To reduce the clipping impact, a linear companding function was used in order
to compress the negative part of the bipolar signal and therefore to reduce the amount of the
clipped peaks and the loss of information. It was demonstrated that the proposed technique
has better bit error rate and optical power performance than conventional DCO-OFDM and
ACO-OFDM.
The application of these optical OFDM techniques in different indoor VLC scenarios is
analysed in this chapter. An indoor optical wireless scenario where there are a number of light
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sources and many users is considered. As the optical links have very limited transmission range
caused by noise from ambient light and high path loss, an indoor optical multi-user is estab-
lished so that light beam from LEDs focus on a specific area to save different mobile devices
with low interference. The performance of optical OFDM and single carrier (SC) techniques
are then compared for single user and multi-user systems.
3.2 System descriptions
In this section the basic optical communication system including the transmitter-receiver geom-
etry and channel model will be described. Also its system model will be discussed and signal
to noise ratio (SNR) will be evaluated.
Figure 3.1: Transmitter and receiver geometry in basic VLC system
3.2.1 Basic optical wireless communication system
The basic communication system comprises one transmitter fixed on the ceiling of the room and
is directed downwards perpendicular to the floor. the receiver is located at human waist height
pointing upward towards the direction of transmitter. Consider an indoor line of sight (LOS)
optical system propagation path as shown in Figure 3.1, the channel gain from the transmitter
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(3.1)
where κ = − ln(2)ln(cos(Φ 1
2
)) . The scalar A is the collection area of the detector, Φ 12 is the trans-
mitter semi-angle (at half power) and the scalar ϕ 1
2
is the field of view (FOV) semi angle of
the receiver. The angle φ denotes the transmitter viewing angle with respect to the receiving
unit, θ denotes the angle of incidence on the photodiode (angle with respect to the vector link-
ing the transmitter and receiver). The channel gain h depends on the specific position of the
transmitter and the receiver. The scalar d represents the distance between transmitting unit and
receiver. Vectors ns and nr in Figure 3.1 are vectors representing the transmitter and receiver
axis respectively. If a receiver and a transmitter are not in each other’s FOV, h = 0 holds.
A number of scenarios are considered as follows. The first one is a single user-single beam
light; this was considered to determine the system coverage and channel capacity for one wide
beam light with only one user. The second one is a single user-multibeam light; this was chosen
to determine whether changing the power distribution from one LED cell to 4 LED cells would
increase coverage and capacity of the system. Finally, the third model of a multiuser-multibeam
scenario was suggested to determine the advantage of sharing communication among multiple
users in multiple cells in the room.
3.2.2 System model
Consider Figure 3.1, the received line of sight (LOS) signal vector at any location of the trans-
mitter as in [76] is given by:
y1 = h11x1 + n (3.2)
where x1 is the transmitted symbol and y1 is the received signal, h11 is the radiation channel
gain of the transmitter to one user and n represents noise which is assumed to be real valued
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and double sided spectral density δ2.
The optical power received at the receiver can be calculated as in [8, 89, 90],
Pr = Pth11 (3.3)
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where, Pr and Pt are the transmitted and received powers respectively. A photodiode is used to
convert the received optical power into an electrical current and the output is given by:
$ = Pr% (3.4)





where, δ2 is a total noise variance calculation as in [18, 89, 91, 92], and is given by:







where δ2ss is the photon-generated noise or shot-noise in the detector that results from the re-
ceived signal and is given by:
δ2ss = 2q%PrB (3.7)
where, q is the electron charge and B is the electron bandwidth. The scalar δ2bg is the variance
caused by background electronic noise power and is given by:
δ2bg = 2q%PbgB (3.8)
where, Pbg is background radiated power. δ2dc is caused by the dark current of the photodiode
and is given by:
δ2dc = 2q%IdcB (3.9)
where, Idc is the dark current in the detector. δ2js is the variance in the detector that results from





where, F is the noise figure of the receiver optical amplifier [93], Te is the equivalent tempera-
ture, K is the Boltzmann constant and Rl is the load resistance. The parameters for modelling
Johnson noise are discussed in section 3.4. The total noise variance calculation in equation
(3.6) shows that, the shot and thermal noises are dominant. Therefore, in the next chapters
other parts of the equation will be ignored.
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3.3 System under consideration
The system under consideration is based on different scenario simulations using OFDM and
(SC). In an optical wireless systems, the OFDM signal must be represented as intensity, i.e. the
modulating signal must be both real and positive whereas baseband OFDM signal are generally
complex and bipolar. A real baseband signal can be generated by constraining the OFDM fre-
quency domain symbol vector to have Hermitian symmetry [9, 76]. For this work in particular,
the data at the receiver are retrieved using adaptive modulation techniques and the computed
SNR at the receiver is fed back periodically to the transmitter and is used to choose the appro-
priate modulation level.
3.3.1 Asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM)
In ACO-OFDM only odd subcarriers are modulated and even subcarriers as set to zero to ensure
that the output consists of only real values [9]. Figure 3.2 (a) shows the block diagram of IM/DD
system using ACO-OFDM modulation. In this system, the input serial data is partitioned into
N parallel data streams and mapped onto frequency samples using quadrature amplitude mod-
ulation (QAM) or pulse amplitude modulation (PAM). To ensure real valued OFDM signals,
the input frequency symbols to the IFFT block are constrained to have Hermitian symmetry
and follow the data format shown in Figure 3.2 (b). At the digital analog converter (D/A) out-
put, the time continuous signal x(t), is made positive by clipping the negative amplitudes. The
resulting unipolar signal is then modulated onto the power intensity of the optical transmitter
(Laser diode LD or a light emitting diode LED). At the receiver, a photodiode detects the optical
signal and delivers an electric current proportional to the detected optical power. The discrete
time signal at the analog digital converter (A/D) output is converted back to a parallel signal
and input to a fast Fourier transform (FFT) block in order to recover the transmitted frequency
symbols. The bit stream is finally demodulated to recover the original transmitted data. For the
system with subcarriers 1 to N , the data format is







where, sc denotes the data transmitted on the odd subcarrier index 1, 3, 5 ... N − 1, and [.]*
denotes complex conjugate. The OFDM modulator produces a halfwave symmetric real valued
signal. That means the same information in the first half of the samples is repeated in the
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: (a) Block diagram of ACO-OFDM system (b) Data format of ACO-OFDM
second half of the OFDM symbol. As a result the negative part can be clipped without any loss
of information [9, 76]. The modulation used is quadrature amplitude modulation (4 QAM to
1024 QAM) and the FFT size (N ) is 32. Since only 1/4 of the N subcarriers contain distinct







where M is the size of the QAM modulation. The packet error probability or the number of
incorrectly received data packets divided by the total number of received packets (γ{ACO}) can
be calculated as in [18]
γ{ACO} = 1− (1− Pe)Nb{ACO} (3.13)
where Pe is the bit error probability (BER) which is the ratio of the number of error bits to the
number of transmitted bits. A packet is declared incorrect if at least one bit is erroneous. The







where B is the system bandwidth. Therefore the normalised (devided by the system bandwidth
B) throughput for ACO including packet errors is given by:
Th{ACO} = R{ACO}(1− γ{ACO}) bps/Hz (3.15)
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The flowchat (Figure 3.3) illustrates how throughput is calculated. The chart shows step by step
from data modulation and mapping, channel gain calculations, SNR calculations, decision of
appropriate M -QAM, BER calculations and then output throughput.
Figure 3.3: Flow chart to illustrate throughput calculations
3.3.2 Direct current biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM)
In DCO-OFDM, data are assigned to all odd and even subcarriers except the first and (N/2+1)
subcarriers which must be set to zero to ensure that the output consists only of real values [76].
Figure 3.4 (a) shows the block diagram of IM/DD system using DCO-OFDM modulation. To
ensure real valued OFDM signals, the input frequency symbols to the IFFT block are con-
strained to have Hermitian symmetry and follow the data format shown in Figure 3.4 (b). To
ensure a unipolar signal transmission, a DC bias is added to the bipolar signal and then removed
at the receiver.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: (a) Block diagram of DCO-OFDM system (b) Data format of DCO-OFDM
For the system with subcarriers 1 to N , the data format is







The bipolar x(t) OFDM signal is then converted to a unipolar signal by adding a DC bias
(BDC) as shown in (3.17).
x(t) = xo(t) +BDC (3.17)
where, x(t) is the unipolar signal obtained after adding the DC bias and xo(t) is the bipolar
signal.




BDC is defined as a bias of 10log10(ξ
2 + 1) dB [77], where ξ2 is the clipping factor. The
modulation used is QAM (4-QAM to 1024-QAM) and the FFT size (N ) is 32. Since only
(N/2− 1) of N subcarriers contain distinct data symbol, the number of bits in one packet (one
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The packet error probability (γ{DCO}) can be calculated as
γ{DCO} = 1− (1− Pe)Nb{DCO} (3.20)







Therefore the normalised throughput for DCO is given by:
Th{DCO} = R{DCO}(1− γ{DCO}) bps/Hz (3.22)
Two DC bias methods are used, the first one is DCO-13dB where DC bias voltage level of
13 dB is used [9] (see figure 3.5). The second one is a new proposed DCO method called
DCO-Optimized.
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Figure 3.5: BER in AWGN versus Eb/N0 for DCO-OFDM with DC bias of 7dB and 13dB
using 4 QAM, 16 QAM, 64 QAM and 256 QAM (a) Simulated to compare with
Figure 2 of [9] (b) Copy of Figure 2 of [9]
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3.3.2.1 DCO-Optimized
In DCO-Optimized, the three DC voltage levels are used, i.e. 7 dB for 4-QAM, 8-QAM, and
16-QAM then, 10 dB for 32-QAM, and 64-QAM while 13 dB is applied in 128-QAM, 256-
QAM, 512-QAM and 1024-QAM. The DCO-Optimized is proposed because the lower QAM
modulation level can achieve low bit error probabilities with a lower DC bias, which cannot
be achieved by high order modulation schemes at the same bias level [9]. For this method,
equation (3.17) becomes
x(t) = xo(t) +

7 dB, 4 QAM ≤M ≤ 16 QAM
10 dB, 16 QAM < M ≤ 64 QAM
13 dB, 64 QAM < M
(3.23)
3.3.3 Single Carrier-Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM)
Figure 3.6 (a) shows the block diagram of IM/DD using PAM and Figure 3.6 (b) shows the data
format for a single carrier system. To ensure non-negativity in Pulse Amplitude Modulated
symbols, all constellation points must be greater than or equal to zero. For fair comparison
the packet length for SC was also set to the length of OFDM symbol for ACO and DCO i.e
N symbols. The modulation used was pulse amplitude modulation (2-PAM to 1024-PAM) and
the packet size (N ) was 32.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: (a) Block diagram of SC system using PAM (b) Data format of SC system
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For one packet the number of bits can be calculated by
Nb{PAM} = N log2M bits (3.24)
The Packet error probability (γ{PAM}) can be calculated as
γ{PAM} = 1− (1− Pe)Nb{PAM} (3.25)







Therefore the throughput for SC is given by:
Th{PAM} = R{PAM}(1− γ{PAM}) bps/Hz (3.27)
3.3.4 Simulation scenarios
The simulation scenarios are based on a single LED cell and four LED cells where single and
multiple users are considered. These are shown in Figure 3.7 below
Figure 3.7: (a) Single beam light (b) Multibeam lights
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3.3.4.1 Single user single beam light
Consider Figure 3.7(a): this scenario aims at finding the data throughput distribution in the
different room locations when the LED is pointing straight downwards. In this case the field of
view (FOV) of the transmitter and receiver are 180o which represents a theoretical upper bound
on practical values. The system model for this scenario is based on equation (3.2) and its signal
to noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver is computed using equation (3.5).
3.3.4.2 Single user multibeam light
Consider Figure 3.7(b) with only one user. In this scenario user locations are uniformly dis-
tributed throughout the room. The throughput distribution in the different room locations is
calculated when using four LEDs pointing to different angles of the room, at an elevation angle
of 45o each and separated from each other by an azimuth angle of 90o. In this case the FOV
of the transmitter and receiver are 90o. The received signal vector for user 1 in any part of the
room is given by:
y1 = h1jxj +
4∑
i=1,i 6=j
h1ixi + n (3.28)
where, the first term of equation (3.28) is the LOS signal for data transmission while the second
term represents interference from the other transmitting LEDs. In most of the locations the
three interference terms in equation (3.28) will be equal to zero. At the receiver the signal to








Figure 3.7(b) is considered in this scenario. Fou cells system with multiple users in the room
is considered. The aim is to observe how much the system can increase the capacity when
users in the room share the cells. The throughput distribution in the different room locations is
calculated in each cell and summed up to get the total throughput for the 4 cell system. In this
case the four LEDs and PDs are set as depicted in Figure 3.7(b). The average throughput in cell
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where, thij is the individual user throughput for user i in cell j and U is the number of users.
The scalar thij is computed based on equations (3.15), (3.22), or (3.27) for ACO, DCO and SC
respectively. Adaptive modulation is used to obtain the throughput at any user location, i.e. the
throughput calculated using different modulation levels for ACO, DCO and SC were stored in
a lookup table and the maximum throughput determined according to the signal to noise ratio
computed at the receiver.
3.4 Simulation results
A computer program was written using MATLAB software that implements the scenarios pre-
sented in previous sections. Table 3.1 shows the parameters used for simulation.
Parameters Values
Room size (W × L× H) 4 m ×4 m× 3 m
Number of LEDs 1, 4
Vertical distance from ceiling to receiver plane 1 m
Average transmitted power (per LED) 27 dBm
Transmitter/Receiver field of view Φ, ψ 90o, 180o
Photodiode responsivity (%)-eqn (3.4) 0.5 A/W
FFT/IFFT length (N ) 32
Electron bandwidth (B)-eqn (3.7-3.10) 100MHz
Dark current (Idc)- eqn (3.9) 1 nA
Photodiode area (A) 1cm2
Back ground radiation power (δ2bg)-eqn (3.8) 0.1µW
Noise figure (F) [93] of the RX Amplifier-eqn (3.10) 5 dB
Transmitter coordinate (3D) [2, 2, 1]
Equivalent temperature (Te)-eqn (3.10) 300K
Load resistance (Rl)-eqn (3.10) 10KΩ
Table 3.1: Parameters used for simulation
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For validation of simulation, the output OFDM time signals for the ACO-OFDM and DCO-
OFDM systems are simulated (Figure 3.8). Figure 3.8 (a) and (b) show the bipolar OFDM time
signals for ACO-OFDM and DCO-OFDM respectively after the IFFT process. Figure 3.8 (c)
shows the unipolar ACO-OFDM signal obtained after clipping the negative part of the signal
while Figure 3.8 (d) shows the unipolar DCO-OFDM signal obtained after adding DC bias to
bipolar signal. Also the BER for ACO-OFDM and DCO-OFDM are simulated as shown in
Figure 3.9 and 3.5 which closely match Figure 1 and 2 of [9]. In Figure 3.5 (a) the two plateu
curves show the clipping noise in large constellations when lower DC bias level is used.




































































Figure 3.8: The output OFDM time signals for the ACO-OFDM and DCO-OFDM systems for
N = 32. (a) Bipolar ACO-OFDM (not clipped) (b) Bipolar DCO-OFDM (before
DC biasing) (c) Unipolar ACO-OFDM (clipped) (d) Unipolar DCO-OFDM (after
DC biasing)
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Figure 3.9: BER in AWGN versus Eb/N0 for bipolar 4 QAM and ACO-OFDM using 4 QAM,
16 QAM, 64 QAM, 256 QAM, and 1024 QAM (a) Simulated to compare with Figure
1 of [9] (b) Copy of Figure 1 of [9]
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3.4.1 Single user single beam light simulation
Scenario one is simulated using the following parameters: the FOV of transmitter and receiver
is 180o. The LED is pointing downward 90o to the horizontal, as shown in Figure 3.7(a).
The system performance is compared for ACO-OFDM, DCO-OFDM and SC-PAM. There are
10,000 uniformly distributed locations in the room that are used during this simulation.The
results that are obtained as shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.10 shows the results of the CDF comparison between ACO, DCO-13dB, DCO-Optimized
and PAM. The transmitter was pointing downward perpendicular to x, y plane while the receiver
was moving uniformly in the room with its normal pointing upward perpendicular to x, y plane.
Results for this scenario indicate that PAM provides a better performance interms of through-
put compared to other schemes. Looking at the figure, PAM provides the throughput of about
2.5 bits/s/Hz at 50% level while other schemes give the throughput lower than 2 bits/s/Hz at
the same level. At the lower modulation level (4-QAM to 64-QAM), ACO performs better in
spectral efficiency than DCO with a fixed offset level and provides about the same throughput
as optimized DCO. Also optimized DCO shows an improvement in performance compared to
DCO with a fixed offset level. Figure 3.11 is a scatterplot of the room throughput distribution
for scenario one, i.e. one light beam with one receiver. It is observed that for the room dimen-
sion used, the throughput is concentrated at the centre of the room. The red space in Figure 3.11
denotes the throughput lower than 10−4 bps which is assumed to be effectively zero throughput.
With no considerations of reflections the regions with no coverage at the corners of the room is
observed which indicate the effect of distance on channel gain. This drawback is addressed by
the 4 cell system.
3.4.2 Single user multibeam light simulation
In this scenario .In this simulation, 4 cells and one receiver with either one, or four detector(s)
were considered. The scenario provides better coverage by distributing the same power to the
lower FOV LEDs. The setup and simulation parameters follow subsection 3.3.4.2 and the RX
was moved as in subsection 3.4.1. For the case of the receiver the FOV was 180o when only
one detector was used and 90o when four detectors were used. For more than one detector, the
SNR obtained from each detector was compared and the highest SNR was chosen.
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Figure 3.10: One beam CDF plot Vs throughput
Figure 3.11: One beam throughput coverage area
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Figure 3.12: 4 cells CDF plot Vs throughput (a) one detector receiver (b) Four detectors re-
ceiver
Figure 3.13: Four beam throughput coverage area
Figure 3.12 (a) shows the results of the CDF comparison between ACO, DCO, DCO-Optimized
and PAM. Results for this scenario indicate that PAM provides a good performance compared
to other schemes, also it can be seen that at higher modulation levels (from 64-QAM above)
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the DCO-13 dB and DCO optimized yield the same results. It also shows an improvement
in throughput average when compared to one beam light. Looking at Figure 3.10 it can be
seen that, the average throughput for ACO, DCO and PAM are 1.1 bps, 1.57 bps and 2.5 bps
respectively while for 4 cell systems Figure 3.12 (a) the average throughput results are 2.5 bps,
4.7 bps and 7 bps respectively. Figure 3.12 (b) shows the results of increasing the number of
detectors at the receiver. The aim is to increase the chance of signal detection when either of
the detectors points away from any of the 4 LEDs. In this setup the receiver has four detectors
inclined in an elevation angle of 45o and separated from each other by 90o. The receiver was
allowed to orient randomly over a range of azimuth angles of 90o for each detector which is
equivalent to 360o for the whole receiver (Figure 3.14), this is to simulate the random position
of the receiving device as the user can place it in a different orientations. When more detectors
were added in the receiver the results show that the throughput increases from 7 bps Figure
3.12 (a) to 9 bps Figure 3.12 (b) for PAM but remains the same for DCO and ACO because the
schemes have reached their maximum possible theoretical throughput results and hit saturation
at lower CDF value. However it is shown that in DCO the percentage of users that achieve
maximum throughput has increased from 70 % (Figure 3.12 (a)) to 90% (Figure 3.12 (b)).
Figure 3.13 depicts the four light beams coverage; here the coverage of each inclined LED and
the overall coverage is shown. It shows that, distributing power to 4 LEDs and inclines them
at a 45o elevation angle causes beams of light to concentrate in a specific area hence reduces
interference in the multiuser scenario, and also increases room coverage.
Figure 3.14: Four detectors receiver with random orientation
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3.4.3 Multiuser multibeam simulation
The setup in this simulation is similar to scenario in Figure 3.7 (b) with multiple users. The sim-
ulation considered the throughput calculations for separate cells and summed them to compute
the capacity of the system, which is compared with a single user system. The aim is to dis-
tribute transmitter power, increase coverage and reduce interference. It this case it is assumed
only one detector receiver. Figure 3.15 shows the results of simulating the ACO- multiuser
scenario where the LEDs were set as in Figure 3.7 (b) and all receivers with one detector were
pointing upward perpendicular to x, y plane. Throughput calculations are performed based on
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), i.e. using (3.31). In this scenario the impact of shar-
ing four cells amongst multiple users is shown, when one by one setup was used (Figure 3.7
(a)), the average throughput was 1.71 bps, but the throughput increased to 2.5 bps (saturated)
after the power was distributed to four transmitting LEDs. For DCO, the throughput for one
light beam was 1.75 bps but when scenario in Figure 3.7 (b) was considered i.e. the distribu-
tion of power to 4 cells the average throughput increased up to 4.7 bps as shown in Figure 3.16.
When the cells are shared by number of users it is again shown that the system channel capacity
increases with number of users to four times the single user capacity for both schemes. This is
the maximum single user capacity multiplied by the number of cells in the system.


























































Figure 3.15: ACO average throughput Vs number of users
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Figure 3.16: DCO average throughput Vs number of users
Figure 3.17 shows the results of simulating a PAM modulation-multiuser scenario with all
receivers with one detector pointing upwards perpendicular to the x, y plane. Throughput
calculations was performed using equations (3.27) and (3.31). In this scenario the impact of
sharing four cells amongst multiple users is shown, when one by one setup was used (Figure
3.7 (a)), the average throughput was 2.67 bps. In scenario two (Figure 3.7 (b)) the power is
distributed by using four cells and the average throughput increased up to 7 bps. When the cells
were shared by the number of users it is shown that the system channel capacity increases with
number of users to nearly four times the single user capacity and it can be seen that for PAM
more than 100 users must be accommodated for the system to reach throughput saturation.
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Figure 3.17: PAM average throughput Vs number of users
3.5 Conclusion
Diferent models are presented and different channel scenarios are simulated in indoor visible
light communication. The performance of optical OFDM and single carrier in both single user
and multiuser scenarios are compared. Our preliminary findings show that the four narrow
cell beams can outperform one wide beam LED in terms of coverage area and hence average
throughput. Looking at Figures 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 It is shown that the capacity achieved by
180o FOV single beam is 1.71 bps, 1.75 bps, and 2.5 bps while using 90o FOV four beams the
system capacity increased to 2.5 bps, 4.5 bps and 7 bps for ACO, DCO and PAM respectively.
Also it is shown that sharing cells by number of users result in system channel capacity increase
with number of usercoverage2s to four times the single user capacity (Figures 3.15, 3.16 and
3.17). This is the maximum single user capacity multiplied by the number of cells in the system.
It was also noted that DCO optimized outperform DCO-13dB at the modulation levels lower
than 64 QAM. Figure 3.10 shows that DCO-optimized gives the average throughput of 1.75
bps while DCO-13dB gives 1.1 bps. It was also seen that the optical receiver orientation has
a big impact on the system throughput. The throughput improvement achieved after receiver
orientation was about 20 % over the fixed receiver (Figure 3.12). For the four cell case, ACO
saturates in capacity at lower throughput values compared to DCO and PAM.
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Chapter 4
Improved indoor VLC MIMO channel
capacity using receiver with angular
diversity detectors
This chapter presents a receiver with angular diversity detector (A. detectors) using different
MIMO modulation techniques. When evaluating the indoor OWC MIMO performance in the
situation where the receiver is not stationary, the LOS between LEDs and PDs becomes an is-
sue, especially in locations away from the vicinity of the LEDs. In such situations the reception
and system throughput becomes poor due to the reduction of the channel matrix rank. This
chapter studies the use of angular diversity detectors to overcome the problem and improve
the system capacity. The chapter also proposes a MIMO transmission technique called adap-
tive spatial modulation (ASM) which incorporates adaptive modulation and coding (AMC).
Per antenna rate control (PARC) techniques in SMP is also considered to ensure that the ap-
propriate modulation is used according to the channel conditions. The chapter then provides a
throughput evaluation at many points within the room and compares the performance of differ-
ent techniques and scenarios as well.
4.1 Introduction
The parallel usage of multiple transmitters and receivers e.g. multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) can enhance the overall system performance and hence spectral efficiency and also re-
duce the bit error ratio (BER) of a communication system [8, 16, 94]. Also MIMO systems can
realize high speed transmission without increasing transmit power and or bandwidth. MIMO
techniques have been applied to free space optical communications and data transmission to
a limited extent. High data rate MIMO optical wireless communications using white LEDs
were proposed in [8], where a fixed receiver with an imaging lens was used. It was found that
the imaging lens and detector array size are physically large for some congurations and may
not be practical for some applications. Mesleh et al. proposed indoor MIMO optical wireless
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communications using spatial modulation (SM) and concluded that reducing both the distance
between the transmitter (TX) and the receiver (RX) and transmitter emerging angle (angle be-
tween the TX axis and the straight line to the receiver) results in lower correlation [16]. Optical
MIMO for short range free space data transmission was proposed in [94] and it was shown that
MIMO has high potential to improve spectral efficiency. An indoor optical wireless collabo-
rative cellular system was proposed in [17]. In the paper, base stations and portable devices
were designed, presented and analysed. Base stations (BS) located on a number of rings were
proposed to cover a wide area, however the MIMO techniques did not perform properly at all
receiver positions due to symmetry problem. In addition to that, the analysis of the through-
put of the system was considered as future work. The use of angular diversity for the receiver
was studied in [18, 95] for single input multiple output (SIMO) setup. In these papers multiple
photodiodes (PDs) were used and a proper signal combining scheme were used to optimize the
system performance. The results revealed that the angular diversity receiver outperforms the
single-PD receiver with regard to signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR).
In [6] the performance comparison of MIMO techniques for optical wireless communications
in the indoor environment were proposed and the results show that SMP improves the spectrum
efficiency where there is low channel correlation effects. It was also shown that SM is competi-
tive at low spectral efficiency while SMP performs better in high spectral efficiency as SM needs
large signal constellation size to provide the same efficiency. Also SM is more robust to channel
correlation. Repetition Coding (RC) was found to be insensitive to different transmitter-receiver
alignments, but it needs a large signal constellation size to provide high data rates. In [96]
two decision techniques that interchange between MIMO and diversity schemes for improving
shadowing and alignment problems was proposed. The results suggested that shadowing and
alignment problems commonly encountered in visible light communication (VLC) systems can
be readily solved using these methods.
Saha et al. proposed a receiver diversity method in [97] in order to mitigate performance
variation, the method aimed at improving VLC receiver performance. The results demonstrated
performance improvement in terms of received power and bit error rate. Biagi et al. exploited
OWC MIMO techniques jointly with pulse position modulation (PPM) to perform space block
coding and achieved data rates of the order of hundreds of Mb/s (i.e., around 600 Mb/s) in
indoor VLC systems. In [98] the experimental demonstration of an indoor visible light non-
imaging MIMO system with an aggregate error free bit rate of 50 Mb/s over a distance of
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2 m was reported. The system used four independent white LED transmitters, each transmitting
12.5 Mb/s of data in the ON-OFF keying non-return-to-zero format, with four independent
nonimaging optical receivers. The experiments have shown that each pair of Tx and Rx in the
MIMO system outperforms SISO. In [99], a novel OWC imaging diversity scheme in a MIMO-
VLC system was analysed. According to the simulation results it was advised to use a lens with
FOV not more than 60o at the receiver for better separation between detectors.
In [100] Tran et al. evaluated RC and SMP applied to VLC in indoor scenarios with non-direct
line of sight (LOS) characteristics. The optimal values of transmitter separation for RC and
SMP are 1.5 m and 3.5 m, respectively. The results showed that RC outperforms SMP at low
spectral efficiency. However, in high spectral efficiency RC does not perform well since it
requires a very high constellation size, while SMP with its spatial multiplexing gain can offer
a much better performance. An imaging receiver scheme for an indoor MIMO VLC, in which
a fisheye lens with an ultrawide FOV is used for high quality imaging was proposed in [101],
where high spatial diversity for decoding of the MIMO signals was provided. The simulation
results indicated that low correlations of the channel matrix were achieved, so high spectral
efficiency is realized with various receiver positions in indoor VLC setup.
In all these discussed papers, the movement of the receiver to different locations to see how
it affects channel correlation and hence spectral efficiency was not covered. In this chapter, a
mobile receiver with angular diversity detectors in VLC MIMO channels is considered. The
objective is to improve the rank of the channel matrix and hence system throughput. RC, SMP
and SM concepts are used to evaluate throughputs across multiple locations in a small room
scenario. Since the receiver is mobile, the channel gains are weak in some locations of the
room due to the lack of line of sight (LOS) paths between transmitters and receivers. Therefore
AMC and PARC are used to improve spectral efficiency. In PARC, see [102], the choice of
modulation is optimized separately for each transmitting antenna (LED). The throughputs for
vertically oriented detectors (V. detectors) are compared with the oriented/inclined detectors
for different cases. The results show that for mobile receivers, oriented/inclined detectors with
AMC and PARC provide capacity improvement when compared with the vertically oriented
receivers.
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This chapter gives the following novel contributions:
• Develop angular diversity optical detectors in a MIMO configuration to provide LOS
channel conditions in more locations of the room and compare their performance with
that of vertical detectors.
• Devise a novel adaptive form of SM called Adaptive Spatial Modulation (ASM) which
is robust to rank deficient channels in different locations of the room
• Provide performance statistics for MIMO methods operating over many room locations,
using AMC and PARC concepts at the transmitter.
4.2 System model
An indoor 4 × 4 MIMO scenario (Nr = 4 and Nt = 4) as in [47] is considered. The system
is located within a room of size 4 × 4 × 3m and it is assumed the transmitters are placed at a
height of 2.50 m and oriented downwards perpendicular to the floor of the room. The receiver is
allowed to move randomly at a height of 0.75 m (human waist or table height) and its detectors
oriented in variable elevation angles as in Figure 4.1 (c). The inclined detector’s orientation
is meant to increase the FOV between transmitters and receivers and hence increase system
spectral efficiency.
Figure 4.1: Transmitter and receiver geometry used for channel gains calculations (a) Gen-
eral setup (b) Receiver with vertical axis detectors (c) Receiver with inclined axis
detectors
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VLC MIMO transmission is considered where Intensity Modulation (IM) and Direct Direction
(DD) of the optical carrier using incoherent light source are employed. The system consists of
Nt transmitters and Nr photo-detectors at the receiver side. The received signal vector is:
y = Hs + n (4.1)
where s is the transmitted signal vector which is defined as follows: s = [s1 ......sNt]T with
[.]T being the transpose operator and sn denotes the signal transmitted by nth LED. The sum of
ambient shot light noise and thermal noise is denoted by an Nr ×1 vector n which is assumed
to be real valued additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance:
δ2 = δ2ss + δ
2
js (4.2)
where δ2ss is the shot noise variance (3.7) and δ2js is the thermal noise variance (3.10). Thus
the noise power is given by δ2=N0 B, where N0 is the noise power spectral density and B is
bandwidth. The Nr × Nt channel matrix H for each room coordinate (x, y, z) is given by:
H(x, y, z)LOS =

h11(x, y, z) h12(x, y, z) . . h1Nt(x, y, z)
h21(x, y, z) h22(x, y, z) .
. . .
. . .
hNr1(x, y, z) . . . hNrNt(x, y, z)

(4.3)
where hnrnt represents the channel transfer function of the wireless link between transmitter nt
and receiver nr at location (x, y, z). The path difference between multiple transmitter-receiver
links is, typically a few cm as shown in Figure 4.1. Therefore, the delay between the different
links is negligible. Consequently we consider that the delay spread of the channel is much
smaller than the symbol period. In this chapter we assume an optical wireless link with LOS
characteristics (Figure 4.1). As illustrated φ is the angle of emergence with respect to the
transmitter axis, θ is the angle of incidence with respect to the receiver/detector axis and d
is the distance between transmitter and receiver.In the figure, TxSep denotes the transmitters
separation. Consider a LOS optical system propagation path in Figure 4.1, the channel gain
from the transmitter to the receiver is given as:
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, 0 ≤ θ ≤ ϕ 1
2
0, θ > ϕ 1
2
(4.4)
where, κ = − ln(2)ln(cos(Φ 1
2
)) . The scalar A is the collection area of the detector, Φ 12 is the transmitter
semi-angle (at half power) and the scalar ϕ 1
2
is the field of view (FOV) semi angle of the
receiver.
Figure 4.1 (c) shows the receiver with inclined detectors. To achieve this setup the detector axis
vector z, which is inclined in an elevation angle 45o, is transformed around the z axis (vertical
axis) using the transformation matrix such that:







cos(ϑ+ ω) − sin(ϑ+ ω) 0








where ẑ is the transformed vector, ϑ presents the transformation angle around the z axis for
separation of 90o to form detectors’ axis vectors at azimuth angles 0o, 90o 180o and 270o with
an addition random rotation angle ω. The angle ω is uniformly distributed between 0o to 360o
and Rz is the transformation matrix with respect to z axis. Since any variation of detector’s
axis affects the angle of incidence θ as in equation (4.4), each detector elevation angle is varied
from 45o to 90 (0o from vertical) to find the elevation angle that will maximize the rank of
channel matrix H. Therefore the selected angle is used for system performance evaluation at
each location.
4.3 MIMO techniques
Three different MIMO techniques are used; RC, SM and SMP as in [47]. In contrast to [8], [16]
and [94] where fixed receivers are used, in this chapter it is considered that the mobile receiver
is able to move freely around the room. To overcome the resulting SNR variations AMC with
PARC in SMP is employed and AMC in SM and RC. In these techniques the modulation M-
level is chosen and updated in each transmit time depending on the current channel conditions
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i.e the computed SNR at the receiver is fed back periodically to the transmitter and the trans-
mitter chooses the appropriate modulation level (Figure 4.2). This feedback can be achieved
by employing infrared LEDs for uplink transmission. It is assumed that all considered MIMO
Figure 4.2: Block diagram illustrating adaptive modulation
techniques use Maximum Likelihood (ML) [47] detection at the receiver with perfect knowl-
edge of the channel and ideal time synchronisation, except for SMP where the zero forcing (ZF)
decoding technique was used to avoid excessive complexity and computation time when using
the PARC method. Therefore the decoder selects a constellation vector s̃, which minimizes
the Euclidean distance between the actual received signal y and all the possible signal vectors
leading to:
s̃ = arg max
s
py(y|s,H) = arg min
s
||y −Hs||2F (4.6)
where py is the probability density function of y conditioned in s and H. ||.||F denotes the
Frobenius norm.
4.3.1 Repetition Coding (RC)
The first technique used in this chapter is RC which simultaneously emits the same signal
from all transmitters (Figure 4.3). Therefore the condition s1= s2=.....sNt holds [47]. In
RC the intensity coming from the several transmitter constructively adds up at the receiver
side. In this chapter unipolar M-level Pulse Amplitude Modulation (M-PAM) is considered
together with RC, where M denotes the signal constellation size. Therefore M-PAM achieves
a spectral efficiency of log2(M) bit/s/Hz. PAM is more bandwidth efficient compared to other
pulse modulation techniques like Pulse-width Modulation (PWM), On-off Keying (OOK) and
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of RC operation with Nt = 4 and M = 4. Simultaneously emits the
same signal from all transmitters
Pulse-Position Modulation (PPM). [47]. Rectangular pulse shapes with M-PAM is employed.
The intensity level emitted by the Light Emitting Diode (LED) is given by:
IPAMm =
2I
M− 1m, for m = 0, 1, ........(M− 1) (4.7)
where I is the mean optical power emitted. BER for unipolar M-PAM can be expressed by





















is the Q function [47] and ERX is the received electrical energy. The BER of M-PAM given in
(4.8) can be generalized for the Nr ×Nt scenario. The BER of RC is given in equation (7) of
[47] as














Where, Es = (%I)2Ts denotes the mean emitted electrical energy of the intensity modulated
optical signals. % represents the optical to electrical conversion coefficient. It is assumed that,
% = 1A/W. The scalar Ts denotes symbol duration in seconds and A is the unit current in
amperes.
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4.3.2 Spatial Modulation (SM)
The second used technique is SM, which combines MIMO and digital modulation proposed
in [103] and further investigated in [104–106]. In SM the conventional constellation diagram
is extended to an additional dimension namely, the spatial dimension. Specifically, the LED
index is used to transmit bits. Each transmitting LED is assigned a unique binary sequence (the
spatial symbol) (Figure 4.4). A transmitter is only activated when the random spatial symbol to
be transmitted matches the pre-located spatial symbol. Thus only one transmitter is activated
Figure 4.4: Illustration of SM operation with Nt = 4 and M = 4. The first two bits in the block
of four bits determine the PAM symbol and second two bits determine the active
LED [47]
for any PAM symbol transmission. Therefore only one element of the signal vector s to be
transmitted is non-zero. SM provides an enhanced spectral efficiency of log2(Nt) + log2(M)
bit/s/Hz. Signals with intensity Im = 0 can not be used for the signal modulation of SM because
in this case no transmitter would be active and the spatial information information would be lost





m, for m = 1, ........(M) (4.11)
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Where, dH (bm(1) , bm(2)) denotes the Hamming distance of two bit assignments bm(1) and bm(2) of
the signal vectors sm(1) at the transmitter and signal sm(2) at the receiver.
4.3.3 Adaptive Spatial Modulation (ASM)
The third technique is ASM which is a modified form of spatial modulation (SM). ASM is
proposed in this chapter to cope with rank deficient channels due to the fact that, when the
receiver moves around the room the channel matrix H is not full rank (4) in many locations
[107]. If the channel matrix rank is reduced, the receiver can not easily distinguish all the
transmitting LEDs. By using antenna selection techniques, the ASM receiver checks the rank
of the channel matrix and decides which TX/RX setup to be used.
The authors in [108–110] proposed some different techniques for antenna selection. This chap-
ter will discus the methods proposed in [110] which is relevant to the technique proposed in this
chapter. In [110] they use two methods which reduce the order of complexity (number of times
the optimization metric is evaluated). The first method was a Euclidean distance optimized
antenna selection (EDAS) which chooses the specific antenna set that maximizes the minimum
Euclidean distance among all the possible transmit vectors. The second one was capacity opti-
mized antenna selection (COAS) which uses the bounded system capacity to chooses the set of
antennas corresponding to the largest channel norms out of number of transmitting antennas. In
this chapter a similar method to COAS is used but with the difference that the system capacity is
not used as the metric as it is not applicable to positive real channels that arise in OWC. Instead
the channel matrix rank is used here to decide the number of antennas to be active, thereafter
the largest channel norms will be used to decide the set of antennas to be used. The following
three steps are involved.
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• If rank(H)=4, four transmitter Adaptive Modulation SM is used for transmission and through-
put calculations.
• If rank(H)=2 or 3, 2TX Adaptive Modulation SM is employed. To identify which two trans-
mitters are to be activated the H matrix is checked using the norm based method (4.14).









, nt = 1, ......, Nt (4.13)
Then two highest norm of sum of each qnt values are selected such that the selected two




| hnrnt | , nt = 1.....Nt. (4.14)
then the norms are sorted in decreasing order so that the first two largest norms identify
transmitters to be selected.
• If rank(H)=1, w RC with Adaptive Modulation is used.
If Ω denotes the number of selected antennas, the BER of ASM is approximated using the joint
BER evaluation method. This uses both the SM and the RC BERs as used in [47], which are
jointly evaluated as follows :
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)2 , Ω = 1
(4.15)
In this equation h′nrnt denotes the channel gains of the selected antennas.
4.3.4 Spatial Multiplexing (SMP)
The final MIMO technique is SMP. In SMP independent data streams are simultaneously trans-
mitted from all the transmitters (Figure 4.5). Since ZF is used to estimate the transmitted
symbol in SMP, the following equation is used to obtain the estimate value of s:
Consider equation (4.1),
s̃ = W · y (4.16)
where, W denotes the Pseudo-inverse of channel matrix H which is given by:
W = (HTH)−1HT (4.17)
SMP provides a maximum spectral efficiency of Nt log2(M) bit/s/Hz.
Figure 4.5: Illustration of SMP operation with Nt = 4 and M = 4. Independent data streams
are simultaneously transmitted from all the transmitters
As for RC, PAM is used with SMP and equally distributes the optical power across all emitters
to ensure that both schemes use the same transmit power. The BER for SMP is given as:
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where, Wi denotes ith row of pseudo-inverse of channel matrix H, Mi is the ith selected mod-
ulation level for transmitter LED i.
4.4 System throughput evaluation
For the RC techniques the BER Expression described in equation (4.10) is used and the through-
put calculation method given by [18] is used:
Th(SISO) = R(1− γ) bps/Hz (4.19)
Where R is the maximum rate of the scheme and γ is the packet error probability which is
given by [18]:
γ = 1− (1−BER)Nb (4.20)
Where, Nb is the number of bits in one packet. Equation (4.19) is computed for all modulation
sizes M which yield a BER less than 10−2 (see Figure 3 of [19]). Then, the highest throughput
determines the modulation scheme that is selected. A BER greater values than 10−2 is ignored
since will not give a substantial throughput gain as shown in Figure 3. of [19].
For SM, the BER calculations is carried out using equations (4.12) and the technique for select-
ing the best BER is the same as in RC. The verall throughput is calculated using the following
equation:
Th(MIMO)(x, y, z) = ThBERMi (4.21)
For ASM, after the process explained in subsection (c) of (III) has been performed, the BER
calculations is carried out based on equation (4.15), and also choose the highest modulation
level which gives the highest throughput such that the BER is less than 10−2. The overall
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throughput is calculated using the following equation:
Th(MIMO)(x, y, z) = ThBERNT Mi (4.22)
Where, NT denotes number of selected transmitters (LEDs) in a given channel rank condition.
For SMP the similar approach as in RC is used except that, in this case adaptive modulation with
PARC [102] is used to optimize the choice of modulation separately for each transmitter. For
each possible set of modulation schemes, the BER expression as in equation (4.18) is computed
and choose the highest modulation level which gives the highest throughput such that the BER
is less than 10−2:




Where ThBERTXiM i denotes throughput for an individual LED with an appropriate modulation
while NT presents the number of transmitting LEDs.
4.5 Simulation parameters and results
The simulation parameters are given in Table 4.1. The room size shows the dimension of the
room where the simulation is assumed.
Parameters Values
Room size (W × L× H) 4m ×4m× 3m
TX/RX setup 4/4
TX separations 0.2m, 0.4m, 0.6m
RX separations (V. detectors) 0.1m
TX/RX FOV 45o, 45o
RX elevation angle (A. Diversity) 45o to 90o towards vertical
RX azimuth angle separation (A. Diversity) 90o
Photodiode area (A) 1cm2
MIMO transmission techniques RC, SMP, SM
Modulation schemes 2PAM-1024PAM
Table 4.1: Parameters used for simulation
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TX/RX setup presents the number of transmitters and receivers used in MIMO configuration.
TX separations shows how the four transmitting LEDs are separated from each other. RX
separation shows how the receiver detectors are separated (this applies for vertically oriented
receiver). TX/RX FOV are the Field of View angles of transmitter and receiver respectively.
RX detectors elevation angle is the angle between the detector’s axis vector and vertical axis.
For vertically oriented detectors the angle of elevation is zero. RX detectors azimuth angle
separations shows how four detectors are separated in azimuth around 360o (for A. Detectors).
As for the vertically oriented receiver (V. Detectors) the angle is always zero from the vertical.
4.5.1 Vertical detectors setup
The setup developed in [47] was repeated for all proposed MIMO transmission techniques and
different TX separations (0.2 m, 0.4 m, 0.6 m). RX detectors’ separation remains 0.1m all
of the time with a vertically oriented RX as in Figure 4.2 (b), assuming installation of the
detector array in typical laptops. The BER results given in Figure 4.6 match closely with
Figure 3(a) of [47] and verify the validity of the simulator. The large SNR values in Figure
4.6 indicate the SNR compensation caused by 80dB loss. This is because the optical channel
gains have values interms of 10−6 [47]. The mobile receiver model was then developed and the
throughput for 1000 locations was evaluated. In this case adaptive modulation is used for all of
the transmission techniques, i.e. the rate of transmission is updated periodically depending on
channel condition. In addition to adaptive modulation, PARC in SMP is considered. The results
of average throughputs for different transmission techniques and different TX separations are
compared in Table 4.2 and CDF for both techniques are in Figure 4.10. Both Table data and
CDF plots are explained in subsection 4.5.3.
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Figure 4.6: BER results (analytical and simulation) for MIMO vertical fixed detectors setup
with TX separations of 0.2m, 0.4m and 0.6m employing RC, SMP and SM (a)
Simulated to compare with Figure 3 (a) of [47] (b) Copy of Figure 3 (a) of [47]
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4.5.2 Angular diversity detectors setup
The concept of orienting detectors in different directions is implemented, in order to improve
the likelihood of LOS propagation between the TX and the RX and hence increasing spectral
efficiency. The setup of TX and transmission techniques remains as in Figure 4.1 (a) but the
receiver setup is modified as in Figure 4.1 (c). The coordinates (x, y, z) of the detectors are
the same for all of the four detectors but they are oriented at different elevation and azimuth
angles. The azimuth separation between neighbouring sensors is 90o to cover 360o azimuth,
and the elevation angle is varied from 45o to 90o as explained in section 4.2. The best angle
is selected and the throughput is calculated for 1000 locations. The elevation angle of 75o
(15o from vertical) for each detector was found to give a substantial capacity improvement,
and angles greater or less than 15o give relatively poor performance (Figure 4.7). Therefore
elevation angle 15o is used for comparison with the vertical receiver (Figure 4.10).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: SMP CDF comparison between two elevation angles in angular diversity receiver
detectors when LOS is considered (a) SMP, 10o (b) SMP, 20o
4.5.3 Comparison between Vertical detectors and Angular diversity detectors
scenarios
The performance of vertical detectors and angular diversity detectors for a mobile receiver is
compared. All of the setups are simulated using all of the MIMO transmission techniques
given in section 4.3. Figure 4.9 (a) shows the distribution of the channel matrix rank for the
vertical detectors. It is shown that, the (60%) of the room has rank 1, while in Figure 4.9 (b)
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Figure 4.8: Throughput Vs BER curves for SMP, SM and RC for angular diversity mobile re-
ceiver at (2.05, 1.95, 0)
Trans- Average throughput in bps/Hz
mission V. Detectors (0o) A. Detectors (15o)
Method 0.2 m 0.4 m 0.6 m 0.2 m 0.4 m 0.6 m
RC 5.2 5.6 6 6.5 6.3 6.4
SM 1.1 1.3 1.8 1.7 2.2 2.9
ASM 5.2 5.8 7.6 6.1 7 10.1
SMP 6 8.2 13.2 13 15.4 18.7
Key to the table:
V=Vertically oriented, A=Angular diversity
0.2 m to 0.6 m are the transmitter separations
Table 4.2: Simulation results for LOS with different antenna separations
the proportion is reduced for the angular diversity detectors (44%) indicating higher potential
for MIMO with angular diversity receivers. Typical average throughput results for all setups
(vertically oriented and angular diversity detectors) and their scenarios (TX separations) are in
Table 4.2.
Results are shown for four techniques (RC, SM, ASM and SMP), with both V. Detector (verti-
cally oriented detectors) and A. Detector (angular diversity detectors) configurations for three
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Figure 4.9: The percentage distributions of MIMO channels matrix rank in 1000 locations of
the room (a) Vertical detectors setup (b) Angular diversity detectors setup
transmitter spacings.
The RC results show that the average throughput for all setups does not vary significantly
because the same data are transmitted for all the transmitting LEDs, so the same data rate
is achieved whether the rank of channel matrix is 1 or 4. Figure 4.10 (a) shows the CDF
comparison between V. Detectors and A. Detectors in RC and the difference between two setups
mainly relates to the coverage where the V. Detectors setup serves 10% fewer locations than
the A. Detectors setup.
The SM results shows that the average throughput is worse because of the channel rank de-
ficiency as explained in subsection 4.3.3. Figure 4.10 (c) shows that only 60% and 35% of
the locations are covered for angular oriented detectors and vertical oriented detectors setups
respectively. This poor performance is addressed in Adaptive Spatial Modulation.
The average throughput for ASM improves SM performance when the two receiver setups
are simulated. It is shown that A. Detectors has 39.5% throughput improvement compared to
V. Detectors for the same TX separation (0.6m). This improvement is achieved because of
changing transmission techniques and setups according to the channel matrix rank as explained
earlier. In Figure 4.10 (d) the CDF results for ASM shows that the A. Detector achieves better
coverage and hence throughput improvement. Figure 4.10 (d) shows that both setups cover
100% of the locations and that the A. Detectors shows better performance than the V. Detectors.
The results of SM and ASM for a similar TX separation (0.6 cm) show that both setups have
average throughput improvements greater than 100%.
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Figure 4.10: CDF comparison between three MIMO techniques in vertically and angular di-
versity receiver detectors (a) RC (b) SMP (c) SM (d) ASM
SMP shows a significant throughput improvement compared to RC, SM and ASM. This is par-
ticularly true when compared with vertically oriented detectors; the channel rank for angular
diversity detectors is increased to the higher likelihood of LOS propagation between TX and
RX a gain in throughput is achieved. Note that increasing the TX separation decreases the
channel correlation and gives significant improvement of throughput as transmitter separation
is increased. For the same separation (0.6 m), A. Detectors has a 42% throughput improvement
compared to V. Detectors. Figure 4.10 (b) also shows that when SMP is used, there is a sig-
nificant difference in throughput between the two setups, and for both cases, the coverage is
100%.
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4.6 Conclusion
A mobile angular diversity optical receiver detector model in an indoor visible light communi-
cations is presented. Different MIMO transmission techniques with adaptive modulation and
per antenna rate control are applied in order to evaluate the throughput across different room
locations. Results for vertical detectors and angular diversity detectors setups in different sce-
narios are compared. Initial results show that using angular diversity detectors increase the
likelihood of LOS among transmitters and receivers as shown in Table 4.2, Figure 4.9 and
Figure 4.10. Also for a moving angular diversity receiver there is an improvement in through-
put when using SMP with PARC (Table 4.2). It is shown that for the same setup, SMP has
better performance compared to other candidates (RC, SM and ASM) as it is detailed in sub-
section 4.5.3. Percentage wise, for the same TX separation, SMP performs 120% and 192%
better than RC for V. Detectors and A. Detectors respectively. Compared to ASM, SMP per-
forms 78.9% and 85.1% better for V. Detectors and A. Detectors respectively. It was also seen
that, using ASM where different TX/RX setups, transmission techniques and modulation are
inter-changed, throughput improvements are achieved compared to always using SM with 4
transmitters. Generally the simulations suggest that, for mobile optical receivers, angular di-
versity detectors can perform better than vertical oriented receivers. Also ASM improves the
SM performance in mobile receivers.
The next chapter will focus on the effect of reflected optical paths on conditions for the scenar-
ios discussed in this chapter. The diffuse channels model provides further throughput improve-
ment due to the fact that receivers can exploit both LOS paths and reflected paths.
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Chapter 5
Performance analysis of indoor diffuse
VLC MIMO channels using Angular
Diversity Detectors
In this chapter, specular and diffuse reflection models for indoor VLC using a mobile receiver
with angular diversity detectors in MIMO channels are considered. The model is considered
because the performance of the OWC LOS system may be jeopardized by obstructions. The
target is to improve the MIMO throughput compared to vertically oriented detectors by exploit-
ing reflections from different reflecting surfaces in the room. The throughputs across multiple
locations in the small room by using repetition coding, spatial multiplexing and spatial mod-
ulation approaches is evaluated. The results for LOS only channels are compared with LOS
with specular or diffuse reflection conditions, for both vertical and angular oriented receivers
are then compared. These reflected optical paths have a positive impact on optical wireless
channels because the receivers can exploit both the LOS paths and the reflected paths.
5.1 Introduction
Indoor OWC systems can be classified into diffuse and LOS systems. In LOS systems high
data rates of the order of gigabits per second can be achieved [1, 13] but these systems are
vulnerable to obstacles (shadowing) because of their directionality. In diffuse systems, several
propagations paths exist from the LED to photo-diode (PD) which makes the system robust
to shadowing [111], however the path loss can be higher than for LOS systems and multipath
creates inter-symbol interference (ISI) for the case of large area indoor environments [8, 9, 18,
59]. The simultaneous use of multiple transmitters and receivers e.g. OWC multiple input
multiple output (MIMO) can enhance the overall system performance and spectral efficiency
as well as reducing the BER performance of a communication system [8]. MIMO systems can
realize higher speed transmission without increasing the transmit power or the bandwidth.
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Kahn and Barry gives more details about wireless infrared communication in [41]. Here the use
of infrared radiation as a medium for high-speed, short range OWC is discussed, and advan-
tages and drawbacks are compared. MIMO techniques have been applied for OWC and data
transmission to a limited extent. High data rate MIMO optical wireless communications using
white LEDs were proposed in [8], where a fixed receiver with an imaging lens was used. It
was shown that the imaging lens and detector array size are physically large and may not be
practical for some applications. Another indoor OWC MIMO system with an imaging receiver
was proposed in [112], here experiments were performed in a diffuse environment. The sys-
tem shows error-free operation at 2 Mbit/s/spatial channel at the center of the coverage area,
with worse performance away from the center. In [94] results from several indoor OWC MIMO
experiments were reported, a four channel MIMO system that uses white LEDs for communica-
tions was described as well as experiments in a diffuse environment using infra-red sources. An
omnidirectional multibeam transmitter in [92] was proposed to improve transmission coverage
and overcome shadowing, in this paper a multibeam hemispherical receiver structure was found
to reduce multipath effects. The simulation results showed a significant reduction of the BER
making the system suitable for high bit rate applications. An indoor optical wireless collabora-
tive cellular system was proposed in [17]. In the paper, base stations and portable devices were
designed, presented and analysed. Base stations (BS) providing multiple cells were proposed to
cover a wide area, however the MIMO techniques did not perform properly at all of the receiver
positions due to channel symmetry effects. Research development on overcoming channel cor-
relation and inter-symbol interference yielded the method proposed in [16, 113, 114]. Here
indoor OWC MIMO using spatial modulation (SM) was suggested and implemented, where
unlike other MIMO techniques, only one transmitter is active at any given time instant. The
active transmitter radiates at a certain intensity level and all other transmitters are turned off. In
SM, it was found that reducing both the distance between transmitters (TX) and receivers (RX)
and the transmitter emerging angle (the angle between TX axis and the straight line to the RX)
resulted in lower correlation and hence higher data throughput. A hemispherical lens based
imaging receiver for OWC MIMO was described in [115, 116]. These papers presented a novel
imaging MIMO optical wireless system which uses a hemispherical lens in the receiver: this
system has both a wide field of view (FOV) and showed significant spatial diversity. In [47],
a performance comparison of OWC MIMO Techniques in indoor environments was provided
between repetition coding (RC), SM and spatial multiplexing. The results show that SMP im-
proves the spectral efficiency when there is low channel correlation. It was also shown that SM
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is competitive at low spectral efficiency while SMP performs better in high spectral efficiency
where SM needs a very large signal constellation size to match SMP. Also SM is more robust to
channel correlation. RC was found to be insensitive to different transmitter-receiver alignments
but it needs a large signal constellation size to provide high data rates. The practical MIMO ca-
pacity for indoor optical wireless communication with white LEDs was presented in [117]. In
this paper the communication scenario assumed an angle diversity receiver with multiple detec-
tor elements where each element has an independent concentrator/lens. A significant capacity
improvement was achieved in such a system. In [97], the receiver performance improvement
utilizing diversity in MIMO VLC with an imaging receiver was presented. It was shown that by
employing maximal ratio combining at the receiver performance can be improved significantly,
however the receiver may be impractical due to the size and complexity of imaging devices.
T. Wang and J. Armstrong in [118, 119] analysed the performance of an indoor MIMO optical
wireless system with a linear receiver. The receiver used an array of prisms to form channel
matrices that can achieve angular diversity within a compact receiver structure. It was shown
that full column rank can be achieved by the proposed receiver over an entire room. In [120]
Wang and Chi experimentally demonstrated a 2 × 2 non-imaging MIMO VLC system that is
capable to deliver 500Mb/s. However it was concluded that the large size of the lens and the
detectors required are not practical. In [19], the receiver with angular diversity detectors was
proposed and found to overcome the channel rank deficiency which occurs in areas away from
the center of the room.
In these papers, VLC coverage is among the major drawbacks of the proposed systems. In
most papers movement of the receiver to different locations to asses the impact on channel
correlation and hence spectral efficiency was not covered. Further the effect of diffuse channel
reflections on MIMO was not discussed. The present work addresses these issues and provides
a novel study of the impact of specular and diffuse reflections on MIMO performance.
MIMO system taking into account LOS propagation is used, The Lambertian specular reflec-
tions model and the Lambert-Phong diffuse reflection model [111] for both vertical and angular
oriented receiver detectors. The performance statistics for MIMO methods operating over many
room locations using adaptive modulation and coding (AMC), ASM, and per antenna rate con-
trol (PARC) [102] is then provided. RX performance improvement by application of angular
diversity techniques is also considered.
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Figure 5.1: Transmitter and receiver geometry used for channel gain calculations in specular
reflection model
5.2 System models
Visible light communications (VLC) MIMO transmission is considered taking into account
both specular and diffuse reflections where intensity modulation (IM) and direct detection (DD)
of the optical carrier using an incoherent light source is employed . The system consists of Nt
transmitters and Nr photo-detectors at the receiver side. The size Nr received signal vector y is
y = Hs + n (5.1)
Where H is the Nt ×Nr channel matrix and s is the transmitted signal vector which is trans-
mitted at a given time and is defined as follows: s = [s1 ......sNt]T with [.]T being the transpose
operator and sn denoting the signal transmitted by nth LED. The sum of the ambient light
shot noise and thermal noise is denoted by Nr ×1 vector n which is assumed to be real valued
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance:
δ2 = δ2ss + δ
2
js (5.2)
Where δ2ss is the shot noise variance and δ2js is the thermal noise variance as calculated in
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equations (7) and (10) of [18] respectively. Thus the noise power is given by δ2=N0 B, where
N0 is the noise power spectral density and B is communication bandwidth.
This chapter assumes an optical wireless LOS link operating in a room with reflection charac-
teristics (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2) i.e the LOS and diffuse characteristics. There are two types
of reflections considered in this chapter. The first type is a single bounce specular reflection
which is modelled by an image transmitter TX
′
n to the receiver (Figure 5.1). The reflections
cause the signal to be attenuated by the surface reflection coefficient α. The second type is a
diffuse reflection where all the rays bouncing from the reflecting surface is scattered into dif-
ferent directions of the room (Figure 5.2 (a). The incidence power from the wall is assumed to
be a fraction of the total transmitted power which is dictated by the number of rays re-radiated.
The LOS Nr × Nt channel matrix H for each room coordinate (x, y, z) in the room is given by
H(x, y, z)LOS =

h11(x, y, z) h12(x, y, z) . . h1Nt(x, y, z)
h21(x, y, z) h22(x, y, z) .
. . .
. . .
hNr1(x, y, z) . . . hNrNt(x, y, z)

(5.3)
where hnrnt represents the channel transfer function of the wireless link between transmitter nt
and receiver nr. For the specular reflection model (Sp) (Figure 5.1) and the diffuse reflection






where for Sp, NTXn′ is the number of transmitter images received at detector nr caused by
transmitter nt and forDf ,NTXn′ is the number of scattered light rays received from transmitter
nt. Therefore, when all LOS, Sp andDf rays are considered, the channel gain at the individual
receiver detector nr will be
hnrnt(Total) = hnrnt(LOS) + hnrnt(Sp/Df) (5.5)
So, the overall Nr × Nt channel matrix H for each room coordinate (x, y, z) in the room
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will be represented by substituting (5.5) into (5.3). The path difference between the multiple
transmitter-receiver links is very small, on the order of few cm as shown in Figure 5.1. For
simplicity it is assumed that the communications channel bandwidth is much less than the
inverse of the delay spread, so the channel is not frequency selective.
By using the Lambert-Phong method [111] the diffuse paths are assumed to be scattered paths
re-radiated from the wall to the receiver after being attenuated by the surface reflection coeffi-
cient α. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, φTX
′
n is the angle of emergence with respect to the image
of transmitter TXn axis, θTXn is the angle of incidence with respect to the receiver detector
axis and dTX
′
n is the distance between the image transmitter TX
′
n and receiver. Also as illus-
trated in Figure 5.2 (b), σ is the angle of emergence with respect to the direction of specular
reflected ray axis f which is a directional vector with coordinates (x, y, z), θ is the angle of
incidence with respect to the receiver detector axis and d is the distance between the reflecting
point and the receiver. The system transmitters are fixed at the following ceiling coordinates:
TX1[ 1.9 m, 1.9 m, 2.75 m], TX2[ 2.5 m, 1.9 m, 2.75 m], TX3[ 1.9 m, 2.5 m, 2.75 m], and
TX4[ 2.5 m, 2.5 m, 2.75 m].
The transmitters are arranged in a square in the middle of the ceiling and the antenna side
separation is 0.6m as this choice was found to reduce channel correlation in [19].
Consider a LOS optical system propagation path in Figure 5.1, the channel gain from the trans-





, 0 ≤ θ ≤ ϕ 1
2
0, θ > ϕ 1
2
(5.6)
where κ = − ln(2)ln(cos(Φ1/2)) .
The scalar A is the collection area of the receiver nr, Φ1/2 is the transmitter semi-angle (at half
power), which is assumed to be 45o. The scalar ϕ1/2 is the Field of View (FOV) semi angle of
the receiver which is also assumed to be 45o. In [47] Φ1/2 and ϕ1/2 were assumed to be both
15o, but for this setup where the receiver is moving around the room, it is difficult to achieve
LOS channel conditions in many locations when a narrower half angle is used.
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Figure 5.2: Transmitter and receiver geometry used for channel gain calculations (a) Diffuse
reflection model (b) Diffuse reflection-wall geometry (c) Receiver with inclined and
vertical axis detectors
When a receiver and transmitter are not in each others’ FOV, hnrnt(LOS) = 0. Image transmit-
ters in the specular reflection model use the same equation (5.6) with their respective angles,













For the diffuse reflection case the Lambert-Phong model is used [111]. A reflection intensity





where Pi is the incident normalized unit power arriving at the wall, Pw is the reflection inten-
sity from the reflecting surface, ms is the smoothness of the reflecting material and σ is the
randomly generated parameter which represents the angle between specular reflected rays and
the diffuse reflected ray (Figure 5.2 (b). To calculate the specular reflected ray vector f the
normal vector nw to the wall and the vector l (which is the line connecting transmitter and the
wall) are used (see Figure 5.2 (b)):
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f = (2nw • l)nw − l (5.9)
where f, nw and l are three dimensional vectors with components (x, y, z). The dot mark in (5.9)
denotes the vector dot product. As shown in Figure 5.2 (b), once f and σ are known then all the
diffusely reflected paths can be generated. So, the channel gain for one reflected ray from the





cosms(σ)cos(θ), 0 ≤ θ ≤ ϕ1/2
0, θ > ϕ1/2
(5.10)





The technique used for configuring the inclined optical detectors of the receiver (the left side of
Figure 5.2 (c)) is detailed in section 4.2 and equation 4.5.
5.3 Review of the MIMO techniques
In this chapter the same four MIMO techniques are used as in chapter 4; RC, SM, ASM and
SMP. In contrast to [8, 16, 94] where fixed receivers are used, in this thesis it is considered
that mobile receiver is able to move freely around the room and to overcome the resulting
SNR variations adaptive modulation with per antenna rate control (PARC) [102] in SMP and
adaptive modulation in SM and RC are employed. In these techniques, the modulation M-level
is chosen and updated in each transmit time and at each location depending on the current
channel conditions. It is again assumed that all considered MIMO techniques use maximum
likelihood (ML) [47] detection at the receiver with perfect knowledge of the channel and ideal
time synchronisation except for SMP where the zero forcing (ZF) detection method is used to
reduce receiver complexity when using PARC.
In RC the same signal is simultaneously emitted from all transmitters and the light intensities
arising from the several transmitters constructively add up at the receiver side. In SM the
conventional constellation diagram is extended to an additional dimension namely, the spatial
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dimension. Specifically, the LED index is used to communicate data bits to the receiver. Each
transmitting LED is assigned a unique binary sequence (the spatial symbol). ASM is a modified
form of SM designed to cope with rank deficient channels due to the fact that, when the receiver
moves around the room the channel matrix H is not full rank i.e rank (4) in many locations. If
the channel matrix rank is reduced, the receiver can not easily distinguish all the transmitting
LEDs. By using antenna selection techniques, the ASM receiver checks the rank of the channel
matrix and decides which TX/RX setup is to be used. In SMP a source stream is split into
several substreams and each substream is then transmitted from a different transmitter. In this
case, all the transmitters are active at the same time and each receiver uses multiple antennas
to detect the multiple co-channel signals. The above mentioned MIMO techniques are desribed
in detail in Chapter 4, section 4.3. In this chapter the system throughput evaluation methods
detailed in chapter 4, section 4.4 are used.
5.4 Simulation parameters and results
A 4 × 4 indoor MIMO scenario as in [19] and in chapter 4 is considered, but in this chapter
the effect of wall reflections is also considered. The system is located within a room of size
4× 4× 3 m and it is assumed that the transmitters are placed at a height of 2.50 m and oriented
downwards perpendicular to the floor of the room. The receiver is allowed to move randomly
at a height of 0.75 m (human waist or table height) and its detectors are either placed vertically
or oriented at a given elevation angle as in Figure 5.2 (c). The inclined detector’s orientation is
meant to increase the likelihood of FOV overlap between the transmitters and the receivers and
also incoming reflected rays to the receiver, thus increasing system spectral efficiency.
A computer program that implements the scenarios presented in previous sections was written
using MATLAB software. The simulation parameters are tabulated in Table 5.1. The room
size shows the dimension of the room where the simulation is assumed. The TX/RX setup
defines the number of transmitters and receivers used in simulation. The TX separation shows
how far the four transmitting LEDs are separated from each other, the RX separation shows
how the receiver detectors are separated (this applies for the vertically oriented receiver). The
TX/RX FOV are the Field of View angles of the transmitter and receiver respectively. The RX
detectors elevation angle is the one between detector’s axis and the horizontal. For angular
oriented detectors (A. detectors) this angle is varied to determine the optimum one while for
the vertically oriented detectors (V. detectors) the angle of elevation is always 90o from the
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Parameters Values
Room size (W × L× H) 4 m ×4 m× 3 m
Number of TX/RX 4 × 4
TX separation 0.6 m
Reflection coefficients (α ) 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9
Reflection parameter (ms) 1 (rough surface)
RX separations (V. detectors) 0.1 m
Photodiode responsivity (%) 1 A/W
RX random rotation angles 0o to 360o
TX/RX FOV 45o, 45o
RX elevation angle (A. Diversity) 45o to 90o towards vertical
RX azimuth angle separation (A. Diversity) 90o
Photodiode area (A) 1cm2
MIMO transmission techniques RC, SM, ASM, SMP
Modulation schemes 2PAM-1024PAM
Table 5.1: Parameters used for simulation
horizontal plane. The RX detectors azimuth angle separation shows how four detectors are
angularly separated around 360o for the angular diversity detectors setup (A. detectors). It
is assumed that users hold their devices in a random orientation in the range of 0o − 360o
azimuth angles from the position of the detector. This is achieved by applying equation (4.5)
from chapter 4 to all the detector locations. The experiment set-up and system performance
comparison are presented in the next subsections:
5.4.1 Setting up Vertical detectors
To validate our results, the setup developed in [47] was repeated for all proposed MIMO trans-
mission techniques and different TX separations (0.2 m, 0.4 m, 0.6 m). The RX detector sepa-
ration remains 0.1m all the time with a vertically oriented RX as in Figure 5.2 (c) right.
Mobile receiver model is then developed and evaluated the throughput for 1000 locations. In
this case (of a mobile receiver) adaptive modulation is imployed for all transmission techniques,
i.e. the rate of transmission is updated at each room location depending on the channel condi-
tions. In addition to adaptive modulation PARC is considered in SMP. The results for average
throughputs of the different transmission techniques and different reflection coefficients are
compared in Table 5.3 and 5.4.
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Further, the CDF for all techniques are shown in Figure 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. Both data tables
and CDF plots are explained in subsection 5.4.2.
Trans- Average throughput in bps/Hz
mission V. detectors (0o) A. detectors (15o)
Method 0.2 m 0.4 m 0.6 m 0.2 m 0.4 m 0.6 m
RC 5.2 5.6 6 6.5 6.3 6.4
SM 1.1 1.3 1.8 1.7 2.2 2.9
ASM 5.2 5.8 7.6 6.1 7 10.1
SMP 6 8.2 13.2 13 15.4 18.7
Key to the table:
V=Vertically oriented, A=Angular diversity
0.2 m to 0.6 m are the transmitter separations
Table 5.2: Simulation results for LOS with different antenna separations [from Table 4.2]
Trans- Average throughput in bps/Hz
mission V. detectors (0o) A. detectors (15o)
Method LOS 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 LOS 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
RC 6.0 6.0 6.4 7.0 7.1 7.3 6.4 6.9 7.0 7.1 7.2 7.3
SM 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.2 3.8 4.1 2.9 3.1 3.9 4.2 6.3 7.0
ASM 7.5 7.5 8.6 8.8 9.1 9.4 10.0 10.1 10.3 10.3 10.4 10.5
SMP 13.1 13.3 13.7 14.0 14.3 14.6 18.6 18.8 19.1 19.5 20.0 20.4
Key to the table:
V=Vertically oriented, A=Angular diversity
Parameters 0.1 to 0.9 are the reflection coefficients (α) of the reflecting surface
Table 5.3: Simulation results for LOS with Specular reflections
Trans- Average throughput in bps/Hz
mission V. detectors (0o) A. detectors (15o)
Method LOS 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 LOS 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
RC 6.0 6.2 9.6 10.4 10.9 11.1 6.4 6.8 10.3 10.8 11.3 11.5
SM 1.8 3.5 4.8 5.1 6.0 6.8 2.9 4.9 6.1 6.4 6.9 7.6
ASM 7.5 7.5 13.2 13.7 14.3 14.6 10.0 14.6 16.9 17.6 18.0 18.4
SMP 13.1 13.1 16.5 19.7 20.8 21.6 18.6 22.4 26.2 29.2 30.4 31.6
Key to the table:
V=Vertically oriented, A=Angular diversity
Parameters 0.1 to 0.9 are the reflection coefficients (α) of the reflecting surface
Table 5.4: Simulation results for LOS with diffuse reflections
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(a) V. detectors LOS (b) A. detectors (LOS)
(c) V. detectors (α =
0.3)
(d) A. detectors (α =
0.3) (e) V. detectors (α = 0.5)
(f) A. detectors (α =
0.5)
(g) V. detectors
(α= either 0.3 or 0.5)
(h) A. detectors
(α= either 0.3 or 0.5)
Figure 5.3: Percentage distributions of MIMO channels matrix rank in 1000 locations of the
room (a) Vertical detectors setup (b) Angular diversity detectors setup (c & e)
Vertical detector setup with specular reflections (d &f) Angular diversity detectors
setup with specular reflections (g & h) Both vertical and angular detectors setups
with diffuse reflections
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Figure 5.4: SMP CDF comparison between three elevation angles in angular diversity receiver
detectors when LOS, LOS + Df and LOS + Sp are considered, α = 0.5 (a)
SMP, 10o (b) SMP, 15o (c) SMP, 20o
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5.4.2 Comparison between Vertical detectors and Angular diversity detectors
scenarios with specular and diffuse reflections.
Here the performance of vertical detectors and angular diversity detectors for a mobile receiver
is compared taking into consideration the effects of wall reflections and receiver. All the setups
were simulated using all the MIMO transmission techniques discussed in section III. Using
the throughput calculations as explained in section 4.4, typical average throughput results for
all setups (vertically oriented and angular diversity detectors) and their scenarios (reflection
types and reflection coefficients) are tabulated in Table 5.3 and 5.4. Results are shown for four
techniques (RC, SM, ASM and SMP), with both V. detectors (Vertically oriented detectors)
and A. detectors (angular diversity detectors). Figure 5.4. shows the SMP CDF comparison
for three different elevation angles in angular diversity receiver (10o, 15o and 20o) when LOS,
LOS + Df and LOS + Sp are considered. Looking at the A. detectors (LOS + Df ) results on
the same figure it is shown that elevation angles of 10o, 15o and 20o give throughputs of 24.8
bps/Hz, 29.2 bps/Hz and 22.3 bps/Hz respectively and therefore 15o is used in all the subsequent
simulation results. Figure 5.5. shows the RC CDF comparison between V. detectors and A.
detectors with and without reflections, also with different reflection coefficients. For simplicity
only the CDF results for reflection coefficients of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 are plotted for all the curves,
other results are recorded in Tables 5.3 and 5.4.
5.4.2.1 Result for LOS channel
Table 5.2 shows results for different antenna separations matching to [19] where the four tech-
niques (RC, SM, ASM, SMP) in LOS were compared in detail. Looking at the table it can be
seen that, for a moving angular diversity receiver there is an improvement in throughput when
using SMP with PARC compared to other techniques (RC, SM and ASM). Percentage wise, for
a TX separation of 0.4m, SMP performs 46% and 144% better than RC for V. Detectors and
A. Detectors respectively. In comparison to ASM, SMP performs 41% and 120% better for V.
Detectors and A. Detectors respectively. For a TX separation of 0.6m, SMP performs 120%
and 192% better than RC for V. Detectors and A. Detectors respectively and when compared to
ASM, SMP performs 78.9% and 85.1% better for V. Detectors and A. Detectors respectively.
All the subsequent results in this chapter are for 0.6m transmitter spacing as this spacing pro-
vides the best performance in Table 5.2. Here, the channel rank of different receiver locations
in the room is also considered.
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A. Detectors−RC−LOS+Sp, α = 0.3
V. Detectors−RC−LOS+Sp, α = 0.3
V. Detectors−RC−LOS+Sp, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−RC−LOS+Sp, α = 0.5
V. Detectors−RC−LOS+Sp, α = 0.7
A. Detectors−RC−LOS+Sp, α = 0.7
V. Detectors−RC−LOS+Df, α = 0.3
A. Detectors−RC−LOS+Df, α = 0.3
V. Detectors−RC−LOS+Df, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−RC−LOS+Df, α = 0.5
V. Detectors−RC−LOS+Df, α = 0.7
A. Detectors−RC−LOS+Df, α = 0.7
Sp
 α = 0.3
Sp
 α = 0.7
Sp








Figure 5.5: RC CDF comparison between three reflection coefficients in vertically and angular
diversity receiver detectors whenLOS, LOS + Sp andLOS +Df are considered
(a) LOS Vs LOS + Sp, α = 0.3 (b) LOS + Sp Vs LOS + Df , α = 0.3, 0.5 and
0.7.
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Looking at Figure 5.3 (a) it is shown that the channel matrix rank for the vertical detector
is 1 for a large area of the room (60%) while in Figure 5.3 (b) the proportion is reduced for
the angular diversity detectors (44%) which indicates a higher potential for MIMO receivers.
Figure 5.5 (a). shows that the difference between the two setups in LOS conditions mainly
relates to the coverage where 10% of the V. detectors setup give zero throughput to the total
loss of paths between TX and RX. The A. detectors setup gives non zero throughput results in
all room locations.
5.4.2.2 Results for LOS with specular reflection channel
The effects of reflections are clearly seen when looking at Figure 5.3 (c) through (h). In Figure
5.3 (c) when specular reflection with a reflection coefficientα = 0.3 is considered in V. detectors,
the proportion of rank 1 channel reduces to 27% and rank 2 increases to 55%. In Figure 5.3
(d) when specular reflections (α = 0.3) are included in the A. detectors setup, the channel
matrix rank values are either only 3 (30%) and 4 (70%) as the chance of multipath reception
has increased. Also in Figure 5.3 (e) when specular reflections (α = 0.5) are included in the V.
detectors setup, the channel matrix rank is either 3 (33%) or 4 (68%) as the chance of multipath
reception has further increased compared to V. detectors (α = 0.3). Figure 5.3 (f) shows the
effect of specular reflections on A. detectors (α = 0.5), the rank 4 case dominates (90%) and
only 10% of channels have rank 3.
Looking at Table 5.3, the RC results show that the average throughput for all specular reflection
coefficients does not vary significantly because the same data are transmitted by all transmit-
ting LEDs so whether the rank of channel matrix is 1 or 4, the same data rate is achieved. The
specular reflection results in Figure 5.5 shows that both detectors setups give non zero through-
put because of the gain caused by the specular reflected rays. Also both detector setups have
negligible difference in their throughput performance because RC cannot exploit higher MIMO
channel rank to increase throughput.
Table 5.3 shows the average throughput for SM with specular reflections. It can be seen that SM
shows modest improvement even as the specular reflection coefficient (α) increases. It can be
seen that the A. detectors setup shows much better (almost 100%) performance improvement
compared to the V. detectors for the same reflection coefficient (α = 0.5).
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V. Detectors−SM−LOS+Sp, α = 0.3
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Sp, α = 0.3
V. Detectors−SM−LOS+Sp, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Sp, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Sp, α = 0.7
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Sp, α = 0.7
V. Detectors−SM−LOS+Df, α = 0.3
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Df, α = 0.3
V. Detectors−SM−LOS+Df, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Df, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Df, α = 0.7
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Df, α = 0.7
Sp,
 α = 0.3
Sp,
 α = 0.5
Sp,
 α = 0.7
Df,
 α = 0.3
Df,
 α = 0.5
Df,
 α = 0.7
(b)
Figure 5.6: SM CDF comparison between three reflection coefficients in vertically and angular
diversity receiver detectors whenLOS, LOS + Sp andLOS +Df are considered
(a) LOS Vs LOS + Sp, α = 0.3 (b) LOS + Sp Vs LOS + Df , α = 0.3, 0.5 and
0.7.
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Figure 5.6. shows CDF results for SM where it is shown that both A. Detector and V. detectors
have poor performance due to rank deficient conditions in many locations of the room. This
problem is addressed by the ASM approach proposed in this chapter.
In Table 5.3 the average throughput for ASM improves as the specular reflection coefficient α
increases for both two receiver setups. It is shown that the A. detectors has 17% throughput
improvement compared to V. detectors for the same reflection coefficient (α = 0.5). Figure 5.7.
shows the CDF results for ASM with three reflection coefficients where it is shown that the A.
Detector achieves better coverage and hence throughput improvement. The figure shows that
both setups achieve non zero throughput in 100% of the room locations for this propagation
environment. Comparing the results of LOS and the effect of specular reflection at α = 0.5 it
is shown that both setups have 100% coverage but there is 22% throughput improvement for
A. detectors over V. detectors. Looking at SMP, it shows a significant throughput improvement
compared to RC, SM and ASM. This is particularly true because the channel rank for angular
diversity detectors is increased to a higher likelihood of LOS propagation between TX and RX
compared to vertically oriented detectors and hence a gain in throughput is observed. Taking
reflection coefficient α = 0.5 it is shown that SMP performs 100% and 175% better than RC for
V. Detectors and A. Detectors respectively and when compared to ASM, SMP performs 59%
and 89% better for V. Detectors and A. Detectors respectively. It is also noticed that increasing
α causes a significant improvement in throughput. Figure 5.8. also shows that when SMP is
used there is a significant difference in throughput between the two setups but that coverage of
100% is achieved for both cases. In the case of specular reflections, the A. detectors shows a
40% improvement compared to the V. Detector.
5.4.2.3 Results for LOS with diffuse reflection channel
Table 5.4 shows simulation results when diffuse reflections are considered. The diffuse re-
flection case shows a significant effect on system performance. Considering the α = 0.5 RC
results for the diffuse reflection model shows a 47-52% improvement compared to those for
specular reflection (Table 5.3) in both A. detectors and V. detectors. Figure 5.3 (g) and (h)
show that when diffuse reflections are considered in both V. detectors and A. detectors, the
channel matrix rank is always 4 (100%) for all the reflection coefficients (α = 0.1 through 0.9).
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Figure 5.7: ASM CDF comparison between three reflection coefficients in vertically and an-
gular diversity receiver detectors when LOS, LOS + Sp and LOS + Df are
considered (a) LOS Vs LOS + Sp, α = 0.3 (b) LOS + Sp Vs LOS + Df ,
α = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7.
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This is because the diffuse reflection scattered optical channel makes it possible to obtain full
MIMO performance gains. Looking at the ASM performance in the model including diffuse
reflections, It is also shown a substantial improvement in throughput.






















































LOS+Sp, α = 0.3
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Figure 5.8: SMP CDF comparison between three reflection coefficients in vertically and an-
gular diversity receiver detectors when LOS, LOS + Sp and LOS + Df are
considered (a) LOS Vs LOS + Sp, α = 0.3 (b) LOS + Sp Vs LOS + Df
comparison, α = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7.
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Table 5.4 shows that ASM (α = 0.5) has 41-56% throughput improvement over the specular
reflection results in Table 5.3. For SMP, when diffuse reflections are considered it also shows
significant improvement. At α = 0.3 in A. detectors, SMP has an improvement of 20-37% over
the scenario when only specular reflection is included. In terms of the comparison between V.
detector and A. detectors in diffuse reflection conditions with α = 0.5, ASM with A. detectors
shows 28% throughput improvement over ASM with V. detectors while SMP with A. detectors
shows 48% throughput improvement over SMP with V. detectors. Again it is shown that, SMP
performs 89% and 170% better than RC for V. Detectors and A. Detectors respectively. Gen-
erally the diffuse reflection model has shown a big impact on indoor OWC performance due to
the of scattered optical power improving the MIMO channel rank statistics.
5.5 Conclusion
A mobile angular diversity optical receiver detector model with both specular and diffuse re-
flections is presented in an indoor visible light communications system. Two different reflection
models are applied and a range of reflection coefficients is used to model different types of re-
flecting surfaces. Different MIMO transmission techniques with adaptive modulation and Per
Antenna Rate Control are applied to evaluate the throughput across different room locations.
Results for vertical detectors and angular diversity detectors setups in different scenarios are
compared. Our initial results show that using angular diversity detectors increase the likelihood
of LOS among transmitters and receivers. It is also shown that diffuse reflections have a sig-
nificant positive impact in system throughput compared to the specular case and both are better
than for LOS propagation.
It is shown that for same setup SMP has better performance compared to other candidates (RC,
and ASM). Percentage wise, for specular reflections SMP performs 100% and 175% better than
RC for V. detectors and A. detectors respectively while in diffuse reflection SMP performs 89%
and 170% better than RC for V. detectors and A. detectors respectively. Compared to ASM,
in specular reflections SMP performs 60% and 90% better for V. detectors and A. detectors
respectively while in in specular reflections SMP performs 43% and 66% better for V. detec-
tors and A. detectors respectively. It was also seen that, using ASM where switching between
different TX/RX setups is performed, transmission techniques and modulation, throughput im-
provements could be achieved compared to always using SM with 4 transmitters.
Looking at both LOS, LOS + Sp, and LOS + Df results it is shown that ASM performs
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much better than SM due to its robustness to rank deficient channels. In LOS, ASM performs
317% better than SM with V. detectors and 245% better than SM with A. detectors. In the
specular reflection case when α = 0.5 is considered, ASM performs 300% better than SM
with V. detectors and 145% better than SM in A. detectors. Also in the diffuse refection case
when considering the same reflection coefficient, ASM performs 168 % better than SM in V.
detector and 175% better than SM in A. detectors. Generally our simulations suggest that, for
mobile optical receivers angular diversity detectors can perform better than vertical oriented
receivers. When specular or diffuse reflections are included the system performance improves
significantly. The positive impact of reflected optical paths on conditions for the scenarios
discussed in this chapter is shown. This is because, in the diffuse channels model, receivers can




The chapter gives a summary and conclusion of the research work presented in this thesis. The
major findings are emphasized and the chapters’ conclusions are summarised. This chapter also
outlines the limitations of this research work and proposes the future work.
6.1 Summary and major findings
The rapid growth of data demands which occur as a result of constant increase of wireless
communication causes saturation in RF spectrum availability. The consequence of this is the
limitation of data transmission rates. This limitation opens doors for researchers to find other
alternative ways or complimentary technology to the available RF systems. One of the solu-
tions is to find alternative spectrum resource for wireless communications. The range of spec-
trum from IR to UV including visible light which gives the total bandwidth resources of about
670THz (this is a factor 10,000 larger than RF), is thought to offer almost limitless bandwidth
which may be useful in wireless communications.
The background for this research was introduced in Chapter 2. A brief history of wireless com-
munication systems was presented. The evolution of radio and mobile communication systems
was discussed. The discussion started from the earliest semaphore system developed by Claude
Chappe where the position of two arms connected by a cross bar was used to encode informa-
tion symbol. The discussion was extended to the growing global integration in terms of the 3rd
generation partnership project (3GPP) and long-term evolution advanced (LTE-A) collabora-
tion projects. In the discussion, the demand for higher data rates was shown as a driving force
for utilization of an alternative spectrum resource. Optical wireless communication (OWC)
was introduced, considering geometry, channel link, channel properties, channel models and
eye safety consideration. The application of OWC transmission techniques i.e. SC, optical
OFDM (O-OFDM) and MIMO were studied.
Analysis and application of SC and O-OFDM in intensity modulation and direct detection
(IM/DD) are presented in Chapter 3. Four cell (4-cell) narrow beam systems with applica-
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tions of O-OFDM and SC in different scenarios was developed. The performance of the 4-Cell
narrow beam system and a single wide beam were also compared. Our findings showed that
the four narrow cell beam (4-cell) can outperform one wide beam LED in terms of coverage
area and hence average throughput by the factor of 2.3 (ACO-OFDM), 3 (DCO-OFDM) and
2.8 (PAM) times the single beam system capacity. Also it was shown that sharing the four cells
among the available of users results in system channel capacity increase with the number of
users up to 4 times the single user single cell capacity. It was also noted that the DCO op-
timized scheme outperformed the DCO-13dB method at the modulation levels lower than 64
QAM in terms of BER and hence throughput. It was also seen that the optical receiver orien-
tation has a big impact on the system throughput. The throughput improvement achieved after
receiver orientation was higher compared to that of the fixed receiver. For the four cell case,
ACO saturates in capacity at lower throughput values compared to DCO and PAM.
ASM and angular diversity detectors in an indoor VLC MIMO system was introduced in Chap-
ter 4. The angular receiver setup, MIMO techniques were used and the system throughput
evaluation were discussed in this chapter. The throughput results were compared for different
receiver detector orientation and transmitter separations. Different MIMO transmission tech-
niques with adaptive modulation and per antenna rate Control were applied in order to evaluate
the throughput across different room locations. Results for vertical detectors and angular di-
versity detectors setups in different scenarios were compared. It was shown that using angular
diversity detectors increase the likelihood of LOS conditions among transmitters and receivers.
It was also shown that using the ASM technique where different TX/RX setups, transmission
techniques and modulation are inter-changed, throughput improvements are achieved compared
to always using SM with 4 transmitters. ASM offers throughput improvement of about 4 times
that of SM in vertical detectors and about 3 times in angular diversity detectors. For a moving
angular diversity receiver there was an improvement in throughput when SMP was used with
PARC. Generally the simulations suggested that, for mobile optical receivers, angular diversity
detectors can perform better than vertical oriented receivers and ASM improves the SM perfor-
mance in mobile receivers. Angular diversity detectors offer a better throughput improvement
than the state of the art vertical detectors, for example in ASM angular diversity receiver gives
throughput of about 1.6 times that of vertical detectors. Also in SMP the angular detectors
offer throughput about 1.4 times that of vertical detectors. SMP gives the best performance
compared to RC, SM and ASM, for example SMP gives throughput of 2.2 times that of RC in
vertical detectors and 3 times in angular diversity receivers. Again SMP gives throughput of 7
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times that of SM in vertical detectors and 6 times in angular diversity receivers. Also SMP pro-
vides throughput of 1.7 times that of ASM in vertical detectors and 2 times in angular diversity
receivers.
Combination of both LOS and reflections in the channel model was proposed in Chapter 5.
Specular and diffuse reflections were modelled in different scenarios using the Lambert-Phong
method. Two reflection model techniques using a range of reflection coefficients (modelling of
different types of reflecting surfaces) were considered. The total channel gains for either LOS
and specular or LOS and diffuse channels can be combined at the receiver detectors. Different
MIMO transmission techniques with adaptive modulation and per antenna rate control were
used to evaluate the throughput across different room locations. Results for vertical detectors
and angular diversity detectors setups in different scenarios were compared. Results showed
that using angular diversity detectors increase the likelihood of LOS among transmitters and
receivers. It was also shown that diffuse reflections have a significant positive impact in system
throughput compared to the specular case and both are better than the LOS. It was also observed
that using ASM where different TX/RX setups, transmission and modulation techniques were
selected according to channel condition, throughput improvements compared to always using
SM with 4 transmitters could be achieved. Further results showed that ASM performs far
better than SM due to its capability of combating the rank deficiency problem. In general the
simulations suggested that for mobile optical receivers, angular diversity detectors can perform
better than vertical oriented receivers. When reflections are included the system performance
improves significantly. The positive impact of reflected optical paths on optical propagation for
the scenarios discussed in this chapter was shown. In the diffuse channels model, receivers can
exploit both LOS paths and reflected paths hence capacity improvement. For example when the
reflection coefficient (α) of 0.9 is considered and when the antenna separation is set to 0.6 m,
RC diffuse model shows throughput improvement of about 1.8 times that of LOS for vertical
detectors and 1.8 times for angular diversity receivers. SM diffuse model shows throughput
improvement of about 3.8 times that of LOS for vertical detectors and 2.6 times for angular
diversity receivers. ASM diffuse model shows throughput improvement of about 2 times that
of LOS for vertical detectors and 2 times for angular diversity receivers. SMP diffuse model
shows throughput improvement of about 1.6 times that of LOS for vertical detectors and 1.7
times for angular diversity receiver.
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The SMP, SM and the newly introduced MIMO transmission and reception techniques in this
work (A. Detectors and ASM) are one of effective ways of increasing the spectral efficiency of
optical networks. Optical networks can benefit from the proposed A. detectors and ASM.
A detectors has shown a competitive performance in terms of system gain and throughput com-
pared to the state of the art V. detectors. Also the ASM has substantially improved in combating
rank deficiency issues compared to the state of the art SM. However the computational com-
plicity of feedback delays and modulation adaptation employed in this work may jeopardise the
overall system performance interms of processing time, therefore there is a need of investiga-
tion to get overall performance about feedbacks, modulation adaptation schemes and receiver
algorithms.
6.2 Limitations and future work
• The room dimension used for simulation in this thesis is 4 m× 4 m. When the dimensions
are increased there was a significant loss of signal strength. The room dimension may be
increased at the expense of transmitter power adjustment, TX/RX-FOV considerations
and different TX /RX configurations. These issues require detailled consideration and
simulation.
• In a MIMO configuration, the number of transmitters and receivers used were 4 × 4:
increasing the number of transmitters has a big impact in computation time. For example
when using ML in SM there are MNt possible combinations of transmitter signal while
in SMP there are MNt combinations. This combinations consume considerable amount
of simulation computation time especially when the higher M -level modulation is used
and the number of antennas is increased. Methods to reduce detection complexity for
SM should be studied.
• The angular four detectors techniques proposed in chapter 4 showed a substantial im-
provement in MIMO system performance in terms of spectral efficiency. In the future it
is suggested to consider additional detectors at the middle of surrounding detectors for
the aim of increasing the probability to the receiver.
• The simulation results on this thesis involved application of OFDM and different MIMO
transmission methods like RC, SM, ASM and SMP with V. detectors and A. detectors.
Also AMC and PARC were employed for improving the system performance in terms of
throughput and robustness. Again the QAM and PAM level were used up to 1024-ary
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which is theoretical assumptions as the state of the art systems use 64-ary modulation.
However the validation of the results was only based on the analysis of previous work
results. Therefore an analytical and experimental framework for verification is need to
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Abstract 
With the rapid growth of wireless data demands and 
saturation of radio frequency (RF) capacity, visible light 
communication (VLC) has become a promising candidate to 
complement conventional RF communication, especially for 
indoor short range applications. However the performance of 
the system depends on the propagation and type of system 
used. We study four cells optical system where the intensity 
modulated beam from light sources can be concentrated in 
specific areas to serve multiple mobile devices with low 
interference and hence increase system capacity. We then 
compare the performance of asymmetrically clipped optical 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM), 
direct current biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) and single 
carrier (SC) modulation schemes in single and multiuser 
systems. 
1 Introduction 
Optical wireless is a communication system which relies on 
optical radiation to send information through free space, with 
wavelengths ranging from infrared (IR) to ultraviolent (UV) 
including the visible light spectrum. The transmitter 
modulates data and transforms the electrical signal to an 
optical signal while the receiver demodulates data and 
converts the incoming optical signal into an electrical current. 
Light Emitting Diode (LEDs) or Laser Diodes (LDs) can be 
used as optical transmitters and (PDs) as receivers [1]. 
      Optical communications is proposed due to the fact that it 
is a viable alternative to Radio Frequency (RF) 
communications which is becoming very attractive due to 
large increase of wireless applications. It is attractive because 
of the low cost and reliability of light sources and receivers. A 
key advantage is that illumination and communications can 
take place at the same time, and hence saving power. It is safe 
to use in places where RF waves are not permitted e.g. 
hospitals and aircraft [1]. The basic system types fall into 
diffuse and line of sight (LOS) systems. In a LOS system, 
high data rates of the order of Gbits/s can be achieved [1,2], 
but the systems are vulnerable to obstacles/shadowing 
because of their directionality.  In diffuse VLC systems 
several paths exists from the source to receiver which makes 
the system robust to obstacles/shadowing. However, the path 
losses are high and multipath creates inter-symbol 
interference (ISI) which limits achievable data rates [3,4]. 
 
   A promising solution to combat the multipath distortion and 
increase data rate without any bandwidth or power expansion 
is to use the OFDM (orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing) technique. Two OFDM techniques reported in 
literature are asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM) and a direct 
current biased optical OFDM (DCO -OFDM) [5]. In DCO, 
the bipolar OFDM signal generated by the transmitter is 
converted to a unipolar signal by adding direct current (DC) 
bias while in ACO the bipolar OFDM signal is made unipolar 
by clipping the signal at zero before transmission [5].  
 
In this paper we consider an indoor optical wireless scenario 
where there are a number of light sources and many users. As 
the optical links have very limited transmission range caused 
by noise from ambient light and high path loss, an optical 
multiuser system is established so that the light beam from the 
LEDs focus on a specific area to serve different mobile 
devices with low interference. We then compare performance 
of optical OFDM and single carrier (SC) techniques for single 
user and multiuser systems. The rest of the paper is organised 
as follows. Section 2 presents the basic VLC system 
description, proposed systems set up scenarios and their 
relevancy to the study.  Systems under consideration, 
modulations schemes used and simulation scenarios are 
explained in section 3. Section 4 presents the simulation 
results. Section 5 concludes the paper and describes the future 
work.   
2 System description  
In this section we describe the basic optical communication 
system which comprises one transmitter fixed on the ceiling 
of the room and is directed downwards perpendicular towards 
the floor. The receiver is located at table height pointing 
upward towards the transmitter.  Consider a (LOS) optical 
system propagation path (Fig 1), the channel gain from the 



















            Fig 1: Transmitter and receiver geometry  
 
where m is the order of Lambertian emission,  denotes the 
transmitter viewing angle with respect to the receiving unit,  
 denotes the angle of incidence on the Photo Diode (angle 
with respect to the transmitter) and  is the receiver field of 
view (FOV) as shown in Fig 1.  A is the collection area of the 
receiver. d represents the distance between transmitting unit 
and receiver, and is the transmitter field of view.  VT and 
VR in Fig 1   are vectors representing the transmitter and 
receiver normal respectively.   
We consider a number of scenarios as follows. The first one is 
single user-single room light; this was considered to 
determine the system coverage and channel capacity for one 
wide beam light with only one user.  The second one is single 
user-multibeam light; this was chosen to determine whether 
changing the power distribution from one LED cell to 4 LED 
cells would increase coverage and capacity of the system. 
Finally, the third model  multiuser-multibeam scenario was 
suggested  to determine the advantage of sharing 
communication among multiple cells in the room.   
2.1 System model  
Consider Fig.1, the received line of sight (LOS) signal vector 
at any location of the transmitter as in [6] is given by 
 
21111 nxhy  
 
  Where x1 is the transmitted symbol and y1 is the received 
signal. h11 is the Lambertian channel coefficient of the 
transmitter to one user and n represents noise which is 
assumed to be real valued additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) with zero mean and double sided spectral density 
2 . The power received at the receiver can be calculated as in 
[6], 
311hPP tr  
  Where rP  and tP  are the transmitted and received powers 
respectively. A photo diode is used to convert the received 
optical power into an electrical current and the output current 
is given by  
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Where R is the photodiode responsivity and the signal to 
noise ratio (SNR) is given by   
5)( 2
2RPSNR r  
Where 2  is a total noise variance calculation as in [7,8], and 
is given by 
622222 jsdcbgss  
2
ss  is the photon-generated noise or shot-noise in the 
detector that results from the received signal and is given by 
722 BqRPrss  
Where, q is the electron charge and B is the electron 
bandwidth. 2bg  is the variance caused by background 
electronic noise power and is given by 
822 BqRPbgbg  
Where 
bgP is the background radiation power.  
2
dc  is a 
current variance caused by  the dark current of the photo 
diode and is given by  
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Where dcI is the dark current in the detector. 2js is the 
variance in the detector that results from Johnson (thermal) 






Where F is the noise figure of the system, T is the equivalent 
temperature, K is the Boltzmann constant and 
lR is the load 
resistance. Parameters for modelling Johnson noise are given 
in Table 1. 
3 Systems under consideration 
All the systems performances of the various scenarios were 
compared based on optical OFDM and (SC). In an optical 
wireless system the OFDM signal must be represented as 
intensity, i.e. the modulating signal must be both real and 
positive whereas baseband OFDM signal are generally 
complex and bipolar.  A real baseband signal can be 
generated by constraining the OFDM frequency domain 
symbol vector to have Hermitian symmetry [5]. The data at 




techniques where the computed signal to noise ratio (SNR) at 
the receiver is fed back periodically to the transmitter and is 
used to choose the appropriate modulation level. 
3.1 Asymmetrically clipped optical-OFDM 
In ACO-OFDM only odd subcarriers are modulated and even 
subcarriers as set to zero to ensure that the output consists 
only real values. For the system with subcarriers 1 to N, the 
data format is  
 
S=[0 s1 0 s2 0 s3…sN/4 0 s*N/4 0 s*3 0 s*2 0 s1*]      (11) 
 
Where sk    denotes the data transmitted on the odd subcarrier 
index k=1, 3, 5, and [.]* denotes complex conjugate. The 
OFDM modulator produces a halfwave symmetric real valued 
signal. That means the same information in the first half of 
the samples is repeated in the second half of the OFDM 
symbol. As a result the negative part can be clipped without 
any loss of information [5]. 
The modulation used is quadrature amplitude modulation (4-
QAM to 1024-QAM) and the FFT size (N) is 32. Since only 
¼ of the N subcarriers are useful, the number of bits in one 
packet (one OFDM symbol) can be calculated by  
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Where  M is the level of QAM modulation. The packet error 
probability ( ) can be calculated as 
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Where  Pe is the bit error probability which is the ratio of the 
number of error bits to the number of transmitted bits. The 
achieved data rate for the ACO –OFDM system as in [6,8], 





Where k =log2(M) 
Therefore the normalised throughput for ACO including 
packet errors is given by 
 
)1)(4/()( pkth PkACOT bits/s/Hz            (15) 
3.2  Direct current biased optical OFDM 
In DCO-OFDM data are assigned to all odd and even 
subcarriers except the first and (N/2+1) subcarriers which 
must be set to zero to ensure that the output consists only of 
real values [6]. For the system with subcarriers 1 to N, the 
data format is  
 
S=[0 s1  s2  s3…sN/2-1 0 s*N/2-1  s*3  s*2  s1*]                    (16) 
 
The bipolar OFDM signal is then converted to a unipolar 
signal by adding a DC bias (BDC) as shown in  ( 17). 
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Where )(tx  is a unipolar signal obtained after adding the DC 
bias and   )(0 tx  is the bipolar signal. We used two methods 
of DC biasing, the first one is DCO-13 dB where DC bias 
voltage level of 13 dB is used and the second one is called 
DCO-optimized where three DC biasing voltages levels are 
used; i.e. 7 dB for 4, 8, 16-QAM, 10dB for 32, 34-QAM, and 
13dB for 128, 256, 512, 1024QAM. The DCO-optimized is 
proposed because the lower QAM modulation level can 
achieve low bit error probabilities at low DC bias, which 
cannot be achieved by high order modulation schemes at the 
same bias level [3]. 
 
The DCO-OFDM biasing DC voltage was calculated based 
on equation  
18)}(E{ 20 txkBDC  
BDC is defined as a bias of 10log10(k2+1)dB [10]. The 
modulation used is QAM (4-QAM to 1024-QAM) and the 
FFT size (N) is 32. Since only  12/N  of N subcarriers are 
useful, the number of bits in one packet (one OFDM symbol) 
can be calculated by 
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The packet error probability ( ) can be calculated as 
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Therefore the throughput for DCO is given by 
)1(12/)( pkth PN
NDCOT bits/s/Hz          (22)       
3.3  Single Carrier-Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) 
To ensure non-negativity in Pulse Amplitude Modulated 
symbols, all constellation points must be greater than or equal 
to zero. For fair comparison the packet length for SC was also 
set to the length of OFDM symbol for ACO and DCO i.e N 
symbols. 
The modulation used was pulse amplitude modulation (2-
PAM to 1024-PAM) and the packet size (N) was 32. For one 
packet the number of bits can be calculated by  
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Therefore the throughput for SC is given by 
 
)1)(()( pkth PkSCT bits/s/Hz               (26) 
3.4 Simulation scenarios  
The simulation scenarios are based on a single LED cell and 
four LED cells where single and multiple users are 
considered. These are shown in Fig 2 below 
 
                (a)                                          (b) 
Fig 2: (a) Single beam light (b) Multibeam lights 
3.4.1 Single user single room light 
Consider Fig 2(a): this scenario aims at finding the data 
throughput distribution in the different room locations when 
the LED is pointing straight downwards.   In this case the 
field of view (FOV) of the transmitter and receiver are 180 
degrees. The system model for this scenario is based on 
equation (2) and its signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver 
is computed using (5). 
3.4.2 Single user multibeam light 
Consider Fig 2(b) with only one user. In this scenario user 
locations are uniformly distributed in the room. The 
throughput distribution in the different room locations is 
calculated when using four LEDs pointing to different angles 
of the room, at an elevation angle of 45 degrees each and 
separated from each other by an azimuth angle of 90 degrees. 
In this case the FOV of the transmitter and receiver are 90 
degrees. The received signal vector in any part of the room is 









Where the first term of (27) is the LOS signal, while the 
second terms represents interference from other LEDs. In 
most of the locations the four interference terms in equation 
(27) will be equal to zero. 
At the receiver the signal to noise and interference ratio 
















3.4.3 Multiuser multibeam  
In this scenario we considered 4 cells with multiple users in 
the room (Fig 2(b)). The aim is to observe how much the 
system can increase the capacity when users in the room share 
the cells. The throughput distribution in the different room 
locations is calculated in each cell and summed up to get the 
total 4 cell system throughput. In this case the four LEDs and 
PDs are set as in scenario two. The normalized throughput in 
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Where,  ti is the individual user throughput for user i and U is 
number of users. ti is computed based on equations (15), (22), 
or (26) for ACO, DCO and SC respectively. Adaptive 
modulation is used to obtain the throughput at any user 
location, i.e. the throughput calculated using different 
modulation levels for ACO, DCO and SC were stored in 
lookup table and the maximum throughput determined 
according to the signal to noise ratio computed at the receiver 
4 Simulation results  
A computer program was written using MATLAB software 
that implements the scenarios presented in previous sections. 
 
Parameters  Value 
Room size (W×L×H) 4m ×4m ×1m 
Number of LEDs 1, 4 
Vertical distance from ceiling to receiver plane 1m 
Average transmitted power (per LED) 27dBm 
Transmitter/Receiver field of view Φ,φ 180, 90 deg. 
Photo Diode responsivity (R)-eqn(4) 0.5 A/W 
IFFT length (N) 32 
Electron bandwidth  (B)-eqn(7-9) 100MHz 
Dark current (Idc)- eqn(9) 1nA 
Back ground radiation power (δ2bg) –eqn(7) 0.1μW 
Noise figure (F )of the Rx Amplifier-eqn(10) 5dB 
Transmitter coordinate (3D) [2 ,  2,   1] 
Photo diode area (A) 1cm2 
Equivalent temperature (T)-eqn(10) 300K 
Load resistance (Rl)-eqn(10) 10K 




Table 1: Parameters used for simulations. 
4.1 Single user single room light simulation 
Scenario one is simulated using the following parameters:  the 
FOV of transmitter and receiver is 180 degrees. The LED is 
pointing downward 90 degrees to the horizontal, as shown in 
Fig 2(a). The system performance is compared based on 
ACO-OFDM, DCO-OFDM and SC-PAM. 10,000 uniformly 
distributed locations in the room are used during this 
simulation.  Results are obtained as shown in Fig 3. 
 
 
(a)                                            (b) 
 
Fig 3: (a) CDF plot Vs Normalized throughput  
          (b) Throughput coverage area 
 
Fig 3(a) shows the results of the CDF comparison between 
ACO, DCO, DCO-Optimized and PAM. The transmitter was 
pointing downward perpendicular to x, y plane while the 
receiver was moving uniformly in the room with its normal 
pointing upward perpendicular to x, y plane. Results for this 
scenario indicate that, PAM promises a good performance 
compared to other schemes. At the lower modulation level (4-
QAM to 64-QAM), ACO performs better in spectral 
efficiency than DCO with a fixed offset level and provides 
about the same throughput as optimized DCO. Also 
optimized DCO shows an improvement in performance 
compared to DCO with a fixed offset level.   
Fig 3(b) is a scatterplot of the room throughput distribution 
for scenario one, i.e. one light beam with one receiver. We 
can observe that for the room dimension used, the throughput 
is concentrated at the centre and decreases uniformly towards 
the walls of the room. The white space in Fig 3(b) denotes the 
throughput lower than 10-4bits/s/Hz which is assumed to be 
effectively zero throughput. With no considerations of 
reflections we can also observe regions with no coverage at 
the corners of the room which indicate the effect of distance 
on channel gain. This drawback is addressed by the 4 cell 
system 
4.2 Single user multibeam light simulation 
In this scenario we simulate 4 cells and one receiver with 
either one, or four detector(s). The scenario provides better 
coverage by distributing the same power to the lower FOV 
LEDs. The setup and simulation parameters follow section 
3.4.2 and the Rx was moved as in section 4.1. For the case of 
the receiver the FOV was 180 degrees when only one detector 
was used and 90 degrees when four detectors were used. For 
more than one detector, the SNR obtained from each detector 
was compared and the highest SNR was chosen.  
   
(a)                                              (b) 
 
                   (c) 
Fig 4: 4 Cells CDF plot Vs Normalized throughput (a) one 
detector receiver (b) four detectors receiver (c) Throughput 
coverage area. 
 
Fig 4 (a) shows the results of the CDF comparison between 
ACO, DCO, DCO-Optimized and PAM. Results for this 
scenario indicate that PAM provides a good performance 
compared to other schemes, also we can see that at higher 
modulation levels (from 64-QAM above) the DCO-13 dB and 
DCO optimized yield the same results. It also shows an 
improvement in throughput average when compared to one 
beam light. Looking at Fig. 3(a) we can see that, the average 
throughput for ACO, DCO and PAM are 1.1 bps, 1.57 bps 
and 2.5 bps respectively while for 4 cell systems Fig. 4(a) the 
average throughput results are 2.5 bps, 4.7 bps and 7 bps 
respectively.   
Fig. 4(b) shows the results of increasing the number of 
detectors at the receiver. The aim is to increase the chance of 
signal detection when either of the detectors points away from 
any of the 4 LEDs. In this setup the receiver has four 
detectors inclined in an elevation angle of 45 degrees and 
separated from each other by 90 degrees. The receiver was 
allowed to orient randomly over a range of azimuth angles of 
90 degrees for each detector which is equivalent to 360 
degrees for the whole receiver. When more detectors were 
added in the receiver the results show that the throughput 
increases from 7 bps Fig. 4(a) to 9 bps Fig. 4(b) for PAM but 
remains the same for DCO and ACO because the schemes 
have reached their maximum possible theoretical throughput 
results and hit saturation at lower CDF value. However we 
can see that in DCO the percentage of users that achieve 
maximum throughput has increased from 70% Fig4. (a) to 
90% Fig. 4(b).  
Fig 4(c) depicts the four beams coverage; here we can see the 
coverage of each inclined LED and the overall coverage. It 
shows that, distributing power to 4 LEDs and inclines them at 




concentrate in a specific area hence reduces interference in 
the multiuser scenario, and also increases room coverage. 
4.3 Multiuser multibeam simulation 
Here the setup is similar to scenario two with multiple users. 
The simulation considered the throughput calculations for 
separate cells and summed them up to get full capacity of the 
system, which is compared with a single user system. The aim 
is to distribute transmitter power, increase coverage and 
reduce interference. It this case we assumed only one detector 
receiver. 
 


























One beam 180 degrees FOV
























4 Cells and one beam throughputs Vs number of users-PAM
 
 
4-Cells 90 degrees FOV
One beam 180 degrees FOV
 
(a)                                       (b) 
Fig 5: Normalized throughput Vs Number of users  (a) DCO- 
OFDM (b) SC-PAM 
 
Fig. 5(a) shows the results of simulating the DCO- multiuser 
scenario where the LEDs were set as in scenario two and all 
receivers with one detector were pointing upward 
perpendicular to x, y plane. Throughput calculations are 
performed based on Time Division Multiple Acces (TDMA), 
i.e. using (30). In this scenario we can see the impact of 
sharing 4 cells amongst multiple users, when we had one by 
one setup (scenario 3.4.1), the average throughput was 1.75 
bps. In scenario 3.4.2 we distributed power by using 4 cells 
and the average throughput increased up to 4.7 bps. When we 
shared cells by number of users we can again see that the 
system channel capacity increases with number of users to 
four times the single user capacity. This is the maximum 
single user capacity multiplied by the number of cells in the 
system. Fig. 5(b) shows the results of simulating PAM- 
multiuser scenario where the LEDs were set like in scenario 
two and all receivers with one detector pointing upward 
perpendicular to x, y plane. Throughput calculations was 
performed as in Fig. 5(a). In this scenario we can also see the 
impact of sharing 4 cells amongst multiple users, when we 
had one by one setup (3.4.1), the average throughput was 2.67 
bps. In scenario 3.4.2  we distributed power by using 4 cells 
and the average throughput increased up to 7 bps. When we 
shared cells by number of users we can see that the system 
channel capacity increases with number of users to four times 
the single user capacity and it can be seen that for PAM more 
than 100 users must be accommodated for the system to reach 
throughput saturation. 
5 Conclusion and future work 
We have presented models and simulated different channel 
scenarios in indoor visible light communication scenarios. We 
compared the performance of optical OFDM and single 
carrier in both single user and multiuser scenarios.  Our 
preliminary findings show that the four narrow cell beams can 
outperform one wide beam LED in terms of coverage area 
and hence average throughput. It was also seen that the 
optical receiver orientation has a big impact on the system 
throughput Fig. 4(b) and for the four cell case, ACO saturates 
in capacity at lower throughput values compared to DCO and 
PAM. In the future we will study the impact of diffuse 
channels on the results and consider implementation of full 
Mult-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) techniques for the previous 
simulated scenarios.  
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Abstract—A mobile receiver with angular diversity detectors
in Visible Light Communication (VLC) Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) channels is considered. The objective is to
improve the rank of the channel matrix and hence system
throughput. Repetition Coding, Spatial Multiplexing and Spa-
tial Modulation concepts are used to evaluate throughputs
across multiple locations in a small room scenario. Since the
receiver is mobile, the channel gains are weak in some locations
of the room due to the lack of Line of Sight (LOS) paths
between transmitters and receivers. Therefore we use Adaptive
Modulation and Per Antenna Rate Coding (PARC) to improve
spectral efficiency. The throughputs for fixed transmitters and
receivers are compared with the oriented/inclined detectors
for different cases. The results shows that for the mobile
receivers, oriented/inclined detectors with Adaptive modulation
and PARC provides capacity improvement when compared
with the fixed and vertically oriented receivers.
Index terms—Angular diversity detectors; Adaptive Spatial
Modulation; Per antenna Rate Control (PARC); Adaptive
Modulation and Coding (AMC)
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been a rapid increase in demand for wireless
data communication and with a saturation of radio frequency
(RF) capacity [1] there is a need to find a new spectrum. This
has stimulated research to find alternative electromagnetic
spectrum outside the RF domain. Optical wireless com-
munication, specifically in the visible light spectrum has
become a promising candidate to complement conventional
RF communications, especially for indoor short to medium
range applications. Optical wireless is a communication
system which relies on optical radiation to send information
through free space, with wavelengths ranging from 10µm
(infra-red) to 10nm (ultraviolet) including the visible light
spectrum. The transmitter modulates data and transforms
the electrical signal to an optical signal while the receiver
demodulates data and converts the optical signal into an
electrical current. Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) or Laser
Diodes (LDs) can be used as optical transmitters, and Photo
Diodes (PDs) as receivers [1]. The performance of the
system depends on propagation condition and the type of the
system used. A crucial advantage of optical communications
is that illumination and communications can take place at
the same time and hence save power. It is safe to use in
places where RF is not permitted e.g. in intrinsically safe
environments and aircraft [1], also it is attractive because of
the reliability and affordability of light sources and receivers.
The parallel usage of multiple transmitters and receivers
e.g. OWC Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) can
enhance the overall system performance and hence spectral
efficiency and reduce a bit error ration (BER) of a com-
munication system [2]. Also MIMO systems can realize a
high speed transmission without increasing transmit power
and the bandwidth. Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
techniques have been applied to free space optical communi-
cations and data transmission to a limited extent. High Data
rate MIMO optical wireless communications using white
LEDs were proposed in [2], where a fixed receiver with
imaging lens was used. It was concluded that the imaging
lens and detector array size are large for some configurations
and may not to be practical for some applications. Mesleh et
al proposed indoor MIMO optical wireless communications
using Spatial Modulation (SM) and concluded that reducing
both distance between transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX)
and transmitter emerging angle (angle between TX axis and
the straight line to the receiver) results in lower correlation
[3]. Optical MIMO for short range free space data trans-
mission was proposed in [4] and it was shown that MIMO
has high potential to improve spectral efficiency. Indoor
optical wireless collaborative cellular system was designed
in [5] and it was found that, the LOS systems have better
performance, but do not provide coverage. In addition to that,
analysis on the throughput of the system was considered a
future work. Angular diversity of the receiver was studied
in [6], [7] for Single Input Single Output (SISO) setup
and the results revealed that the Angular Diversity Receiver
outperforms the single-PD receiver with regard to Signal
to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) and Area Spectral
Efficiency (ASE). In [8] the performance comparison of
MIMO techniques for optical wireless communications in
the indoor environment were proposed, the results show
that Spatial Multiplexing (SMP) improves the spectrum
efficiency where there is low channel correlation. Also it
was shown that SM achieves improved spectral efficiencies
especially in low signal to noise ratio (SNR) conditions, and
it is more robust to channel correlation. Repetition Coding
(RC) was found to be insensitive to different transmitter-
receiver alignments, but it needs a large signal constellation
size to provide high data rates.
In these papers, the movement of the receiver to different
locations to see how it affects channel correlation and hence
spectral efficiency was not covered. The novel contributions
of this paper are:
• Develop angular diversity optical detectors in a
MIMO configuration to provide LOS channel con-
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ditions in more locations of the room and compare
its performance with that of vertical detectors.
• Devise a novel adaptive form of Spatial Modulation
which is robust to rank deficient channels in differ-
ent locations of the room
• Provide performance statistics for MIMO methods
operating over many room locations, using Adaptive
Modulation and Coding (AMC) with an optical form
of Per Antenna Rate Control.
The rest of the paper will be as follows. Section II
presents the system model. Section III explains the MIMO
techniques used in this paper. Section IV introduces the
models for the system throughput evaluation. Section V
introduces the simulation scenarios and discuses the obtained
results. Section VI gives conclusions and future work ares.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Visible Light Communications (VLC) MIMO transmis-
sion is considered where Intensity Modulation (IM) and
Direct Direction (DD) of the optical carrier using incoher-
ent light source are employed. The system consists of Nt
transmitters and Nr photo-detectors at the receiver side. The
received signal vector is:
y = Hs + n (1)
Fig. 1. Transmitter and receiver geometry used for channel coefficient
calculations (a) General setup (b) Receiver with vertical axis detectors (c)
Receiver with inclined axis detectors
where s is the transmitted signal vector which is defined
as follows: s = [s1 ......sNt]T with [.]T being the transpose
operator and sn denotes the signal transmitted by nth LED.
The sum of ambient shot light noise and thermal noise is
denoted by an Nr ×1 vector n which is assumed to be real
valued additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero
mean and variance:
δ2 = δ2shot + δ
2
thermal, (2)
where δ2shot is the shot noise variance and δ2thermal is the
thermal noise variance. Thus the noise power is given by
δ2=N0 B, where N0 is the noise power spectral density and
B is bandwidth. The Nr × Nt channel matrix H for each
room coordinate (x, y, z) is given by:
H(x, y, z) =





hNr1(x,y,z) . . . hNrNt(x,y,z)
 (3)
where hnrnt represents the channel transfer function of
the wireless link between transmitter nt and receiver nr
at location (x, y, z). The path difference between multiple
transmitter-receiver links is, typically a few cm as shown in
Fig. 1. Therefore, the delay between the different links is
negligible. Consequently we consider that the delay spread
of the channel is much smaller than the symbol period. In
this paper we assume an optical wireless link with LOS
characteristics (Fig. 1). As illustrated φ is the angle of
emergence with respect to the transmitter axis, θ is the angle
of incidence with respect to the receiver/detector axis and d
is the distance between transmitter and receiver. Consider a
LOS optical system propagation path in Fig. 1, the channel




2πd2 , 0 6 θ 6 ϕ1/2
0, θ > ϕ1/2
(4)
where k = − ln(2)ln(cos(Φ1/2))
Φ1/2 is the transmitter semi-angle (at half power), which
is assumed to be 45o. The scalar ϕ1/2 is the Field of View
(FOV) semi angle of the receiver which is also assumed
to be 45o. In [8] Φ1/2 and ϕ1/2 were assumed to be both
15o. When narrower half angle is used for this setup (where
the receiver is moving), it is difficult to get LOS channel
conditions in many locations of the room, that is the reason
we use 45o instead. A is the collection area of the receiver
nr. We further assume that hnrnt = 0, when a receiver and
transmitter are not in each others FOV.
Fig. 1(c) shows the receiver with inclined detectors. To
achieve this setup the detector axis vector z which is inclined
in an elevation angle 45o is transformed around the z axis
(vertical axis) using the transformation matrix such that
ẑ = Rz(ϑ) × zx̂ŷ
ẑ
 =





where ẑ is the transformed vector, ϑ presents the trans-
formation angle around the z axis for an interval of 90o
to form detectors’ axis vectors pointing at azimuth angles
0o, 90o 180o and 270o and Rz is the transformation matrix
with respect to z axis. Since any variation of detector’s axis
affects the angle of incidence θ as (4), each detector elevation
angle is varied from 45o to 90o (0o from vertical) to find
the elevation angle that will maximize the rank of channel
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matrix H. Therefore the selected angle is used for system
performance evaluation.
An indoor 4×4 MIMO scenario (Nr = 4 and Nt = 4) as
in [8] is considered. The system is located within a room of
size 4×4×3m and it is assumed the transmitters are placed
at a height of 2.50 m and oriented downwards perpendicular
to the floor of the room. The receiver is allowed to move
randomly at a height of 0.75 m (human waist or table height)
and its detectors oriented in a variable elevation angles as
in Fig. 1 (c). The inclined detector’s orientation is meant
to increase the FOV between transmitters and receivers and
hence increase system spectral efficiency.
III. MIMO TECHNIQUES
Three different MIMO techniques are used; Repetition
coding (RC), Spatial Modulation (SM) and Spatial Multi-
plexing (SMP) as in [8]. In contrast to [2], [3] and [4]
where fixed receivers are used, in this paper we consider that
mobile receiver is able to move freely around the room. To
overcome the resulting SNR variations we employ Adaptive
Modulation with Per Antenna Rate Control (PARC) [9] in
SMP and Adaptive modulation in SM and RC. In these
techniques, the modulation M-level is chosen and updated
in each transmit time depending on the current channel
conditions. We assume that all considered MIMO techniques
use Maximum Likelihood (ML) [8] detection at the receiver
with perfect knowledge of the channel and ideal time syn-
chronisation. Therefore the decoder selects a constellation
vector ŝ which minimizes the Euclidean distance between
the actual received signal y and all the possible signal vectors
leading to
ŝ = arg max
s
py(y|s,H) = arg min
s
||y −Hs||2F (6)
where py is the probability density function of y condi-
tioned in s and H. ||.||F denotes the Frobenius norm.
A. Repetition coding (RC)
The first technique used is RC which simultaneously
emits the same signal from all transmitters. Therefore the
condition s1= s2=.....sNt holds [8]. In RC the intensity
coming from the several transmitter constructively adds up
at the receiver side. In this paper unipolar M-level Pulse
Amplitude Modulation (M-PAM) is considered together with
RC, where M denotes the signal constellation size. Therefore
M-PAM achieves a spectral efficiency of log2(M) bit/s/Hz.
PAM is more bandwidth efficient compared to other pulse
modulation techniques like Pulse-width Modulation (PWM),
On-off Keying (OOK), Pulse -Position Modulation (PPM)
etc. [8]. We employ rectangular pulse shapes with M-PAM.
The intensity level emitted by the Light Emitting Diode
(LED) is given by:
IPAMm =
2I
M− 1m, for m = 0, 1, ........(M− 1) (7)
where I is the mean optical power emitted. The Bit Error























is the Q function [8] and ERX is the received electrical
energy. The BER of M-PAM given in (8) can be generalized
for the Nr×Nt scenario. The BER of RC is given in equation
(7) of [8].
B. Spatial Modulation (SM)
The second used technique is SM, which combines
MIMO and digital modulation proposed in [10] and further
investigated in [11], [12]. In SM the conventional constella-
tion diagram is extended to an additional dimension namely,
the spatial dimension. Specifically, the LED index is used
to transmit bits. Each transmitting LED is assigned a unique
binary sequence (the spatial symbol). A transmitter is only
activated when the random spatial symbol to be transmitted
matches the pre-located spatial symbol. Thus only one
transmitter is activated for any PAM symbol transmission.
Therefore only one element of the signal vector s to be
transmitted is non-zero. SM provides an enhanced spectral
efficiency of log2(Nt) + log2(M) bit/s/Hz. Signals with
intensity Im = 0 can not be used for the signal modulation
of SM. Because in this case no transmitter would be active
and the spatial information information would be lost [8].
Therefore, the intensities of common PAM given in (7) has




m, for m = 1, ........(M) (10)
BER expression for SM is given in (13) of [8].
C. Adaptive Spatial Modulation (ASM)
In this paper we propose adaptive SM which is devel-
oped to cope with rank deficient channels. The reason for
implementing Adaptive SM is that, when the receiver moves
around the room the channel matrix H is not full rank (4)
in many locations. If channel matrix rank is reduced, the
receiver can not easily distinguish all transmitting LEDs. In
Adaptive SM, the receiver checks the rank of the channel
matrix and decides which TX/RX setup to be used. Three
modes are used, for example:
• If rank(H)=4, four transmitter Adaptive Modulation
SM are used for transmission and throughput calcu-
lations.
• If rank(H)=2 or 3, 2TX Adaptive Modulation SM
is used. To identify which two transmitters are to
be activated we check the H matrix using the brute
force search method [13].




D. Spatial Multiplexing (SMP)
The third MIMO technique is SMP. In SMP independent
data streams are simultaneously transmitted from all the
transmitters. So, SMP provides a maximum spectral effi-
ciency of Nt log2(M) bit/s/Hz. Similar to RC, PAM is used
with SMP and equally distributes the optical power across
all emitters to ensure that both schemes use the same mean
transmission power. The BER for SMP is given in (10) of
[8].
IV. SYSTEM THROUGHPUT EVALUATION
For the RC techniques the BER Expression described in
[8] is used and throughput calculation approach given in [6]
is used:
Th(SISO) = R(1− γ) bps/Hz (11)
where R is the maximum rate of the scheme, γ is the
packet error probability which is given by [6]:
γ = 1− (1− Pe)Nb (12)
where Pe is a bit error probability and Nb is the number of
bits in one packet.
The BER value computed is minimized such that
BERbest = arg min(BERRC) (13)
This is computed for each M-level that will result in
BER less than 10−2 (Fig. 3). Then, using the minimum BER
obtained, the throughput for each M-level is determined and
the highest one is selected.
For SMP adaptive modulation with PARC [9] is used. In
PARC, the choice of modulation is optimized separately for
each transmitter. The BER expression as in [8] is computed
and the highest modulation level is chosen such that
BERTXim < 10
−2 (14)
where TXi denotes the ith transmitter and m is the
highest modulation level selected for ith transmitter in a
given SNR. BER values greater than 10−2 are ignored since
these will not give a substantial throughput gain, as shown
in Fig. 3. and therefore the overall throughput is computed
using:




Where ThBERTXiM i denotes throughput for an individual
LED with an appropriate modulation while NT presents the
number of transmitting LEDs.
For SM, after the process explained in subsection (c)
of (III) has been performed, the BER calculations is carried
out using (13) of [8], and the technique for selecting the best
BER is the same as (14). Overall throughput is calculated
using (15), with the difference that TXi denotes ith TX/RX
setup and Mi is the highest modulation level selected for ith
TX/RX setup in a given SNR.
V. SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND RESULTS
The simulation parameters are tabulated in Table I. The
room size shows the dimension of the room where the
simulation is assumed. TX/RX setup presents the number of
transmitters and receivers used in MIMO configuration. TX
separations shows how far the four transmitting LEDs are
separated from each other (here the three separations were
simulated). RX separation shows how the receiver detectors
are separated (this applies for vertically oriented receiver).
TX/RX FOV are the Field of View angles of transmitter
and receiver respectively. RX detectors elevation angle is
the one that detector’s axis is directed. For vertically oriented
detectors the angle of elevation is zero. RX detectors azimuth
angle separations shows how four detectors are angular
separated around 360o for the angular diversity detectors
(A. Detectors). As for the vertically oriented receiver (V.
Detectors) the angle is always zero from the vertical.
TABLE I. PARAMETERS USED FOR SIMULATION
Parameters Values
Room size (W × L× H) 4m ×4m× 3m
TX/RX setup 4/4
TX separations 0.2m, 0.4m, 0.6m
RX separations (V. detectors) 0.1m
TX/RX FOV 45o, 45o
RX elevation angle (A. Diversity) 45o to 90o towards vertical
RX azimuth angle separation (A. Diversity) 90o
Photodiode area (A) 1cm2
MIMO transmission techniques RC, SMP, SM
Modulation schemes 2PAM-1024PAM
A. Vertical detectors setup
To validate results, the setup developed in [8] was
repeated for all proposed MIMO transmission techniques and
different TX separations (0.2 m, 0.4 m, 0.6 m). RX detectors
separation remains 0.1m all the of time with a vertically
oriented RX as in Fig. 1(b), assuming installation of the
detector array in typical laptops. The BER results for a data
rate of R = 4 bps/Hz are given in Fig. 2. These results match
closely with Fig. 3(a) of [8] and verify the validity of the
simulator.
The mobile receiver model was then developed and the
throughput for 1000 locations was evaluated. In this case
of a mobile receiver adaptive modulation is used for all of
the transmission techniques, i.e. the rate of transmission is
updated periodically depending on channel condition. In ad-
dition to adaptive modulation, PARC in SMP is considered.
The results of average throughputs for different transmission
techniques and different TX separations are compared in
Table II and CDF for both techniques are in Fig. 5. Both
Table data and CDF plots are explained in subsection (c) of
(V).
B. Angular diversity detectors setup
The concept of orienting detectors in different directions
is implemented, in order to improve the likelihood of LOS
propagation between the TX and the RX and hence increas-
ing spectral efficiency. The setup of TX and transmission
techniques remain as in section A but the receiver setup is
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Fig. 2. BER results (analytical and simulation) for MIMO vertical fixed
detectors setup with TX separations of 0.2m, 0.4m and 0.6m employing RC,
SMP and SM (compare with Fig. 3(a) in [8]). As the channel coefficients
of the considered setups are in the range of 10−4, the electrical path loss
is about -80dB
Fig. 3. Throughput Vs BER curves for SMP, SM and RC for angular
diversity mobile receiver at (2.05, 1.95, 0)
modified. The coordinates (x, y, z) of the detectors are the
same for all of the four detectors but they are oriented at
different elevation and azimuth angles. The azimuth sepa-
ration between neighbouring sensors is 90o to cover 360o
azimuth, and the elevation angle is varied from 45o to 90o
as in section II. The best angle is selected and the throughput
is calculated for 1000 locations. The elevation angle of 75o
( 15o from vertical) for each detector was found to give a
substantial capacity improvement and therefore is used for
comparison with the vertical receiver.
C. Comparison between Vertical detectors and Angular di-
versity detectors scenarios
The performance of vertical detectors and angular diver-
sity detectors for a mobile receiver is compared. All of the
setups are simulated using all of the MIMO transmission
techniques given in section III. Fig. 4(a) shows that, the
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. The percentage distributions of MIMO channels matrix rank in




Fig. 5. CDF comparison between three MIMO techniques in vertically
and angular diversity receiver detectors (a) RC (b) SMP (c) SM (d) ASM
TABLE II. SIMULATION RESULTS
Trans- Average throughput in bps/Hz
mission V. Detectors (0o) A. Detectors (15o)
Method 0.2 m 0.4 m 0.6 m 0.2 m 0.4 m 0.6 m
RC 5.2 5.6 6 6.5 6.3 6.4
SM 1.1 1.3 1.8 1.7 2.2 2.9
ASM 5.2 5.8 7.6 6.1 7 10.1
SMP 6 8.2 13.2 13 15.4 18.7
Key to the table:
V=Vertically oriented, A=Angular diversity
channel matrix rank for the vertical detector is 1 for a large
area of the room (60%); Fig. 4(b) the proportion is reduced
for the angular diversity detectors (44%) indicates higher
potential for MIMO receivers. Typical average throughput
results for all setups (vertically oriented and angular diversity
detectors) and their scenarios (TX separations) are in Table
II.
Results are shown for four techniques (RC, SM, ASM
and SMP), with both V. Detector (vertically oriented detec-
tors) and A. Detector (angular diversity detectors) configu-
rations for three transmitter spacings.
The RC results show that the average throughput for all
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setups does not vary significantly because the same data are
transmitted for all the transmitting LEDs so the same data
rate is achieved whether the rank of channel matrix is 1 or 4,.
Fig. 5(a) shows the CDF comparison between V. Detectors
and A. Detectors in RC and the difference between two
setups mainly relates to the coverage where the V. Detectors
setup serves 10% fewer locations than the A. Detectors setup.
The SM results shows that, the average throughput is
worse because of the channel rank deficiency as explained in
subsection (c) of section III. Fig. 5(c) shows that only 60%
and 35% of the locations is covered for angular oriented
detectors and vertical oriented detectors setups respectively.
This poor performance is addressed in Adaptive Spatial
Modulation.
The average throughput for ASM improves SM perfor-
mance when the two receiver setups are simulated. It is
shown that A. Detectors has 39.5% throughput improvement
compared to V. Detectors for the same TX separation (0.6m).
This improvement is achieved because of changing transmis-
sion techniques and setups according to the channel matrix
rank as explained earlier. In Fig. 5(d) the CDF results for
ASM shows that the A. Detector achieves better coverage
and hence throughput improvement. Fig. 5(d) shows that
both setups cover 100% of the locations and that the A.
Detectors shows better performance than the V. Detectors.
The results of SM and ASM for a similar TX separation
(0.6 cm) show that both setups have average throughput
improvements greater than 100%.
SMP shows a significant throughput improvement com-
pared to RC, SM and ASM. This is particularly true when
compared with vertically oriented detectors the channel rank
for angular diversity detectors is increased to the higher
likelihood of LOS propagation between TX and RX a gain
in throughput is achieved. Note that increasing the TX
separation decreases the channel correlation and gives signif-
icant improvement of throughput as transmitter separation is
increased. For the same separation (0.6 m), A. Detectors has
a 42% throughput improvement compared to V. Detectors.
Fig. 5 (b) also shows that when SMP is used, there is a
significant difference in throughput between the two setups,
and for both cases, the coverage is 100%.
VI. CONCLUSION
A mobile angular diversity optical receiver detector
model in an indoor visible light communications is pre-
sented. Different MIMO transmission techniques with adap-
tive modulation and Per Antenna Rate Control are applied
in order to evaluate the throughput across different room
locations. Results for vertical detectors and angular diversity
detectors setups in different scenarios are compared. Initial
results show that using angular diversity detectors increase
the likelihood of LOS among transmitters and receivers as
shown in Table II, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Also for a moving angu-
lar diversity receiver there is an improvement in throughput
when using SMP with PARC (Table II). It is shown that
for same setup, SMP has better performance compared to
other candidates (RC, SM and ASM) as it is detailed in
subsection (c) of (V). Percentage wise, for the same TX
separation, SMP performs 120% and 192% better than RC
for V. Detectors and A. Detectors respectively. Compared
to ASM, SMP performs 78.9% and 85.1% better for V.
Detectors and A. Detectors respectively. It was also seen
that, using ASM where different TX/RX setups, transmission
techniques and modulation are inter-changed, throughput
improvements are achieved compared to always using SM
with 4 transmitters. Generally the simulations suggest that,
for mobile optical receivers angular diversity detectors can
perform better than vertical oriented receivers. Also ASM
improves the SM performance in mobile receivers.
Future work will focus on the effect of reflected optical
paths on conditions for the scenarios discussed in this paper.
It is expected that, the diffuse channels model will provide
further throughput improvement due to the fact that receivers
can exploit both LOS paths and reflected paths.
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Performance analysis of indoor diffuse VLC
MIMO channels using Angular Diversity
Detectors
Paul Fahamuel, Student Member , IEEE, John Thompson, Member, IEEE,
and Harald Haas, Member, IEEE
Abstract
We consider specular and diffuse reflection models for indoor visible light communi-
cations (VLC) using a mobile receiver with angular diversity detectors in multiple input
multiple output (MIMO) channels. We aim to improve the MIMO throughput compared
to vertically oriented detectors by exploiting multipath reflections from different surfaces
in the room. We then evaluate data throughput across multiple locations in the small room
by using repetition coding, spatial multiplexing and spatial modulation approaches. In
spatial modulation, we also propose a novel approach called adaptive spatial modulation
(ASM). This makes use of channel matrix rank information to decide which TX/RX
setup to be used, and is developed to cope with rank deficient channels. In a scenario
where the receiver is moving, channel gains are weak in some locations due to the
lack of line of sight (LOS) propagation between transmitters and receivers. This effect
is mitigated by employing adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) together with per
antenna rate control (PARC). We then compare the throughput for LOS only channels
against LOS with specular or diffuse reflection conditions, for both vertical and angular
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oriented receivers. The results show that exploiting specular and diffuse reflections
provide significant improvements in link performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of wireless communications applications, there is a rapid rise in of
data demand, while the available radio frequency (RF) spectrum cannot meet this growth and
hence becomes the limiting factor for achieving higher transmission rates [1]. The spectrum
ranging from 10µm (infra-red) to 10nm (ultraviolet) including visible light offers nearly limitless
bandwidth which may be utilized for communications such as wireless local area networks
(WLAN). In optical wireless communications, the light emitting diode transmitter modulates
data and transforms the electrical signal to an optical signal while the photo-diode receiver
converts the incoming optical signal into an electrical current for data processing. Optical wireless
communications (OWC) therefore promises to be a low cost and high throughput alternative to
RF communications. With the development of solid-state lighting, white light emitting diodes
(LEDs) will replace existing conventional light bulbs so communications and illumination can
take place simultaneously, hence saving power [2]. It is also safe to use in places where RF
signals are not permitted e.g. hospitals, chemical plants and gas/petrol filling stations. Visible light
communications is cheap because of the low cost and reliability of light sources and receivers.
Indoor OWC systems can be classified into diffuse and line of sight (LOS) systems. In LOS
systems high data rates of the order of gigabits per second can be achieved [1], [3] but these
systems are vulnerable to obstacles (shadowing) because of their directionality. In diffuse systems,
several propagations paths exist from the LED to photo-diode (PD) which makes the system
robust to shadowing [4], however the path loss can be higher than for LOS systems and multipath
creates inter-symbol interference (ISI) for the case of large area indoor environments [2], [5]–[7].
The simultaneous use of multiple transmitters and receivers e.g. OWC multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) can enhance the overall system performance and spectral efficiency as well as
reducing the bit error ratio (BER) performance of a communication system [2]. MIMO systems
can realize higher speed transmission without increasing the transmit power or the bandwidth.
Kahn and Barry gives more details about wireless infrared communication in [11]. Here the use
of infrared radiation as a medium for high-speed, short range OWC is discussed, advantages and
drawbacks are compared. MIMO techniques have been applied for OWC and data transmission
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to a limited extent. High data rate MIMO optical wireless communications using white LEDs
were proposed in [2], where a fixed receiver with an imaging lens was used. It was shown
that the imaging lens and detector array size are physically large and may not be practical for
some applications. Another indoor OWC MIMO system with an imaging receiver was proposed
in [8], here the diffuse environment experiments were performed. The system shows error-free
operation at 2 Mbit/s/spatial channel at the center of the coverage area, with worse performance
away from the center. In [9] results from several indoor OWC MIMO experiments were reported,
a four channel MIMO system that uses white LEDs for communications was described as well
as experiments in a diffuse environment using infra-red sources. An omnidirectional multibeam
transmitter in [10] was proposed to improve transmission coverage and overcome shadowing, in
this paper a multibeam hemispherical receiver structure was found to reduce multipath effects.
The simulation results showed significant reduction of the BER making the system suitable for
high bit rate applications. An indoor optical wireless collaborative cellular system was proposed
in [12]. In the paper, base stations and portable devices were designed, presented and analysed.
Base stations (BS) providing multiple cells were proposed to cover a wide area, however the
MIMO techniques did not perform properly at all the receiver positions due to channel symmetry
effects.
Research development on overcoming channel correlation and inter-symbol interference yielded
the method proposed in [13]–[15]. Here indoor OWC MIMO using spatial modulation (SM)
was suggested and implemented, where unlike other MIMO techniques, only one transmitter
is active at any given time instant. The active transmitter radiates at a certain intensity level
and all other transmitters are turned off. In SM, it was found that reducing both the distance
between transmitters (TX) and receivers (RX) and the transmitter emerging angle (the angle
between TX axis and the straight line to the RX) resulted in lower correlation and hence higher
data throughput. A hemispherical lens based imaging receiver for OWC MIMO was described
in [16], [17]. These papers presented a novel imaging MIMO optical wireless system which
uses a hemispherical lens in the receiver, this system has both a wide field of view (FOV)
and showed significant spatial diversity. In [18], a performance comparison of OWC MIMO
Techniques in indoor environments was provided between repetition coding (RC), SM and spatial
multiplexing. The results show that spatial multiplexing (SMP) improves the spectral efficiency
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when there is low channel correlation. It was also shown that SM is competitive at low spectral
efficiency while SMP performs better in high spectral efficiency where SM needs a very large
signal constellation size to match SMP. Also it is more robust to channel correlation. RC was
found to be insensitive to different transmitter-receiver alignments but it needs a large signal
constellation size to provide high data rates. The practical MIMO capacity for indoor optical
wireless communication with white LEDs was presented in [19]. In this paper the communication
scenario assumed an angle diversity receiver with multiple detector elements where each element
has an independent concentrator/lens. A significant capacity improvement was achieved in such
a system.
In [20], the receiver performance improvement utilizing diversity in MIMO VLC with an
imaging receiver was presented. It was shown that by employing maximal ratial combining at
the receiver performance can be improved significantly, however the receiver may be impractical
due to the size and complexity of imaging devices. Wang and Armstrong in [21], [22] analysed
the performance of an indoor MIMO optical wireless system with a linear receiver. The receiver
used an array of prisms to form channel matrices that can achieve angular diversity within a
compact receiver structure. It was shown that full column rank can be achieved by the proposed
receiver over an entire room. In [23] Wang and Chi experimentally demonstrated a 2 × 2 non-
imaging MIMO VLC system that is capable to deliver 500Mb/s. However it was concluded that
the large size of the lens and the detectors required are not practical. In [24], the receiver with
angular diversity detectors was proposed and found to overcome the channel rank deficiency
which occurs in areas away from the center of the room.
In these papers, the VLC coverage is among the major drawbacks. In most papers movement
of the receiver to different locations to asses the impact on channel correlation and hence
spectral efficiency was not covered. Further the effect of diffuse channel reflections on MIMO
was not discussed. The present paper addresses these issues and contains the following novel
contributions:
• Propose a novel adaptive apatial modulation(ASM) method to tackle reduced channel rank.
• First evaluation of whole room MIMO performance using vertical and angular diversity
receivers.
• Novel study of the impact of specular and diffuse reflections on MIMO performance.
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We use a MIMO system taking into account line of sight (LOS) propagation, The Lambertian
specular reflections model and the Lambert-Phong diffuse reflection model [4] for both vertical
and angular oriented receiver detectors. We then provide performance statistics for MIMO
methods operating over many room locations using adaptive modulation and coding (AMC),
ASM, and per antenna rate control (PARC) [25]. We also consider RX performance improvement
by application of angular diversity techniques.
The rest of the paper will be as follows. Section II presents the system models. Section III
explains the MIMO techniques used in this paper. Section IV describes the evaluation of the
system throughput. Section V shows the simulation parameters and the different simulation
scenarios, along with the results and discussion. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODELS
We consider visible light communications (VLC) MIMO transmission and take into account
both specular and diffuse reflections where intensity modulation (IM) and direct detection (DD)
of the optical carrier using an incoherent light source is employed. The system consists of Nt
transmitters and Nr photo-detectors at the receiver side. The size Nr received signal vector y is
y = Hs + n (1)
Where H is the Nt × Nr channel matrix and s is the transmitted signal vector which is
transmitted at a given time and is defined as follows: s = [s1 ......sNt]T with [.]T being the
transpose operator and sn denoting the signal transmitted by nth LED. The sum of the ambient
light shot noise and thermal noise is denoted by Nr ×1 vector n which is assumed to be real
valued additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance:
δ2 = δ2shot + δ
2
thermal (2)
Where δ2shot is the shot noise variance and δ2thermal is the thermal noise variance as calculated
in equations (7) and (10) of [7] respectively. Thus the noise power is given by δ2=N0 B, where
N0 is the noise power spectral density and B is communication bandwidth.
This paper assumes an optical wireless LOS link operating in a room with reflection charac-
teristics (Fig. 1). There are two types of reflections considered in this paper. The first type is a
single bounce specular reflection which is modelled by an image transmitter TX ′n to the receiver
(Fig. 1. a). The reflections cause the signal to be attenuated by the surface reflection coefficient
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Fig. 1. Transmitter and receiver geometry used for channel coefficient calculations (a) Specular reflection model (b) Diffuse reflection model
(c) Diffuse reflection-wall geometry (d) Receiver with inclined and vertical axis detectors
α. The second type is a diffuse reflection where all the rays bouncing from the reflecting surface
is scattered into different directions of the room (Fig. 1. b). The incidence power from the wall
is assumed to be a fraction of the total transmitted power wich is dictated by the number of rays
re-radiated.
The LOS Nr × Nt channel matrix H for each room coordinate (x, y, z) in the room is given
by
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H(x, y, z)LOS =

h11(x, y, z) h12(x, y, z) . . h1Nt(x, y, z)
h21(x, y, z) h22(x, y, z) .
. . .
. . .
hNr1(x, y, z) . . . hNrNt(x, y, z)

(3)
where hnrnt represents the channel transfer function of the wireless link between transmitter nt
and receiver nr. For the specular reflection model (Sp) (Fig. 1 (a)) and the diffuse reflection





where for Sp, NTXn is the number of transmitter images received at detector nr caused by
transmitter nt and for Df NTXn is the number of scattered light rays received from transmitter
nt. Therefore, when all LOS, SR and DR rays are considered, the channel gain at the individual
receiver detector nr will be
hnrnt(Total) = hnrnt(LOS) + hnrnt(Sp/Df ) (5)
So, the overall Nr × Nt channel matrix H for each room coordinate (x, y, z) in the room will
be represented by substituting (5) into (3). The path difference between the multiple transmitter-
receiver links is very small, on the order of few cm as shown in Fig. 1. We assume for simplicity
that the communications channel bandwidth is much less than the inverse of the delay spread,
so the channel is not frequency selective.
By using the Lambert-Phong method [4] the diffuse paths are assumed to be scattered paths re-
radiated from the wall to the receiver after being attenuated by the surface reflection coefficient
α. As illustrated in Fig. 1 (a), φTX
′
n is the angle of emergence with respect to the image of
transmitter TXn axis, θTXn is the angle of incidence with respect to the receiver detector axis
and dTX
′
n is the distance between the image transmitter TX
′
n and receiver. Also as illustrated
in Fig. 1 (c), σ is the angle of emergence with respect to the direction of specular reflected ray
axis f which is a directional vector with coordinates (x, y, z), θ is the angle of incidence with
respect to the receiver detector axis and d is the distance between the reflecting point and the
receiver. The system transmitters are fixed at the following ceiling coordinates:
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TX1[ 1.9 m, 1.9 m, 2.75 m], TX2[ 2.5 m, 1.9 m, 2.75 m], TX3[ 1.9 m, 2.5 m, 2.75 m], and
TX4[ 2.5 m, 2.5 m, 2.75 m].
The transmitters are arranged in a square in the middle of the ceiling and the antenna side
separation is 0.6m as this choice was found to reduce channel correlation in [24].
Consider a LOS optical system propagation path in Fig. 1, the channel gain from the transmitter





, 0 6 θ 6 ϕ1/2
0, θ > ϕ1/2
(6)
where k = − ln(2)
ln(cos(Φ1/2))
.
The scalar A is the collection area of the receiver nr, Φ1/2 is the transmitter semi-angle (at
half power), which is assumed to be 45o. The scalar ϕ1/2 is the Field of View (FOV) semi
angle of the receiver which is also assumed to be 45o. In [18] Φ1/2 and ϕ1/2 were assumed to
be both 15o, but for this setup where the receiver is moving around the room, it is difficult to
achieve LOS channel conditions in many locations when a narrower half angle is used. We set
hnrnt(LOS) = 0, when a receiver and transmitter are not in each others’ FOV. Image transmitters
in the specular reflection model use the same equation (6) with their respective angles, then the












For the diffuse reflection case the Lambert-Phong model is used [4]. We define a reflection





where Pi is the incident normalized unit power arriving at the wall, PWall is the reflection
intensity from the reflecting surface, ms is the smoothness of the reflecting material and σ is the
randomly generated parameter which represents the angle between specular reflected rays and
the diffuse reflected ray (Fig. 1. c). To calculate the specular reflected ray vector f we make use
of the normal vector n to the wall and the vector l which is the line connecting transmitter and
the wall (see Fig. 1. c):
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f = (2n • l)n− l (9)
where f, n and l are three dimensional vectors with components (x, y, z). The dot mark in
(9) denotes the vector dot product. As shown in Fig. 1. c, once f and σ are known then all the
diffusely reflected paths can be generated. So, the channel gain for one reflected ray from the





cosms(σ)cos(θ), 0 6 θ 6 ϕ1/2
0, θ > ϕ1/2
(10)





We now briefly describe the technique used for configuring the inclined optical detectors of
the receiver. The left side of Fig.1(d) shows the receiver with inclined detectors. To achieve this
setup the detector axis vector z which is inclined at an elevation angle 45o is transformed around
the z axis (vertical axis) using the transformation matrix as in [24]. The orientation angle of the
receiver in the x− y plane is assumed to be random, which is likely to be the case in practice
as different users will hold their devices in different orientations. The orientation of the receiver
is given by







cos(ϑ+ ω) − sin(ϑ+ ω) 0








where ẑ is the transformed vector, ϑ presents the transformation angle around the z axis to form
the detectors’ axis vectors pointing at azimuth angles 0o, 90o 180o and 270o with an additional
random rotation angle ω which is uniformly distributed between 0o to 360o. The matrix Rz is
the transformation matrix with respect to the z axis. Since any variation of the detector’s axis
affects the angle of incidence θ as in (6) and (10), each detector elevation angle is varied from
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45o to 90 (0o from vertical) to find the elevation angle that will maximize the rank of channel
matrix H. Therefore a single selected elevation angle is used for the inclined axis detector for
system performance evaluation at all locations in the room.
III. MIMO TECHNIQUES
In this paper four different MIMO techniques are used; repetition coding (RC), spatial mod-
ulation (SM), adaptive spatial modulation (ASM) and spatial multiplexing (SMP) as in [24]. In
contrast to [2], [9], [13] where fixed receivers are used, in this paper we consider that mobile
receiver is able to move freely around the room as in [24]. To overcome the resulting SNR
variations we employ adaptive modulation with per antenna rate control (PARC) [25] in SMP and
adaptive modulation in SM and RC. In these techniques, the modulation M-level is chosen and
updated in each transmit time and at each location depending on the current channel conditions.
We assume that all considered MIMO techniques use maximum likelihood (ML) [18] detection
at the receiver with perfect knowledge of the channel and ideal time synchronisation except in
SMP where the zero forcing (ZF) detection method is used to reduce receiver complexity when
using PARC. Therefore in RC, SM and ASM the decoder selects a constellation vector ŝ which
minimizes the Euclidean distance between the actual received signal y and all the possible signal
vectors leading to





where py is the probability density function of y conditioned on s and H. The notation ||.||F
indicates the Frobenius norm.
A. Repetition coding (RC)
The first technique used is RC which simultaneously emits the same signal from all transmitters.
Therefore the condition s1= s2=.....sNt holds [18]. In RC, the light intensities arising from the
several transmitters constructively add up at the receiver side. In this paper, unipolar M-level pulse
amplitude modulation (M-PAM) is considered together with RC, where M denotes the signal
constellation size. Therefore M-PAM achieves a spectral efficiency of log2(M)bit/s/Hz. PAM is
more bandwidth efficient compared to other pulse modulation techniques such as pulse-width
modulation (PWM), on-off keying (OOK) and pulse -position modulation (PPM). [18]. Moreover
PAM has been shown to outperform direct current biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) because
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the later requires a high constant DC bias to make the bipolar OFDM waveform non-negative
[5], [6]. We employ rectangular pulse shapes with M-PAM, so the intensity level emitted by the
Light Emitting Diode (LED) is given by
IPAMm =
2I
M− 1m, for m = 0, 1, ........(M− 1) (14)
where I is the mean optical power emitted. The Bit Error Rate (BER) for unipolar M-PAM























is the Q function [18] and ERX is the received electrical energy. The BER of M-PAM given
in (15) can be generalized for the Nr ×Nt scenario and the resulting BER is given by:
BERRC ≥ 2(M − 1)
M log2(M)
Q










Where, Es = (%I)2Ts denotes the mean emitted electrical energy of the intensity modulated
optical signals. The symbol % represents the optical to electrical conversion coefficient, it is
assumed that, % = 1Λ/W. The scalar Ts denotes the symbol duration in seconds and Λ is the
unit current in amperes.
B. Spatial Modulation (SM)
The second technique used in this paper is SM, which combines MIMO and digital modulation
as proposed in [28] and further investigated in [29], [30] and also applied in [14], [15]. In SM
the conventional constellation diagram is extended to an additional dimension namely, the spatial
dimension. Specifically, the LED index is used to communicate data bits to the receiver. Each
transmitting LED is assigned a unique binary sequence (the spatial symbol). A transmitter is only
activated when the random spatial symbol to be transmitted matches the specified transmitter
index. Thus, only one transmitter is activated for any PAM symbol transmission so only one
element of the signal vector s to be transmitted is non-zero. SM can provide an enhanced spectral
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Fig. 2. Illustration of SM operation with Nt = 4 and M = 4. The first two bits in the block of four bits determine the PAM symbol and
second two bits determine the active LED [15]
efficiency of log2(Nt) + log2(M) bit/s/Hz, see in [13]–[15], [26], [28], [30], [33]–[36]. Signals
with intensity Im = 0 cannot be used for the signal modulation of SM, because in this case no
transmitter would be active and the spatial information information would be lost [18]. Therefore,





m, for m = 1, ........(M) (18)




























Where, dH (bm(1) , bm(2)) denotes the Hamming distance of two bit assignments bm(1) and bm(2) of
the signal vectors sm(1) at the transmitter and signal sm(2) at the receiver.
C. Adaptive Spatial Modulation (ASM)
The third technique is ASM which is a modified form of spatial modulation (SM). ASM
is proposed in this paper to cope with rank deficient channels due to the fact that, when the
receiver moves around the room the channel matrix H is not full rank (4) in many locations. If
the channel matrix rank is reduced, the receiver can not easily distinguish all the transmitting
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LEDs. By using antenna selection techniques, the ASM receiver checks the rank of the channel
matrix and decides which TX/RX setup to be used.
The authors in [31], [32], [34] proposed some different techniques for antenna selection. This
paper will discus the methods proposed in [34] which is relevant to the technique proposed in this
paper. In [34] they use two methods which reduce the order of complexity (number of times the
optimization metric is evaluated). The first method was a Euclidean distance optimized antenna
selection (EDAS) which chooses the specific antenna set that maximizes the minimum Euclidean
distance among all the possible transmit vectors. The second one was capacity optimized antenna
selection (COAS) which uses the bounded system capacity to chooses the set of antennas
corresponding to the largest channel norms out of number of transmitting antennas. In this
paper a similar method to COAS is used but with the difference that the system capacity is not
used as the metric as it is not applicable to positive real channels that arise in OWC. Instead
the channel matrix rank is used here to decide the number of antennas to be active, thereafter
the largest channel norms will be used to decide the set of antennas to be used. The following
three steps are involved.
• If rank(H)=4, we use four transmitter Adaptive Modulation SM for transmission and
throughput calculations.
• If rank(H)=2 or 3, we employ 2TX Adaptive Modulation SM. To identify which two
transmitters are to be activated we check the H matrix using the norm based method









, nt = 1, ......, Nt (20)
Then we select the two highest norm of sum of each qnt values such that the selected




| hnrnt | , nt = 1.....Nt. (21)
then we sort the norms in decreasing order so that the first two largest norms identify
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transmitters to be selected.
• If rank(H)=1, we use RC with Adaptive Modulation.
If Ω denotes the number of selected antennas, the BER of ASM is approximated using the
joint BER evaluation method. This uses both the SM and the RC BERs as used in [18], which













































 , Ω = 1
(22)
In this equation h′nrnt denotes the channel coefficients of the selected antennas.
D. Spatial Multiplexing (SMP)
The final MIMO technique is SMP. In SMP independent data streams are simultaneously
transmitted from all the transmitters. Since ZF is used to estimate the transmitted symbol in
SMP, the following equation is used to obtain the estimate value of s:
Consider equation (1),
ŝ = W · y (23)
where, W denotes the Pseudo-inverse of channel matrix H which is given by:
W = (HTH)−1HT (24)
SMP provides a maximum spectral efficiency of Nt log2(M) bit/s/Hz. As for RC, PAM is used
with SMP and equally distributes the optical power across all emitters to ensure that both schemes
















where, Wi denotes ith row of pseudo-inverse of channel matrix H, Mi is the ith selected
modulation level for transmitter LED i.
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IV. SYSTEM THROUGHPUT EVALUATION
For the RC techniques we use the BER Expression described in equation (17) and calculate
throughput given by [7]:
Th(SISO) = R(1− γ) bps/Hz (26)
Where R is the maximum rate of the scheme and γ is the packet error probability which is
given by [7]:
γ = 1− (1−BER)Nb (27)
Where, Nb is the number of bits in one packet. Equation (26) is computed for all modulation
sizes M which yield a BER less than 10−2 (see Fig. 3 of [24]). Then, the highest throughput
determines the modulation scheme that is selected. A BER greater values than 10−2 is ignored
since will not give a substantial throughput gain as shown in Fig. 3. of [24].
For SM, the BER calculations is carried out using equations 19 and the technique for selecting
the best BER is the same as in RC. The verall throughput is calculated using the following
equation:
Th(MIMO)(x, y, z) = ThBERM i (28)
For ASM, after the process explained in subsection (c) of (III) has been performed, the BER
calculations is carried out based on equation (22), and also choose the highest modulation level
which gives the highest throughput such that the BER is less than 10−2. The overall throughput
is calculated using the following equation:
Th(MIMO)(x, y, z) = ThBERNT M i
(29)
Where, NT denotes number of selected transmitters (LEDs) in a given channel rank condition.
For SMP we use the similar approach as in RC except that, in this case we use Adaptive
modulation with PARC [25] to optimize the choice of modulation separately for each transmitter.
For each possible set of modulation schemes, we compute the BER expression as in equation
(25) and choose the highest modulation level which gives the highest throughput such that the
BER is less than 10−2:
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Where ThBERTXiM i denotes throughput for an individual LED with an appropriate modulation
while NT presents the number of transmitting LEDs.
V. SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND RESULTS
We consider a 4 × 4 indoor MIMO scenario as in [24], but in this paper we also consider
the effect of wall reflections. The system is located within a room of size 4× 4× 3 m and we
assume the transmitters are placed at a height of 2.50 m and oriented downwards perpendicular
to the floor of the room. The receiver is allowed to move randomly at a height of 0.75 m (human
waist or table height) and its detectors are either placed vertically or oriented at a given elevation
angle as in Fig. 1 (d). The inclined detector’s orientation is meant to increase the likelihood of
FOV overlap between the transmitters and the receivers and also incoming reflected rays to the
receiver, thus increasing system spectral efficiency.
A computer program that implements the scenarios presented in previous sections was written
using MATLAB software. The simulation parameters are tabulated in Table I. The room size
shows the dimension of the room where the simulation is assumed. The TX/RX setup defines the
number of transmitters and receivers used in simulation. The TX separation shows how far the
four transmitting LEDs are separated from each other, the RX separation shows how the receiver
detectors are separated (this applies for the vertically oriented receiver). The TX/RX FOV are
the Field of View angles of the transmitter and receiver respectively. The RX detectors elevation
angle is the one between detector’s axis and the horizontal. For angular oriented detectors (A.
detectors) this angle is varied to determine the optimum one while for the vertically oriented
detectors (V. detectors) the angle of elevation is always 90o from the horizontal plane. The RX
detectors azimuth angle separation shows how four detectors are angularly separated around 360o
for the angular diversity detectors setup (A. detectors). We assume users hold their devices in a
random orientation in the range of 0o − 360o azimuth angles from the position of the detector.
This is achieved by applying (12) to all the detector locations. The experiment set-up and system
performance comparison are presented in the next subsections:
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TABLE I. PARAMETERS USED FOR SIMULATION
Parameters Values
Room size (W × L× H) 4 m ×4 m× 3 m
Number of TX/RX 4 × 4
TX separation 0.6 m
Reflection coefficients (α ) 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9
Reflection parameter (ms) 1 (rough surface)
RX separations (V. detectors) 0.1 m
Photodiode responsivity (%) 1 Λ/W
RX random rotation angles 0o to 360o
TX/RX FOV 45o, 45o
RX elevation angle (A. Diversity) 45o to 90o towards vertical
RX azimuth angle separation (A. Diversity) 90o
Photodiode area (A) 1cm2
MIMO transmission techniques RC, SM, ASM, SMP
Modulation schemes 2PAM-1024PAM
A. Setting up Vertical detectors
To validate our results, the setup developed in [18] was repeated for all proposed MIMO
transmission techniques and different TX separations (0.2 m, 0.4 m, 0.6 m). The RX detector
separation remains 0.1m all the time with a vertically oriented RX as in Fig. 1(d) right. The
BER results for a data rate of R = 4 bps/Hz are plotted as shown in Fig. 2 of [24]. These results
match well with Fig. 3(a) of [18] and show the validity of the simulator.
We then developed a mobile receiver model and evaluated the throughput for 1000 locations. In
this case (of a mobile receiver) we employ adaptive modulation for all transmission techniques,
i.e. the rate of transmission is updated at each room location depending on the channel conditions.
In addition to adaptive modulation we consider PARC in SMP. The results for average through-
puts of the different transmission techniques and different reflection coefficients are compared
in Table III and IV. Further, the CDF for all techniques are shown in Fig. 5, 6, 7 and 8. Both
data tables and CDF plots are explained in subsection V-B.
B. Comparison between Vertical detectors and Angular diversity detectors scenarios with specular and diffuse
reflections.
Here we compare the performance of vertical detectors and angular diversity detectors for
a mobile receiver taking into consideration the effects of wall reflections and receiver. All the
setups were simulated using all the MIMO transmission techniques discussed in section III.
Using the throughput calculations in section IV, typical average throughput results for all setups
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(vertically oriented and angular diversity detectors) and their scenarios (reflection types and
reflection coefficients) are tabulated in Table III and IV. Results are shown for four techniques
(RC, SM, ASM and SMP), with both V. detectors (Vertically oriented detectors) and A. detectors
(angular diversity detectors). Fig. 4. shows the SMP CDF comparison for three different elevation
angles in angular diversity receiver (10o, 15o and 20o) when LOS, LOS + Df and LOS + Sp are
considered. Elevation angles. Looking at the A. detectors (LOS + Dif) results on the same figure
we can see that elevation angles of 10o, 15o and 20o give throughputs of 24.8 bps/Hz, 29.2 bps/Hz
and 22.3 bps/Hz respectively and therefore 15o is used in all the subsequent simulation results.
Fig. 5. shows the RC CDF comparison between V. detectors and A. detectors with and without
reflections, also with different reflection coefficients. For simplicity only the CDF results for
reflection coefficients of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 are plotted for all the curves, other results are recorded
in Tables III and IV.
1) Results for the LOS channel:
Table II shows results for different antenna separations matching to [24] where the four
techniques (RC, SM, ASM, SMP) in LOS were compared in detail. Looking at the table we can
see that, for a moving angular diversity receiver there is an improvement in throughput when
using SMP with PARC compared to other techniques (RC, SM and ASM). Percentage wise,
for a TX separation of 0.4m, SMP performs 46% and 144% better than RC for V. Detectors
and A. Detectors respectively. In comparison to ASM, SMP performs 41% and 120% better for
V. Detectors and A. Detectors respectively. For a TX separation of 0.6m, SMP performs 120%
and 192% better than RC for V. Detectors and A. Detectors respectively and when compared to
ASM, SMP performs 78.9% and 85.1% better for V. Detectors and A. Detectors respectively.
All the subsequent results in this paper are for 0.6m transmitter spacing as this spacing provides
the best performance in Table II. Here, we also consider the channel rank of different receiver
locations in the room. Looking at Fig. 3(a) we can see that the channel matrix rank for the
vertical detector is 1 for a large area of the room (60%) while in Fig. 3(b) the proportion is
reduced for the angular diversity detectors (44%) which indicates a higher potential for MIMO
receivers. We can see in Fig. 5. that the difference between the two setups in LOS conditions
mainly relates to the coverage where 10% of the V. detectors setup give zero throughput to the
total loss of LOS paths between TX and RX. The A. detectors setup gives non zero throughput
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results in all room locations.
2) Results for the LOS with specular reflection channel:
We can also see the effects of reflections when we look at Fig. 3(c) through (h). In Fig. 3(c)
when specular reflection with a reflection coefficient α = 0.3 is considered in V. detectors, the
proportion of rank 1 channel reduces to 27% and rank 2 increases to 55%. In Fig. 3(d) when
specular reflections (α = 0.3) are included in the A. detectors setup, the channel matrix rank
values are either only 3 (30%) and 4 (70%) as the chance of multipath reception has increased.
Also in Fig. 3(e) when specular reflections (α = 0.5) are included in the V. detectors setup, the
channel matrix rank is either 3 (33%) or 4 (68%) as the chance of multipath reception has further
increased compared to V. detectors (α = 0.3). Fig 3(f) shows the effect of specular reflections
on A. detectors (α = 0.5), the rank 4 case dominates (90%) and only 10% of channels have
rank 3.
Looking at Table III, the RC results show that the average throughput for all specular reflection
coefficients does not vary significantly because the same data are transmitted by all transmitting
LEDs so whether the rank of channel matrix is 1 or 4, the same data rate is achieved. The specular
reflection results in Fig. 5 shows that both detectors setups give non zero throughput because
of the gain caused by the specular reflected rays. Also both detector setups have negligible
difference in their throughput perfromance because RC cannot exploit higher MIMO channel
rank to increase throughput.
Table III shows the average throughput for SM with specular reflections. It can be seen that
SM shows modest improvement even as the specular reflection coefficient (α) increases. It can
be seen that the A. detectors setup shows much better (almost 100%) performance improvement
compared to the V. detectors for the same reflection coefficient (α = 0.5). Fig. 6. shows CDF
results for SM where we can see that both A. Detector and V. detectors have poor performance
due to rank deficient conditions in many locations of the room. This problem is addressed by
the ASM approach proposed in this paper.
In Table III the average throughput for ASM improves as the specular reflection coefficient
α increases for both two receiver setups. It is shown that the A. detectors has 17% throughput
improvement compared to V. detectors for the same reflection coefficient (α = 0.5). Fig. 7.
shows the CDF results for ASM with three reflection coefficients where we can see that the
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TABLE II. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR LOS WITH DIFFRENT ANTENNA SEPARATIONS
Trans- Average throughput in bps/Hz
mission V. detectors (0o) A. detectors (15o)
Method 0.2 m 0.4 m 0.6 m 0.2 m 0.4 m 0.6 m
RC 5.2 5.6 6 6.5 6.3 6.4
SM 1.1 1.3 1.8 1.7 2.2 2.9
ASM 5.2 5.8 7.6 6.1 7 10.1
SMP 6 8.2 13.2 13 15.4 18.7
Key to the table:
V=Vertically oriented, A=Angular diversity
0.2 m to 0.6 m are the transmitter separations
A. Detector achieves better coverage and hence throughput improvement. The figure shows that
both setups achieve non zero throughput in 100% of the room locations for this propagation
environment. Comparing the results of LOS and the effect of specular reflection at α = 0.5
we can see that both setups have 100% coverage but there is 22% throughput improvement for
A. detectors over V. detectors. Looking at SMP, it shows a significant throughput improvement
compared to RC, SM and ASM. This is particularly true because the channel rank for angular
diversity detectors is increased to a higher likelihood of LOS propagation between TX and RX
compared to vertically oriented detectors and hence a gain in throughput is observed. Taking
reflection coefficient α = 0.5 we can see that SMP performs 100% and 175% better than RC for
V. Detectors and A. Detectors respectively and when compared to ASM, SMP performs 59%
and 89% better for V. Detectors and A. Detectors respectively. We can also notice that increasing
α causes a significant improvement in throughput. Fig. 8. also shows that when SMP is used
there is a significant difference in throughput between the two setups but that coverage of 100%
is achieved for both cases. In the case of specular reflections, the A. detectors shows a 40%
improvement compared to the V. Detector.
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(a) V. detectors LOS (b) A. detectors (LOS) (c) V. detectors (α = 0.3)
(d) A. detectors (α = 0.3) (e) V. detectors (α = 0.5) (f) A. detectors (α = 0.5)
(g) V. detectors
(α= either 0.3 or 0.5)
(h) A. detectors
(α= either 0.3 or 0.5)
Fig. 3. Percentage distributions of MIMO channels matrix rank in 1000 locations of the room (a) Vertical detectors setup (b) Angular diversity
detectors setup (c & e) Vertical detector setup with specular reflections (d &f) Angular diversity detectors setup with specular reflections (g &
h) Both vertical and angular detectors setups with diffuse reflections
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Fig. 4. SMP CDF comparison between three elevation angles in angular diversity receiver detectors when LOS, LOS + Df and LOS + Sp are
considered, α = 0.5 (a) SMP, 10o (b) SMP, 15o (c) SMP, 20o
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A. Detectors−RC−LOS+Sp, α = 0.3
V. Detectors−RC−LOS+Sp, α = 0.3
V. Detectors−RC−LOS+Sp, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−RC−LOS+Sp, α = 0.5
V. Detectors−RC−LOS+Sp, α = 0.7
A. Detectors−RC−LOS+Sp, α = 0.7
V. Detectors−RC−LOS+Df, α = 0.3
A. Detectors−RC−LOS+Df, α = 0.3
V. Detectors−RC−LOS+Df, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−RC−LOS+Df, α = 0.5
V. Detectors−RC−LOS+Df, α = 0.7
A. Detectors−RC−LOS+Df, α = 0.7
Sp
 α = 0.3
Sp
 α = 0.7
Sp








Fig. 5. RC CDF comparison between three reflection coefficients in vertically and angular diversity receiver detectors when LOS, LOS + Sp
and LOS + Df are considered (a) LOS Vs LOS + Sp, α = 0.3 (b) LOS + Sp Vs LOS + Df, α = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7.



















































V. Detectors−SM−LOS+Sp, α = 0.3
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Sp, α = 0.3
V. Detectors−SM−LOS+Sp, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Sp, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Sp, α = 0.7
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Sp, α = 0.7
V. Detectors−SM−LOS+Df, α = 0.3
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Df, α = 0.3
V. Detectors−SM−LOS+Df, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Df, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Df, α = 0.7
A. Detectors−SM−LOS+Df, α = 0.7
Sp,
 α = 0.3
Sp,
 α = 0.5
Sp,
 α = 0.7
Df,
 α = 0.3
Df,
 α = 0.5
Df,
 α = 0.7
(b)
Fig. 6. SM CDF comparison between three reflection coefficients in vertically and angular diversity receiver detectors when LOS, LOS + Sp
and LOS + Df are considered (a) LOS Vs LOS + Sp, α = 0.3 (b) LOS + Sp Vs LOS + Df, α = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7.
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A. Detectors−ASM−LOS+Sp,
 α = 0.3
V. Detectors−ASM−LOS+Sp,
 α = 0.5
A. Detectors−ASM−LOS+Sp,
 α = 0.5
V. Detectors−ASM−LOS+Sp,
 α = 0.7
A. Detectors−ASM−LOS+Sp,
 α = 0.7
V. Detectors−ASM−LOS+Df,
 α = 0.3
A. Detectors−ASM−LOS+Df,
 α = 0.3
V. Detectors−ASM−LOS+Df,
 α = 0.5
A. Detectors−ASM−LOS+Df,
 α = 0.5
V. Detectors−ASM−LOS+Df,
 α = 0.7
A. Detectors−ASM−LOS+Df,














Fig. 7. ASM CDF comparison between three reflection coefficients in vertically and angular diversity receiver detectors when LOS, LOS +
Sp and LOS + Df are considered (a) LOS Vs LOS + Sp, α = 0.3 (b) LOS + Sp Vs LOS + Df, α = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7.






















































LOS+Sp, α = 0.3
A. Detectors−SMP−
LOS+Sp, α = 0.3
V. Detectors−SMP−
LOS+Sp, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−SMP−
LOS+Sp, α = 0.5
V. Detectors−SMP−
LOS+Sp, α = 0.7
A. Detectors−SMP−
LOS+Sp, α = 0.7
V. Detectors−SMP−
LOS+Df, α = 0.3
A. Detectors−SMP−
LOS+Df, α = 0.3
V. Detectors−SMP−
LOS+Df, α = 0.5
A. Detectors−SMP−
LOS+Df, α = 0.5
V. Detectors−SMP−
LOS+Df, α = 0.7
A. Detectors−SMP−














Fig. 8. SMP CDF comparison between three reflection coefficients in vertically and angular diversity receiver detectors when LOS, LOS +
Sp and LOS + Df are considered (a) LOS Vs LOS + Sp, α = 0.3 (b) LOS + Sp Vs LOS + Df comparison, α = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7.
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TABLE III. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR LOS WITH SPECULAR REFLECTIONS
Trans- Average throughput in bps/Hz
mission V. detectors (0o) A. detectors (15o)
Method LOS 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 LOS 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
RC 6.0 6.0 6.4 7.0 7.1 7.3 6.4 6.9 7.0 7.1 7.2 7.3
SM 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.2 3.8 4.1 2.9 3.1 3.9 4.2 6.3 7.0
ASM 7.5 7.5 8.6 8.8 9.1 9.4 10.0 10.1 10....3 10.3 10.4 10.5
SMP 13.1 13.3 13.7 14.0 14.3 14.6 18.6 18.8 19.1 19.5 20.0 20.4
Key to the table:
V=Vertically oriented, A=Angular diversity
Parameters 0.1 to 0.9 are the reflection coefficients (α) of the reflecting surface
3) Results for LOS with diffuse reflection channel:
Table IV shows simulation results when diffuse reflections are considered. The diffuse reflection
case shows a significant effect on system performance. Considering the α = 0.5 RC results
for the diffuse reflection model shows a 47-52% improvement compared to those for specular
reflection (Table III) in both A. detectors and V. detectors. Fig. 3 g and h show that when
diffuse reflections are considered in both V. detectors and A. detectors, the channel matrix rank
is always 4 (100%) for all the reflection coefficients (α = 0.1 through 0.9). This is because the
diffuse reflection scattered optical channel makes it possible to obtain full MIMO performance
gains. Looking at the ASM performance in the model including diffuse reflections, we see also
a substantial improvement in throughput. Table IV shows that ASM (α = 0.5) has 41-56%
throughput improvement over the specular reflection results in Table III. For SMP, when diffuse
reflections are considered it also shows significant improvement. At α = 0.3 in A. detectors,
SMP has an improvement of 20-37% over the scenario when only specular reflection is included.
In terms of the comparison between V. detector and A. detectors in diffuse reflection conditions
with α = 0.5, ASM with A. detectors shows 28% throughput improvement over ASM with V.
detectors while SMP with A. detectors shows 48% throughput improvement over SMP with V.
detectors. Again we can see that, SMP performs 89% and 170% better than RC for V. Detectors
and A. Detectors respectively. Generally the diffuse reflection model has shown a big impact on
indoor OWC performance due to the of scattered optical power improving the MIMO channel
rank statistics.
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TABLE IV. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR LOS WITH DIFFUSE REFLECTIONS
Trans- Average throughput in bps/Hz
mission V. detectors (0o) A. detectors (15o)
Method LOS 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 LOS 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
RC 6.0 6.2 9.6 10.4 10.9 11.1 6.4 6.8 10.3 10.8 11.3 11.5
SM 1.8 3.5 4.8 5.1 6.0 6.8 2.9 4.9 6.1 6.4 6.9 7.6
ASM 7.5 7.5 13.2 13.7 14.3 14.6 10.0 14.6 16.9 17.6 18.0 18.4
SMP 13.1 13.1 16.5 19.7 20.8 21.6 18.6 22.4 26.2 29.2 30.4 31.6
Key to the table:
V=Vertically oriented, A=Angular diversity
Parameters 0.1 to 0.9 are the reflection coefficients (α) of the reflecting surface
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a mobile angular diversity optical receiver detector model with both
specular and diffuse reflections in an indoor visible light communications system. We applied
two different reflection models and used a range of reflection coefficients to model different
types of reflecting surfaces. We applied different MIMO transmission techniques with adaptive
modulation and Per Antenna Rate Control to evaluate the throughput across different room
locations. We have compared results for vertical detectors and angular diversity detectors setups
in different scenarios. Our initial results show that using angular diversity detectors increase the
likelihood of LOS among transmitters and receivers. It is also shown that diffuse reflections have
a significant positive impact in system throughput compared to the specular case and both are
better than for LOS propagation.
It is shown that for same setup SMP has better performance compared to other candidates (RC,
and ASM). Percentage wise, for specular reflections SMP performs 100% and 175% better than
RC for V. detectors and A. detectors respectively while in diffuse reflection SMP performs 89%
and 170% better than RC for V. detectors and A. detectors respectively. Compared to ASM,
in specular reflections SMP performs 60% and 90% better for V. detectors and A. detectors
respectively while in in specular reflections SMP performs 43% and 66% better for V. detectors
and A. detectors respectively. It was also seen that, using ASM where we switch between
different TX/RX setups, transmission techniques and modulation, we could achieve throughput
improvements compared to always using SM with 4 transmitters.
Looking at both LOS, LOS + Sp, and LOS + Df results we can see that ASM performs much
better than SM due to its robustness to rank deficient channels. In LOS, ASM performs 317%
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better than SM with V. detectors and 245% better than SM with A. detectors. In the specular
reflection case when we consider α = 0.5, ASM performs 300% better than SM with V. detectors
and 145% better than SM in A. detectors. Also in the diffuse refection case when considering the
same reflection coefficient, ASM performs 168 % better than SM in V. detector and 175% better
than SM in A. detectors. Generally our simulations suggest that, for mobile optical receivers
angular diversity detectors can perform better than vertical oriented receivers. When specular
or diffuse reflections are included the system performance improves significantly. We have seen
the positive impact of reflected optical paths on conditions for the scenarios discussed in this
paper. This is because, in the diffuse channels model, receivers can exploit both LOS paths and
reflected paths.
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